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ENTERTAINMENTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS._

_

GREAT REDUCTION IN RATES

TO THE

—

—

CENTENNIAL !

—TO

October 23,
VIA

Augusta.
Sltowhegan..

Aubnin.

..

the Centennial,

Monday,

W. Watervillel5 00
00
00
01
00
Farmington. 14 50

Watervllle.. 15
Belfast. 16
Dexter.16
Bangor.16

VIA

23d,

TWO EXHIBITIONS
OF

AND

|

—

MAINE GENERAL
will be given

Thursday

ocl7

and

HOSPITAL, $11
at

centrnnialI

$11

CENTENNIAL!

$11
$11

—

Friday evenings.

October 26th and 27th,

«. Bartlett of Deerfield,
Mass.,
assisted by a large number of Ladies and
Gentlemen of this city.

Doors open at 7 o’clock; commence at 8.
Admission, 35 cents Tickets to be obtained at F.
F. Hale’s, Sturges & Co.’s, aDd at the door.
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CENTENNIAL !
CENTENNIAL I

GO
j
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n

ARMY AND NAVY

SIX CONCERTS,
ONE LECTURE,
—

THE

Lecture and Concert Committee
OF THE

$11

CENTENNIAL J

$11

CENTENNIAL !
CENTENNIAL I
CENTENNIAL !

$11
$11
$11
$11

Nov.

I5tli,

CENTENNIAL J

BY

—

—

AW

W1,1CUJ1AIV,

Wednesday Evening, Dec.
—

BY

Thursday Evening,
—

BY THE

M.

la. A.

C1T Y

__H[ .A.L L.
Annual

Thursday, Evening, Jan. 4th,’77.
—

will give the great Moral Musical Drama, entitled

“Out Of Bondage.”

18th.

BY THE

of

BERNHARD LINTEMANN, Violin.
FBI I'JB LI.TEMANN, Violin.
A FKEWGANG, Harp.
ADOLPH HART DEGEN .Violoncello.
EUGENE WKIJIAB, Flute.
Assisted by
LOE18E McQUESTEIV,
Vocalist.

SIXTH ENTERTAINMENT,

STORRS, D. D.,

Musical Entertainment.
To be announced.

Wednesday,
Mrs. Loui e Woodworth Foss.
SELECT READINGS.

Wednesday, January 24tli,

SEVENTH ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday evening,

Feb.

14th,

Select Readings by

Prof J. W. CHURCHILL.
Tbe Eighth Entertainment will be tbe

Grand Concert of the Course,
and will be announced in

a

few days.

Concert before the Lecture and Reading by tbe
Portland Band.

tickets, $2.00 each, for sale at tbe usual
places. Reserved Seats for the Couise. $1.50 each.
Sale will begin at Army & Navy Hall, Wednesday
evening, Nov. let, at 7 o’clock, and| numbers will be
given out in tbe afternoon, the same as last year.
The Reserved Seat tickets will be for sale at Win.
E. Tiiomes’, under Music Hall, after Nov. 1st.
Members’ tickets, $1.00. Each member entitled to
two. Can be procured of tbe Treasurer, T. J. Little.
Conrse

CO MifllTTEEi
A. K. PAUL,
W. E. DENNISON,
W. E. THOMES,
F. J. LI J TLE,
R. K- G AXLE Y,
W. E. Si M MO N S,
GEO. E. BROWN.
cltf
oct21
8PEC1AL

TO

NOTICE.

SHlPPERfToF

FREIGHT.

destined to

the fol-

freight
points reached by
Fast Freight Lines, viz:
ALLlowing
Red, White,
Hoosac Tun-

Blue, Canada, Southern, International,

nel and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by
Boston & Maine Railroad. For through rates and
It A. McCLUTCIIV,
bills lading apply to
Agt. Fast Frgt. Lines at B. &M. R.R., Portland.
dtf
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ME.

jfiranch Office at Saccsrnppa, Me.

sep!9

_03m
Dr. D. T, WlldLej

SUITS !

tries

sep29d&wly

to

BACK

as the

to warrants

MR. H. C. BARNABEE,
the renowned Basso and Humorist Vocalist,
MR. D. HENKV SUCK,
the talented Violin Soloist,
MR. HOWARD M. DOW,
the accomplished Pianist,
Muoica! Director.

Wednesday, Fell. 7ih,

Higginson,
the Dollar.”

of

Wednesday, Feb. 21st,
REY. H. M. GALLAHER.
New
In

Lecture.

Subject to be

ever named
below.

than we name

Court Comparison.

SUITS !

announced.

addition to the above the Committee would
that they have arranged for

an-

TWO AFTERNOON ENTERTAINMENTS
FOR

CHILDREN.
Entertainments wilt he

Saturday, Dec. 16, 1876.

entitled

“An Afternoon with Barnabee,’’
on

which occasion the renowned Humorist, H. C.
BARIVABEE, and others will annear

Tickets to the regular course of eight entertainments $1.50.
Members’ tickets $1.00 (each member entitled to
two.)
Reserved Seats $1.00 extra far Evening entertainments only. fiveuiug I icketN 50 Cent*.
Purchasers of Coarse Tickets will be entitled to
two tickets to each ot the Children’s Entertainments.
CONCERT BY CHANDLER'S
one-half

BAND

hour previous to each lecture.

Members’ tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s
music Store, on and after
Wednesday, Nov. 8th.
lhe sale of Reserved Seats will commence at the
same place on
Nov.
Saturday.
lltli, at 9 o’clock.
30 o’clock. Evening Entertainment at 7°?|u
7.45. Afteinoon Entertainment at 2.30.

I.ECTUBE COMMITTEE:
b.cooltdge,
SoHNcVpRor-r?T3’ MH F. FURBISH,
bin
t barvVA Vi.
B1.NJ.
BARNES,.JRGRO. L. SWETl’,

BLKGKSS’
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Portland, the duly
city, are hereby notified to

!,»■»« made

daily,

on

00117_

all

kinds

morning 0f Hum'
of properiy.

il6t

$IO Per Day
by energetic salesmen with our
Call at 42J Exchange Street, between
6
SI.,or enclose?!.00 foi sample, directions
<£c., to Box 1932 Portland, Maine.
iagud.odtf
be

CAN
goods.
and 10 A.

made

on

then and there to give in their votes for Electors of
President and Vice President of tbe United States.
Tbe polls on such day of election to remain open
until tour o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will he in open session
at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building from
nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five
secular days next preceding such day of the election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON. City Clerk.
October
oc20dtd

Rollins, Loring & Adams,
22 EXCHANGE

BLUE

Middle

12.00

I

on

STREET.

Ladies should be cautious ill purchasing Gossamer Rubber «loaks, and not
buy those with sewed seams as they are
KOT WATERPROOF. We arc making a
superior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WATERPROOF, at BALL’S
Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
P. S.-Examine ours befrre you purchase.
dtf
fept27
~~

ICE SAWS.
Best Quality at Reduced Prices.

R HOE & CO.,
New York & Chicago.

eod1m&w4w

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles,
very nice article lor family use, picnic parties, and

a
on

board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

Wm.

Sliarp,

JiO‘J Commercial Strtef » Portland, I?Ic.
dll
ju22

rest to

you

selves, and

Relict and Health to Your Inlants.
We have put np and sold this article for years, and
CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
never been able to say of
any other

CAN SAY IN
what we have

1U1U

1

A1JUUL/, m A

Olil*

GLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak in
terms of highest commendation of its magical effects
and medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minute3 after the syrup is administered.
This valuable preparation has beeu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

Thousands ot Cases.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but in
vigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
and gives tone and energy to the whole system. It
will almost instantly relieve

Griping of the Bowels, and Wind
Colic.

We believe it is the rest and surest remedy in
the WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises

We would
from teething, or from any other cause.
say to every mother who has a child suffering from
any of the
foregoing complaints—do not let
YOUR PREJUDICES, NOB
THE PREJUDICES OF
others, stand between your suffering child and the
relief that will be SURE—.ves, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if timely
used. Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.

Be

sure

and call for

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”
Having tlie ftc-simile of “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
on

the outside

wrapper.

Sold by Druggists throughout the world.

aug26
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STORE,

ME.

HAVE BEEN FORCED BY
COMPETITION.
Instead of waiting: a tenth of a century,
the Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph Company has,

codtf

rjiHE

Boston and Portland

Clothing Co.,

OPENED AUGUST
in

the

Notice.

Telegraphic

AT

ONE

STROKE,

reduced the telegraph rates to Portland

(50) per cent, below the llfty-lwo per
cent, of the Western Union Company,
and the end is not yet.

30th,

Store

With its improred

No. 189 Middle

Street,

Automatic
by

An Entirely New Stock ol Fine, medium and Common Grades ol

System,

which

ONE THOUSAND WORDS
YOUTH’S

THEN’S,

READY
• iii-»i-

uuuus

AND

MADE^
iTianuiaunrcu

are

CHILDREN’S

we

uwn

hukukuun 111

cannot be undersold

Every Garment Marked in
OWE PRICE TO
A

per minute may be sent over a wire, It
will be enabled to handle

SATISFACTORILY

CLOTHING.

uun

111

Boston, mill we confidently assert that
DEALER IN THE STATE.

by

any

Plain Figures.

at least one half the telegraph business
of Portland.
The public need only to know these
facts to properly respond.
D. H. BATES,
Snpt. Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph Co.
dtf
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ALE, AWD THAT PRICE

LADIES’

LOW OWE

REEXAMINATION and COMPARISON is all

ask,

we

as

we

feel

sure

that the GOODS on our Counters are marked lower than the same
can he purchased elsewhere.
Strangers visiting the City will
be AMPLY REPAID BY GIVING US A CALL.
Goods sold not proving
satisfactory will be EXCHANGED or
MONEY REFUNDED.

Castor Cloves!

quality

189

We have just opened a full line
of Ladies’ Two-Bntton English
Castor Gloves, the very best quality. Every one who has ever worn

REMEMBER THE STORE,

these goods know that they arc the
most economical Gloves to buy.

MIDDLE

Larger sizes

lor Gents’ wear.

PORTLAWO, PFIAIWE,
1ST earlv
sepl28dtf

The Latest and

Most Reliable Returns
for

a

safe,

sure

and economical inveetment,may
ways be iound with

Merry,
237 Middle

Canal

Opposite

al

the Hatter,

and Travelling Caps, &c., just received.
see

Owen & Moore,

Bank.
cc7oAl

New Woolens I!

Congress St., Cor. Brown. tiff
rnm

are now

English, German

receiving

a

ful

BLANKETS

in great variety at the Lowest Prices.
of

nud your old Milk Hat in exchange,
secure the latent Dunlap Miyle ©i
Milk Uut«, at

will

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.sept23d2m

ilt f

Yacht

Kay for Sale.

The above schooner, well found and
fitted with new sails, spars and rigging,is
offered for sale and wilt be sold at a bar
Said yacht is well
gain if sold soon.
•known as a fast and handsome yacht and
would make a good pilot boat. Inquire ot
II. LKIWIS & CO..
iulleodtf
l40 Commercial Street.

Oak

Ship

importation, and very
good stock of fine Domestic

our own

Woolens, which we are prepared to otter at greatly
reduced prices from last season.
We si all from this date offer special inducement
to customers that pay cash.

MERRY’S, THE HATTER,
Octl4

a

Timber for Sale.

Now landing from Seboouer Koret and for sale by
CURTIS A. DAVIS,
Ocfi.Itf
151} Commercial Hirer*.

,1_!_

Republican majority in that State, to defraud
people of the expression of their choice.
As it was impossible to carry the State lor
Tilden by fair means, violence and fraud
were resorted to, the peace was
broken, and
the

the State thrown back into its

old troubled
condition. The Southern leaders who pretend to love their State so well did not for a
moment hesitate in order to carry their ends
to plunge it into discord, to murder its people, to overthrow the man who had given it
good government and had done so much for
its welfare in many other ways. The only
objection they brought forward against Gov.
Chamberlain was that he was determined to
have an honest vote. This determination
aronsed bitter hatred against him, and they
allied themselves with the infamous Moses
and his attendant band of scoundrels to defeat the Governor.
There was positively no excuse for their
action. South Carolina had not been so

governed,

prosperous, at any time
since the war as it was when the rifle clubs

Side Lace Boots 1
A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice fitting Boots made to order lor
men or women.

M. <3r. PALMER.

dtf

cures

the very

severe or
there be a

worst cases,

long stnuding.

no

matter

the face of

human being
If
the earth suffering from either of these
distressing complaints we do assure him
that in COIIINU’S SPECIFIC he will
surely find relief.
Sold at wholesale bv PERKINS & CO., PHILLIPS
A Co., Portland, W. E. MANN, Bangor.
ocl4eod2w
wtf39
on

MUSIC !
New Sheet Music, Bools.

Folios,

k

received dally by

C. K. HAWES,
177

Middle Street, Portland.
The

FOimLE.

largest Mtock in the City.
A L tS O

A

augl5Utl

13

JOHN E. PALMER.
Middle St., Portland, Me

Pianos, Reed Organs, cheap tor cash or installment-, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,
Flutes, Banjos. Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets,
Cornets, and all instruments for Brass and String
Bamis, in great variety; extra \ iolin Striugs, Retail
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders,

jan31

deodly*

elegance

Thus

pe-

the

Courier.
Journal says any man who
charges that the
Democratic party is composed of the South
and a few Northern allies is a “either a fool
or a liar,”
The Baltimore Gazette is is more

picturesque, and in speaking of sending
troops into South Carolina uses this savory
figure; “Tbe huge, foul, bloated carcass of
Grautism, while reeling to its downfall, lays

its obscene hands upon the liberties of sister commonwealths, and establishes

precedents at which the Free States of the North
should tremble.” Instead of
“trembling,”
the more natural impulse after
reading that
paragraph would be to hold the nose.
To the Republican

Party.

Address ol the

National

Satisfactory

Comail tier—The

Result of the

Fall

Elections

-The National Candidates the
Representatives of the Rest Spirit of Reform.

drels.

But the electoral vote of South Carolina was deemed necessary to the success of
Tilden, and in order to secure that vote the
State was plunged into violence and bloodshed and a war of races. The policy of
prescription was put in force, intimidation of
voters was openly practiced, the negro was
shot down. At last in the desperation of
self defense he turned upon his persecutors,
and converted the massacre into a battle.
Then, the State government having insufficient power to suppress the armed bodies
which were patrolling the State, the Governor called, as is provided by law, upon the
President to interfere; and troops have been
sent there to preserve order and to see that a
fair ballot is permitted. The necessity for
this action is made by the Democrats, and
upon them rests the responsibility. It is not
in their mouths to Drotest aeainst

a

condition

of affairs which they have brought about
themselves. The.troops are there to interfere with the rights of no man, to protect
Republican and Democrat alike. It their
presence is disagreeable to the Democrat he
must reflect that his acts of violence have
rendered it neeessary.
On the 6th of October Gen. Cary, of South

Carolina, said

in a public speech:
South Carolina is a white man’s state, and,
in spite of nigger majorities, the Democrats are
going to rule it. This we swear to you by
Heaven and in the face of God.

ratification meeting the
said:
The Edgefieid policy, that is the shot gua
policy, won in the state campaign and will wiu
in the present campaign. That policy is to
plainly tell the negroes that the whites are
again in command ot the state. We Democrats do not want their votes.
They will vote
against us at their peril. We must warn tbe
leaders that “tbe tall poppies will fall first.’’
I. for one, would shoot first Chamberlain,
Elliott, Patterson, and sncb carpet-baggers,
At a

Hampton

same man

and second the miserable white native scalawags and lastly, the black leaders generally.
At another meeting the same mau said:

Go armed to the ballot-box, and meet force
with force. If any one tries to prevent you
from carrying the state for Tilden and Hampton, the person or persons who so try must he
removed out of the way by the use of sufficient
force, and if it becomes necessary to shoot
them in order to remove them, we must be prepared to shoot rather than he prevented from
redeeming the state irorn Radical rule.
Gen. Cary is one of the foremost leaders o^
pumj

IU

UUUIU

VaiUliUCly

prominent advocate of Tilden

LUC

the
who, in
on

mur-

that

in full coals of mail and

calling

them-

selves knights rode at a hoop. There were
fools enough from the North to represent
6even states.
Even New England had four
“knights” in the deadly fray; Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode
Islaud, each being represented by one of
these terrible creatures. The North furnished seven Sir Popinjays, and the South
six. Our foreign visitors must have been
highly entertained by the show. Let us
hope they believed it to be only an American
circus, and thought that the “knights” wete
circus riders hired for the occasion.
In Maryland the Republican prospect of
gaining two members of Congress is good.
Of one Republicans feel sure. That Confederate majority will soon be a thing of the
past.
__

FIRST-CLASS Millinery anil Fancy Goods
Store, situated in one ot most flourishing
factory villages in I t.e State Desirably located, and
doing a good business. Sold for no fault. If not
sold, would take a flrst-elass Millin :r as paitner.
In [uire ot
Oue who can give good references, i&c.

culiarly Democratic.

so

began their work of strife. The negro vote was
coming to be divided. The Governor needeu
only the support of the honest men of the
State to complete his victory over the scoun-

men

It

are

e

absurd tournament at Philadelphia, where

Call and

roost of which

n.. ___

The South has many sins to answer for,
not altogether responsible for that

and French

them.

choice styles; also

In

plan of giviDg Tilden a‘‘solid South” have
found it necessary to overcome the legitimate

but it is

how

HORSE

The New Orleans Times
(Democratic)
claims a brilliant victory in the western elections and significantly
remarks, “Another
such, and railroad tickets to various localities
in New England will have a
large sale.
The Chattanooga
(Tenn.) Commercial
says that a Southern Democrat being asked
if he did not think
Mississippi is a Republican state
replied: “Yes, they have 30,000 or
40,000 majority there, but it is not available
just at present.” It is time it wan ma.ie
available.
A vigorous and aggressive
campaign is to be
inaugurated iu tbe seveuth district, at once.
Judge Hoar has consented to speak, and will
probably address tbe citizens of Lawrence on
Tuesday evening next, aDd other speakers
have also been engaged. The Hoar men are
thoroughly aroused, and will give a good account ol themselves.— Boston
Transcript.
Col. Ingersoll's epigramatic remark—if
you want to make Republicans build a
sebool house; if you want to make Democrats
tear it down—gets a forcible
illustration in a
letter received by one of our
leading publishing houses from a bookseller in Indianapolis,
under date of Oct. 14. It is as follows:
‘‘Intelligence is at a discount in our Slate since
the election, and we must ask
you to cancel
our orders for
your publications. We shall
want no standard books at
present.”—2V. T.
Tribune.
When a Democrat gets scared or excited
he invariably drops into a
style of language
which has a force and luxurious

slump in that state, and the man
connection with Butler, the Hamburg
derer, manipulated the Convention
nominated Wade Hampton.

168 and 170 Middle Street,
line of

Senator.

in

well

Another of those Democratic counties in
Colorado has been heard from. The 500
Democratic majority from San
Juan, published by the Liberty street
bureau, now
turns out to be 15
only, with a Republican

YORK,

everything showing an earnest purpose to
do his best. It became the duty of ail friends
of good government to unite in his
support
and against the rogues and fanatics who
were trying to break him down.
To day South Carolina is in a state of confusion aod violence.
Whv? Because the
mnnnnAM

re-

WHEELER,

NEW

4/V.UiVV.lUUV

CUMIN & KENDALL,
have just opened, and

PRESIDENT,]

The South Carolina Situation.
Three mouths ago South Carolina was at
peace. The administration of Gov. Chamberlain had won the approval of the best men
of all parties. The opposition he encountered came only from corrupt men and from
zealots who could not bring themselves to
acquiesce in the new condition of things
brought about by the war. He was fast
bringing the State out of its difficulties, restoring order, ridding the government of
rogues, putting honest men to the front, and

Tlom onrot TA

The Democratic

anybody.

For Presidential Electors.
At Large.—WILLIAM W. THOMAS.
NATHAN A. FARWELL.
First District- SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD.
Second
1. WARREN MERRILL.
Third
BENJAMIN D. METCALF.
Fourth
J. W. PORTER.
“
Fifth
SETH L. MILLIKEN.

most

we

St., Sign of the Gold Hat,

NOBBY- hats

octlO

it, mothers, it will give

upon

The Western Union Telegraph Company
advertise that it has reduced rates fifty *
two (52) per cent, in ten years, bnt
omits to state that these reductions

Street,

PORTLAND,

oc2

19,167C._

Railroad and Steamboat Tickets via all
the different Routes
to the West, Itoston,
Hew Fork, Philadelphia and return, and
all points on iflaine
Central R. R., at reduced prices.

watches,dam™,™'
boo“s

o’clock,

2 33

Seventh day of November
next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,

WILL

at 8

PRICE

Tuesday the

COLLATERAL LOAN COMPANY

hold its thirty third auction
sale of unredeemed gools, on
TUESDAY, Oct. 24th and
following days, at its Banking
117 Simmer
Rooms,
St., Boston, commencing each day at 10 o'clock a™
This sale includes gold and silver
silver ware, furniture, pianos, fire
arms,
et<“’
Gods on exhibition

OTer Coats

$10.00

Price, Polite Attention and Clothing at
Manufacturers’ Prices.

ONE

from the Mayor and

qualified
meet in their respective Ward rooms,

greatly facilitates the process ot teething, by softening the gnms, reducing all inflammation—will allay
and spasmodic action, and is
Sure to Regulate tlie Bowels.

all pain

Depend

BONE.

5-prices LOWER

WINSLOW’S

SYRUP

Campaign Notes.
A “reform” campaign successful
through
fraud would be a noble victory.
Is the country prepared to make the White
House an addition to
Tammany Hall? That
is the whole issue of the
campaign.
"Accept the fifteenth amendment, but prevent its enforcement” is the chief
plank in
the platform of the Southern
Democracy.
W ith a solid and
hungry South pulling him
on one side and Messrs.
Kelley, Morrissey,
and O’Brien
pulling him on the other, what,
Oh! what would become of President Tilden?

turns from the section Mr. Barnum visited
ought to be answer enough for

OHIO.

WILLIAM A.

For Children Teething,

of Portland.

Aldermen of the City of
PURSUANT
electors of said

nounce

The first of the Children
given on the afternoon of

City

FOR TICE

SOOTHING

One of the many weak
points in the Demincluding of California in
the Tilden list* Tilden has about as
much
chance there as he has in Ohio. The Democrats only had a plurality in the state
last
year. This year Independents and Republicans aie united, and command a clear
majority of 5,000.
ocratic claim is the

went to Indiana for.

OE

IS, THE PRICES ON OUR

Ulsters I

!

and Silver Ware.
A. KEITH.

MRS.

O. ID. 23. FISK db CO.*

d&wtf

To the Electors of the

Streets.

CRY !

ADYANCF

Hughes, the defeated Democratic candidate for governor of
Colorado, has sent a
dispatch to the Louisville Ciurier-Journal,
acknowledging the defeat of the Democrats
on their whole ticket.
The Connecticut Republicans are
trying to
make Congressman Barnum tell what he

P. LIBBY, No. 339 Pore Street,cor.
Cros. St., in Delano’s Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple

Watehes, Jewelry

PERANM^Ta

commu-

RUTHERFORD B. HA TES,

Look for the only Store Painted BLUE
Middle Street.

3 P. M.

OF MAINE.

reserve

Plumbers.

MAKE UTO MISTAKE I\ THE PLACE.

are
conn-

foreign

claims of American heirs.

STATE

distinguished Soprano,
miSS ANNA C, HOLBROOK,
the pleasing Contralto,
MR. J. C. COI.EINS,
the eminentJTenor,

Subject—**The Aristocracy

One

a

ma3

consisting of tbe following artists:
MRS. II. E. H..CARTER,

Col. Thos. Wentworth

Reefers

debts, bankruptcy, &c., specicollections
COLLECTION
alty. Funis remitted
made. Also collects in England and
soon as

or

journal.

Pattern and Model Maker.

LOW PRICES

SUITS !

nov8dtf

J. B. SANFORD,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

5« Exall kiads

OF

Handsome single breasted Sack Suits, $ 9.00 Substantial,Wsol Frock Suits;
Genuine Silk and Wool Suits;
12.00 Fancy Basket Goods Suits,
Fine Dress Suits
iroin 14.00 to 25 00

Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hand s on them and they sha'l be healed
.302 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.

Honrs—lO to I d A. It!., it

Saturday Afternoon, Jail. 13, 1877,

city.

PORTLAND,

necessarily for publication

FOR PRESIDENT,

27 pairs Double and Twist Cants, $1.40
89 pairs Vermont Grey Pants, $1,500
“
40 “
Dark Check Pants,
1 75
2.50
33
Heavy Lined Pants.
“
28
Hair lined Dress Pants,
3.50
90 “ Genuine Silk & Wool Pants, 4,00
“
500
Dress Pants from 4.00 to 7.00
40 DOZ. OVER ALLS & JUMPERS, Bine. Brown or White each
40 cents

THOMAS RAINEY, M. A. M. D.
Office 499 1 -2 Congress Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.

Chandler’s Full Hilary Band & Orchestra.
the

LACK

We defy Competion and

HAY,

Law,

not

Every regular attache of the Press Is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upou us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

capable of doing so.

prices. We stand upright and alone

GOODS.

fel4eodtf

at

Indispensaole,

cases

A. I. HARBOUR, 330 Fore Street, Cor
of Cross, Portland.

J# A. MERRILL.

Expounder of Low Prices.

No Clothing establishment ON earth

Honrs 2 to 4 P. M.

of

Jan. 10, 1877,

The arrangements for this date are not vet fully
coinpletod, but will be announced in a few days
The Second on

in

our

THE PROOF OF OUR STATEMENTS

The Natural

Grand Concert by

D. II. CHAIVDLEB, Conductor.
Assisted by the best Vocal and Instrumental Talent

St.

No. 511-2 Exchange St.

Wealth.’’,

Wednesday, Dec. 27th.

—

Boston Philharmonic Club.

mi83.ZILLA

Jal6

Counsellor

Subject—“The Oid and New in Europe.’’

GRAND INSTRUMENTAL
AND VOCAL CONCERT
—

STREET

F. M.

Wednesday, Dec. 13th,

DANIELS,
of this city.

Thursday Evening, Jan.

FREE

all

but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

J. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St

They cannot back np their statements. They are a “fraud,” and as sncli are soon
stamped by deceived customers. They have yet to learn THAT A DECEIVED CUSTOM E it NEVER CALLS AGAIN. An old but true adage says that the “proof of the
pudding Is eating it.”

D.

Opposite bead of Brown

Subject—“Evolution.”

Characters by
MB J. W. LUCA.
MB. WALLACE KING.
MB. NAM LUCAS.
MB. A. C I AILOR.
MISS ANNA JM. HVERS.
MIS.'KMMA L.HVKBI.

FIFTH ENTERTAINMENT

THEY

d6m«tt.f

74

the

HYERS SISTERS’ CONCEIT CO.,

Street,

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In

Stair Builders.

Smaller concerns are constantly howling about “lower than the Lowest Goods
almost given away.” and such cheap talk, bat it amounts to talk, and talk alone.

DOW,

G. A. CLARK, M.

REV. HENRY WARD R

RICHARD S.

(qoaaI ihwvleb,

of

1876

Real Estate Agents.

PORTLAND, ME.

«pI3

OP

Subject—“The Ministry

BERRY,

WHITNEY, No.

Upholsteriag

MORNING, OCT. 23,

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

1237 to select from, ranging in prices from
$6 50 to $30.00
19 Imported Diagonal Frock Coats, $5.00, Cost to make $12.75, Sizes 33 to 35
Youth Suits from
Youth Pauts from
$1.75 to $6.00
$7.00 to $20-00
50 Youth Vests,
50 cents
5.00 to 12.00
Hoy’s Suits from
Children’s Suits, A11 Grades, A11 Sizes, a good two-third Wiol Sait,
2 00
Nice Dress aud School Suits from $4.00 to $10.00
Shirt Waists from 37c to 1.50
Kilt Skirts from
6.00 to 12.00

172 Middle

FOURTH ENTERTAINMENT

MISS MAE

mul

A.

St.

order.

PRESS.

with

at all Hazards.

so

BATTLE

combination controlls

or

Great and only

No. 37 P'um Street.

Course

—

n. M. SMITH. Soprano.
MISS. All It V CLARKE, Contralto.
MB. W H. FESSENDEN, Tenor.
MB. MIRON W. AH1TNEV, Basso.
MISS CLARKE, Pianist.

No ring

OUR

dly

ATTORNEY AT -ILAW,

Entertainments 1

21st,

MBS,

THE

PORTLAND. MLTEC.

FRED. N.

Wednesday,
PROF. EDWARD S. MORSE.

SKTH-WHffldl COKCERT COHPAE

—

lul

$$oolc} Job

Nov. 29tb,

GRAND CONCERT

Money

Clothiers.

are able and

CLOTHING-AT
IS

JOBBER,

&

Apparatus, Are.,
Market Street, Printers Exchange,

dtd

Chapin,
Dec.

MAKER

STEPHEN

266 MIDDLE STREET.

Twenty-Fifth

6th.

ENTERTAINMENT.

BABCOCK.

Watch and Chronometer markers’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

XlUUIHl.

Subject: "John Hampden, or the Progress
or Popular JLiberty.”
THIRD

MODEL

WITH A LECTURE BE

—

Rev. Dr. E. H.

settlements efleeted when desired.
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city aud vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities,

P.

determined to do

tire

GOOD

work requiring competent services
promptly
Compromises between debtors and credieffected, financial ability of debtors investigated,

Tuesday

Thursday evening, Nov. 16, 1876,

LECTURE

We

executed.
tors
and

change

done to

UICUII/IUO-iVCHCllV

accounts, partnership settlements,
INTRICATE
etc., etc,, adjusted. Previous business written,
and all

Office

ENTERTAINMENT

SECOND

PATTEA,

145 COMMERCIAL ST.

COMMENCING

appearance in this city.)
MB. WM. J. WINCH, Tenor.
MR. JWHNF. WINCH. Basso.
U.B* U-LTA.AIN

M. C.

C.

D. H. YOUNG,

MISS. EMMA THURSRY, Soprano,
MINS ANNA DRASDIL, Contralto,

(First

Street.

marlTW&Fteodtf

$11
$11
$11
$11

CENTENNIAL !
CENTENNIAL !
CENTENNIAL !

—

GRAND CONCERT

Middle

jaiio___dtl

TICKETS FOR HALF BV

HALL,
—

180

EARRING-TON’S,

Price

ready and willing to assist them. We

are

ATTOBNET AT LAW,
OVER X. F.

Be sure before purchasing your tickets for the
Centennial and inquire about this route of some of
the party of 423 persons who went on our excursion
of September 12th.

Entertainment* will begin nt

A

MOTLEY,

GEORGE

?

MAKPFAOTUBEB OF

octl2

WITH

§11
§11

every evening on board tbe magnificent steamer
Bristol and Providence
by Ball’s Celebrated
Band.

TENTH ANNUAL COURSE

—

§11
§11

Portland
Oct 24th.

Wednesday Evening,

WM. H.

«*»▼***«.

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERTS

have the pleasure of announcing to the
Public, that their

CITY

v

W'e

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,
augll_YARMOUTH, ME.dtf

Practical and Expert Accountant,

Army & Navy Union
of

»

Excursions leave

—

Robes,

Furniture—Wholesale aud Retail.

ARE THE POOR JUAN’S BURDEN.

Successor to the late George Mar* ton,

UNDERTAKER,
Coffins and Caskets Always on Hanfl.

Low

Great

BUSINESS CARDS.

HITCHCOCK,

?

We pity the POOR, we sympathize with their afflictions, we realize the difficulties they are obliged to undergo, and we know that SMALL PAY, LARGE FAMILIES AND HEAVY EXPENSES

~

GAD

Clothing Cheap

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

sept 14dtf

BY

vim

Avoid Night Changes, making early aDd
sure connections, arriving at Fall ltiver at 71
p. m.,
anp enjoy a trip on tbo Finest Steamers iu the
World.

$11

—

Grand Transformation Scene.

and

$11

AND AN

u ■

OLIJCtf-

oct23d3t

—

$n
$11
$11
$11

Don’t go by a Second-Class Route when
you can go b.v the First-Class Route
at the Lowest Rates.

arranged by G.

bridge’s,

d6t

Misery.

MONDAY

A. MUINCV, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange (St.
SMALL 4k SHACKEORD, No. 35 Plum
Ntreet.

is

public

THE

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

The

The most Elaborate Scenic Production ever attempted in this city. Replete with marvelous
Illusions, Elaborate Mechanical Effects, Beautiiul Music and

& CO.,

ROLLINS, LORING &

ADAMS, Exchange Street.

HALL,
ON

Money

minds of the

I obtain the most for my

can

MONDAY, OCT. 23d,

and

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT 4 FOGG, No. 91 Middle (Street.

WJl.

The election of either HATES or TILDEN for President is but a secondary
question when compared with the former. THE FIRST SPEAKS DIRECTLY TO
THE POCKET. THE SECOND ONLY INFLAMES THE PASSIONS. Hard times,
scarcity of work, want of cash, and other evils are all met and conquered by

The Grand Scenic Production,

of any note from Maine to the Centennial has gone
via this route, which is sufficient guarantee or its
advantages over any other,
ickets can be had of
H. P. COX. 37 Union Street.
C. B. NASH, 174 Fore Street.
C J. PENNELL, 586 Congress Street.
MILTON HIGGINS, 146 Commercial Street.
and of
MESSRS. W. D. LITTLE
B. BARNES, JR., and

Who Sells

Cor. of Congress and Exchange Streets.

Committee,

for the benefit of the

—

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

FREEMAN T. MERRILL, City Building.
CHARLES F. PLUMMER, 264 Middle Street,

PANTOMIMES,
CITY

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
Doors open at 7; begins at 8.
oct21d2t

freat

—

ART PICTURES
—

tera.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Carpenters and Builders.

and until further notice,

Purchase your Tickets via this route, and save six
hours in time. Avoid the annoying and contusing
transfer through Boston, as well as the rough
passage around Point Judith, and make close and
sure connections
through.
Remember the fact that nearly every Excursion

t;01!1,011

Charac-

of

important question which agitates the

The most

Portland.

Unnppronrhable Cast

an

M.,

Pennsylvania K. R.

points.

Passengers from Marne Central Railroad make
close eonnectiou at Westbrook Junction
with through
tram of Portland & Worcester
line, connecting at
w'tn Norwich line
and arrive
ui
steamers,
m
Philadelphia early next morning.
oc20-d3t

With

THE POPULAR

Portland & Worcester Line,
Norwich Line Steamers and

The European & Norrh American and the Grand
Trunk railways will also sell on same
date, atGreatly reduced rates, from all priucipal

—

111

at 2.30 P.

—

Where

Leaving Portland

Oct.

of

TEEMS $8.00

Book Binders.

ROOSTERS CROW !

THE

AND

On (bis occasion will bo presented the Greatest of
Modern Comedies, entitled,

Tlie Odd Fellows of Portland Invite all their friends
to join them in this last Excursion of the season to

turn:
00 From Lewiston...$12 00
25
Winthrop,.. 13 00

TENDERED

Br the Ciliieni

Ill lev® Dollars

Maine Central R. R.,
Portland & Worcester Line,
Norwich Line Steamers,
and Pennsylvania R. H.,
at the following Low RateB to
Philadelphia and Be-

76
00
00
14 00
16 00
12 00

THE—

CENTENNIAL!

Monday,

From Brunswick .$13
Bath. 13
Richmond... 13
Gardiner.... 14
Hallowed.... 14

GRAND

COMPLIMENTARY BENEFIT
Last Grand Excursion
FOB ONE HUNDRED YEARS
Miss Lizzie May Ulmer

Grand Excursion
—

hallT" Let tlie Eagle Scream

music

I. O O F.

LAST

PRESS.

Tdle 10th inst. is said
most lonesome

nearly

day

ever

Indiana.

have been the

beiug
the purpose of voting

all the Democrats

state lor

to

known in

Kentucky,
out ot the
in Ohio and

Hkad quakters
M1TTRW.

KlffTH

Natiohai,
Avpni't

Com- 1

H/vrvr

New York, Oot. 19, 1876.)
Tbe Republican National Committee congratulate the party which tbey represent and
tbe country upon the result of tbe Fall elections already beld. In Maine, a Republican
majority of less than five thousand has been
increased to nearly sixteen thousand. In Vermont, the old ascendency baa been fully maintained. In Colorado, a Democratic majority
of two thousand has been overcome, and a Republican Governor and both branches of the

Legislature elected, securiog two Dei ted Senators and three Presidential Electors. In Ohio,
a Republican mjority of 6,500 has been
increased to between nine and ten thousand, and
fiveRepnblican Congressmen have been gained
In Indiana a Democratic majority of 17,000 has
been reduced to 5,000, with a gain of four Republican Congressmen and the Legislature upon joint ballot.
These highly gratifying results have been obtained in the face of frauds at
the ballot-box and an nnparalled use of money
by tbe opposition. They show the drift of popular sentiment, and clearly indicate a national

victory for tbe Republican party in November.
All that is now necessary is to continue the

vigorous prosecution of tbe canvass, to secure
protection for all citizens in the right of the
ballot, to bring all legal voters to tbe polls, and
to practice tbe utmost vigilance upon the day
of'election.
Fortunately for the country, our candidates
represent the best spirit of reform, to which
they are pledged by every act and utterance of
their lives. Their success alone will insure
honest administration aud preserve the government

from tbe

nnfrieudly

bands of those who

recently sought to destroy it, aod who

now

seek to prey upon its resources.
Z. Chandler, Chairman.
R. C. McCormick, Secretary.

Mea and Women.
The (enor, Caponl, who is soon to marry the
daughter of Grevy, president of the French Assembly. is now studying the hero in the new
opera “Paul and Virginia:” and after the run
of the piece, will retire from the stage.

Bartbolli, the sculptor, ia described as a
Blender, dark-eyed, amiable, unpretending man
of about forty, a native of Alsace, yet of Italian
Protestant blood. He bas already seeD a great
deal of the world,—has traveled in Egypt with
tbe painter Geroare, bas visited Sana (the capital of Yemen in Southern Arabia,) speaks four
or five languages, and is a true artist by oatare
wha(evtr estimate may be placed npon his
works.
Thomas W. Waller, Speaker of the last
Home of Kepresentatives in Connecticut, and
now a Democratic candidate for Congress in
the Third District, was in boyhood a streetArab in New York. A gentleman o
New
LoDdon picked him up, had him educated, and
gave him a start in life; but it will be observed
all the refinements of good Connecticut society

could not eradicate tbe Adam from that bay’s
breast, and he remains a Democrat to this

day.
Tbe Louisville Courier-Journal has an ud.
correspondent in New York who writes
to this effect:
Palmieri, the new soprano, is
a success.
Some of her notes are beard, others
gurgle like oil emerging from a narrow aperBelocca has an
ture under a heavy pressure.
In getiiDg down to chest notes
uneven voice.

tamed

she doesn't glide, but literally tumbles over a
huge vocal bowlder, aDd the bump of arrival is
the next thing to a discord. Htr lower poles,
wbeu she gets to them, are charming.•*
Mrs Julia Ward Howe lectured in Milwaukee last week, and tbe Sentinel thus describes
her appearance: “She is of ripe middle-age,
with a sqnarisb conntenacce of tbe benevolent
type. Her grayish-blonde hair was brushed
back with

the severest simplicity, and surmounted with the white crape of a widow’s
muurniDg. Her drtss was plaiD, of some dark
stuff that almost looked black in tbe gaslight,
covered with a Quaker-like black shaw'. She
wore

spectacles, and a bouquet relieved the
of her attire,”

simplicity

—

NEW YOKE.

News and Other Items.
Personal advertisement inaCincinnati paper:
"A young blonde widow would like to correspond with a middle-aged coal merchant.”
A Minnesota girl has been serving on a railroad as brakeman. She dressed in male attire,
and was not suspected for some time.

family of the late George Smith, the
great Assyriologist, were left unprovided for by
that gentleman’s death, and a fund has been
The

opened for them.

The latest instance of “married in haste”
■was that of a couple united in matrimony on
an Erie express train while it was humming
along at the rate of forty miles an hour.
No man is tight who can hang to the doorknob and slowly and evenly explain: “Izejuz
beez down to zbe razifikashun meeting—thuz
all.”

Spurgeon admits that there are persons who
should never go to church—those who wear
boots that squeak, and ladies whose umbrellas
The
are always falling down with a snap.
great preacher believes in ventilation, and
■when the windows won’t open he directs the
^mashing of a few panes of glass.
An elderly darkey was enquiring of a policeman if he knew anything of his son Pete. The
policeman replied that there was a yonng darkey in the lock-np for breaking up a camp-

meeting with

handle. “Dat’s him,”
exclaimed the over-joyed parent. “He told me
be was gwine to ’muse hieself.”
Rev. Green Clay Smith, tho prohibitionist
candidate for President, was the youngest
an

axe

soldier in the Mexican war. He entered the
service when only 13 years old, and was made
a lieutenant, serving with mnch credit. During
the late war he attained the rank of brigadiergeneral, and he is now pastor of a Baptist
church in Frankfort, Ky.

IN THE ICE.

Parody.
New Yoke, Oct. 21.—Dr. H. R, Thayer of
a
written
letter
to the mayor of
Portland has
New York, thanking the citizens for their
kindness to the suicide, Claude Aventine. He
says Aventine’s wife, who was turned away
from her boarding house, and tried to commit
suicide ou two occasions, is now at work In a
factory in Ipswich, Mass.
A Chinese Murderer.
Quimbo Appo, who killed his wife and two
men
fifteen years ago, stabbed and instantly
killed John A. Kelly iu Howe’s lodging house,
192 Chatham street, at one o’clock this morniDg. While the Chinaman was playing checkers with a friend, Kelly rudely accosted him,
and the Chinaman, who whs intoxicated,struck
Kelly and ran down to the second story. Ho
was followed and struck by Kelley, and in the
fight that ensued, tbo Chinaman drew a knife
and stabbed Kelley through the heart. Kelley,
who was a tall, powerful man, is described as a
The Bulwer

bully.

Quimbo Appo in Franklin street station told
Capt. Lowery that he had been playing check-

for three days and nights, and had beaten
all his adversaries. He had beaten several of
Kelley’s friends and they were jealous of him.
Last night, after he had paid his twenty-five
cents for his bed, he began another game,when
Kelley, saying, “Now, you damned Chinaman,
you can’t play this any longer,” upset the
board. Quimbo resented the iusult and Kelley
struck him, Then followed the stabbing. The
scene in the lodging house is described by the

ers

police

as

Lodgers gath-

beggaring description.

ered and threatened to lynch Quimbo. SeeiDg
the police, Appo threw away his knife and
fought them with his fists. He was followed
to the station by a large crowd, hooting and

hissing,

Tildcn and Tweed.

A special Washington despatch says an order
has been issued by President Grant, at the
written request of Governor Tilden of New
York, that no person be allowed to interfere
with or interrogate Tweed while en route to
New York.

Piracy.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Schooner Joseph Marsh was boarded Friday
night in Long Island Sound between Rikers’
Island and College Point by nine masked desperadoes, who overpowered and robbed the
crew of everything valuable and escaped.

MATTERS IN MAINE

THE SOUTHERN TROUBLES.

[Special to PreBs.l
Fatal Shooting Accident.
Mechanic Falls, Oct. 21.—A fatal shooting
accident occurred about two miles from this
place yesterday morning. George Beals and

[Special Despatch to the Boston Journal.)
Naulh Carolina Ordering Arms.
Washington, Oct. 21.—The following facts
are obtained from a conversation with the agent
of a large New York firm dealing in fire arms.
The talk concerning the unusual sale of fire

Charles Lane, aged about seventeen respectively, were out gunning. While going down
hill Lane tripped and fell against Beals who
was walking ahead, throwing them both to the

ground.

Lane’s gun

4Via onntonfa 1

was

accidently discharged,

rrinrr in fVia

ItQoIr

in of

uhflUA

of Beals, making a fearful
wound. Dr. Bradford was called and did
everything possible, hut without avail, the sufthe right

hip,

ferer dying about five o’clock last evening.
Accident.
Howard Gould, an employe in the Evan
Bifle Manufacturing Company, bad bis right
hand caught in a planer and mangled quite
The wound was
badly Friday afternoon.
dressed by Dr. Eveletb, who thinks he will not
entirely lose the nse of his hand.
[To the Associated Press.]
Supreme Court.
Augusta, Oct. 22.—The grand jury reported
the following yesterday and were discharged:
Two malicious mischief, two store breaking',
one burglary, one breaking and entering, two
assault and battery, one incest, one common
seller, sixteen liquor nuisancts, mostly from
Waterville. Abby Morang of Angusta, was
indicted for liquor selling, whose husband is
serving a six months sentence for a similar of_

fence.

Ex-Mayor Caldwell Dead.
Sylvanas Caldwell, ex-mayor of Augusta.and
for several years past assistant State Treasurer,
died this evening.
Sudden Death.
Gardiner, Oct, 21.—Kobert Beed, one of
the oldest setiters of the town of Perkins, fell
dead at BichmoDd this morning while launching his boat to retnrn to Swan’s Island. He
was 76 years ’old, and is suppose d to have died

of heart

disease._
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Shocking Railroad Accident.
22 —A shocking accident accurred on the Cheshire railroad,five miles west
of Keene, last evening. Freight train No. 23,
east, drawn by the heavy class engine John
Elliot, was run into by the engine Bellows
Falls, going np from Keene without a load.
The engine of the freight train was completely
wrecked and Henry M. Staples, engineer, and
Lewis Phillips, fireman, were killed.
Staples
was crashed against the reversing lever and
fire box by the wreck of the tender, and lived
about an hoar in terrible agony, heroically diHis body
recting the efforts to release him.
wag terribly burned and
mangled.
Phillips’
body was crushed between the side of the cab
and tender, and was loosened Dy the rebound
and fell off tbe wreck, but be was killed instantly. Henry Graves, engineer, and the fireman of the Bellows Falls, were not seriously
injured, and tbe engine had only the forward
works destroyed, being free to recoil on a down
grade. Tbe John Elliot is a complete wreck,
and tbe freight car was piled on top. The Bellows Falls was running wild and should have
kept out of the way of regular trains. Tbe
collision occurred as tbe engines were coming

Keene, Oct.

round a cnrve. It would doubtless have been
avoided had they met in any other part as the
empty engine was brought nearly to a stand
before they struck. A wrecking train was sent
immodiafclv

and hrnnrrVif Ilia

Onllirlorl

nnninno

to Keene about 7 o’clock this morning, where
they were viewed by hundreds to-day. Staples
and Phillips resided in Keene.
The former
leaves a wife and two children and the latter a

the Southern States is not mere idle
gossip, but is only too strongly founded ou fact.
Since the first of September, which is looked
npon as the opening of the gun season, the
arms

□

nine

to

a# Apa

nvma

Lotto lionn

mAra

fLon

rlmiLln

those of a like period of time during nine
years.
The weapons most sought after are the heavy
old-fashioned navy revolvers—“navy sixes,”
as they are called. The manufacture of these
formidable weapons has long since ceased,
those in the trade now being mostly secondhand goods that have been sent back to the
manufactory and repaired. Hitherto these revolvers, which are so large that they cannot be
carried save in a belt, have been sold principally to bordermen and hunters in the West
and in Upper Michigan. Just now, however,
the orders for them come principally from
South Carolina. The goods are sent C. O. D.,
and the payment is always promptly forthcoming. Many of the letters which come to
the house containing orders openly avow that
the arms ordered are wanted for use during the
election.
Democratic Outrages in Mississippi.
The Democratic Governor of Mississippi
recently challenged the Attorney General of
the United States to indicate any disturbances
in Mississippi, or any attempts to intimidate
Republican voters. This challenge was banded
to a prominent Mississippi man, who has prepared a letter in reply, nearly two columns in
length, devoted entirely to the simple recital of
the grossest outrages, with dates, names and

circumstances.__
THE AUTUMN STORMS.
Great

Damage

on

tbe Gulf.

Key West, Oct. 21.—The gale which set in
The
yesterday broke at 11 o’clock last night.
wind attained a velocity of 90 miles an hour.
Nothing can be seen this morning of the steam
tug Godfrey Kleber,from Philadelphia for Galveston, betore reported ashore on the reef. The
weather is hazy. The steamer City of Houston
She strnck last night
is ashore at Bocachica.
and will probably come off after lightering.
Mr. Aubury. a pasAll on board were saved.
She left New York for Galvessenger, died.
ton last Saturday.
Havanna, Oct. 21.—There was a hurricane
heie last night.
Telegraphic communications
throughout the whole island was interrupted.
The
There are signs of antother hurricane.
wind varies from northeast by east to northeast
None of the American vessels in the harbor
In the city several buildings were
suffered.
damaged. One of the walls and tbe roof of a
new theatre now constructing were destroyed.

MARINE

NEWS.

Collision on the Sound.
New York, Oct. 21.—About 5 o’clock this
morning the steamer Bristol, when off Huntington, collided with an unknown schooner,
carrying away her mainmast and otherwise
disabling her. As cries for help were heard,
tbe Bristol was immediately stopped and boats
lowered. Search for the disabled vessel was
kept up an hour without success, and the Bristol proceeded to this city without tidings of the
vessel. Capt. Simmons thinks the vessel must
have headed immediately for the shore after
the collision and so got out of the way of the
boats. She may have gone down, but it is
hardlv Drobable.
Sprung n Leak.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Oet. 21.—Bark
R. H. Purintou of Providence, from Boston for
London, sprung a leak October 18th and was
abandoned on the 19th twenty miles from the
South Shoal. The crew boarded a light boat
and reached Nantucket last night.

wife.

Hale of Property.
Lebanon, Oct. 21.—The property of the
Stnrtevant Manufacturing Company, in bankruptcy, was sold this forenoon by order of the
United States District Court, namely: Bight
of redemption, subject to all claims of a legal
character known or unknown. The property
was bought lor $300, by J. L. Spring for B. W.
Cragin, J. L. Spring, J. W. Gerrisb, L. C.
Pattee, W. B. Heath, Mead, Mason & Co., E.
J. Durant,VI. H. Davis, P. E. Davis, D. B.
Emerson, C. M. Hildreth and S. A. Peck, who
are the holders of a heavy mortgage on the
concern. The total amount of the mortgage on
the real estate, as far as known, amounts to
$76,337.99. There are several other mortgages
claimed to be valid which are not ou record.
The terms were one-third purchase money
down, balance November 1, 1876. The public
are jubilant oyer the result, as every assurance
is given that in the future the works will be run

by responsible parties.

The New Hampshire Canvass.
Manchester, Oct. 22.—A large number of
leading Democrats held a meeting last night
for consultation and business, M. V. B. Edgerly presiding. Committees were appointed to
act in conjunction with the city executive committee to make a thorough canvass and make
all necessary arrangements for
semi-weekly
torchlight processions from now till election,
and arrange for two and perhaps three public
meetings to bo addressed by prominent Democratic orators. There will be a torchlight procession to-morrow night and another Thursday
night The grand demonstration will be held
early in November. It is probable the first
public meeting will be held the present week.
The Bepublican managers are also actively at
work, and in addition to the grand torchlight
procession for November 1st, have arranged
for three mass meetings.
The inspectors of
election, appointed by tho city government in
pursuance of an act of the legislature, have
posted check lists in the various wards which
are being closely scrutinized by the opponents
and a thorough canvass will bo made to verify
»uun

avouiauj

POLITICAL
Bristol Ablaze,
Bristol, Oct 21.—Bristol is ablaze to-nigbt.
Both parties are having grand torchlight processions and the town presents a lively appearance throughout.
People are flocking in from
neighboring towns and great excitement prevails. Illuminations are fine, and many houses present splendid appearances.
l'he Ohio Election.
Columbus. Oct. 21—The full official returns
of the late election received by the Secretary of
State and furnished by him this evening are as
follows: Secretary of State, Barnes, Rep. 318,-

187; Bell, Dem., 311,220; Chapman,Prohibition
1863; Barnes’s majority, 6956. Supreme Judge,
Boynton, Rep., 318,750; Finck, Dem., 309,133;
Gage, Prohibition, 2065; Boynton’s majority,
9617. Member of Board of Public Works, Evans, Rep., 318,241; Clougb, Dem.,310,348'.Schumacher, Prohibition, 2104; Evan’s majority,

7,893._
THE FIRE RECORD.
Newburyport,

Oct. 22—The carriage factory of Galen & Morrill Amesbnry, was burned
last nigbt, Loss $15,000.
Building owned by
Joseph N. Clark; partially insured.

Greenfield, Oct. 22—An unoccupied house
and barn at Cbeapside, near Greenfield, belonging to the late Hugh Adair, were set on
fire at 12 o'clock Saturday night and totally deLoss $800; no insurance.
Patrick
stroyed.
Fitzgerald bad a lot of tobacco in the barn
which was fully insured. Loss not ascertained.
Organ Factory Burned.
Boston, Oct. 22—Fire in Geo. Stevens organ
factory at E Cambridge this morning caused
damage $3500 to building and stock; insured
$3200.

_

YELLOW FEVER.
Reports from Charleston.

York, Oct. 21.—The
Charleston, S. O., telegraphs
New

MASSACHUSETTS.
Queer Fi.b.
Lowell, Oct. 22.—Workmen were engaged
this morning in the canal in the Hamilton
yard and discovered a strange fish which has
attracted about 1000 persons today, none of

health officer at
as follows:
There have been four deaths of lever for the
week ending to-day. I have beard of no new
cases.
We have had severe storms of rain.
Would delay returning.
Another private telegram says;
Many unacclimated persons have returned to
Charleston. The weather is warm and no
black frost yet.

whom have been able to name it.
It is three
feet long and two wide and weighs
At Savannah.
24J pounds.
Circumference of the mouth 25 iuches. It is is !
Savannah, Oct. 21.—The interments to-day
flat with two quasi feet underneath the
were
body.
eleven, inclnding five from yellow fever.
It was dead when found and in its stomach
were several fresh water fish.
Soldiers for South Carolina.

Suicide,
Boston, Oct. 22.—Francis Vernon, formerly
on
U.
S.
steamer Lehigh, commitapothecary
ted suicide in Station 5 last night, taking
poison. The probable cause was despondency
and loss of employment.

New York, Oct. 21.—Of four companies of
troops which arriued yesterday at Co'umbus,
8. C., one was sent to Summerville and another
to Benuettville.
Col. A. 1’, Butler, John
Bowers, L. Jiansom, A. \V. Atkinson and
others were arrested at Aiker yesterday by the
United States Marshal.

WASHINGTON.

Louisville, Ky., Oct. 21.—A hundred soldiers from Columbus passed through here last
evening, their destination being South Carolina.

The President and the Irish Address.

Washington, Oct. 21.—Several days ago
President Grant by written communication in-

formed Messrs. Barnell and O’Oonor Power
that the centennary address of Irish
subjects
u
ifa.J'tain should be presented through
the British Minister, and not as
proposed
directly to him. The course of the President
was in accordance with the
etiquette usually
observed on such occasions, without
regard to
any reflections in the address on the *
government of Great Britain.

African Methodist Church.
Baltimore, Oct 21.—The board of bishops
of the African Methodist Episcopal church
convened in this city in annual session to-day.
The following bishops were present: D. a!
Payne and J. Shorter of Wilberforce, Ohio;
J. O. Campbell of Philadelphia, T. M. JD.
Ward of New Orleans, J. M. BrowD of Washington, and Wyman of Baltimore. The meeting was to arrange details and fix a programme
for
annnaj visitations to the different churches
under their charge, and to confer with the
h°a™8 of education,
missions, finances and
publication, which bodies were also in session.

heteukulvuicil.
probabilities for the next
HOURS.

twenty-four

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
)
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
>
Oct. 23. (1 A. M.))
For New England,
and Middle States, falling
barometer, nearly
stationary temperature, easterly to southerly
winds, cloudy and threatening followed bv

rainy

weather.

The Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia, Oct. 21.—Cash admissions to
the main exhibition to-day at 50 cents were 72,150, and at 25 cents 8,210; to live stock exhibiThe cash admissions of the week
tion, 600.
just closed are heaviest of the exhibition, the
admissions footing up 014,725 at 50 cents. Pennsylvania week, including 25 cent admissions,
exceeded this in numbers, but for 50 cent admissions alone last week took the lead.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Last championship came of the season—
Hartfords, 11; Bostons, 1.
The single scull race at Pittsburg Saturday
was won by Seharff, beating Morris
by one
length. Time, 35 35.
The American bark American Eagle, reported at Catacola leaking, has been pronounced
seaworthy. The leak was slight.
Advices from Cape Coast Castle to the 5th
announce that the llahomians are
threatening
Graudpopo. They have taken two adjacent
villages, killing all the men and carrying off 80
women and children.
\V. Y. Sedam, Alex. Harland and M.
Moses,
managers of lotteries in Covington, Ohio
which are claimed to be drawn under the
Frankfort grant, have been arrested for illegally conducting their lottery business.
There is considerable disturbance at Saudy’s
smelting works in Utah, in consequence of an
increase of time by employers. Tuc employes
of one of the furnaces, belonging to the rftiner’s
union, refusing to accede to the increase of
time, were discharged. New men were employed, but these were driven from the works.
Nine rioters were arrested.

Destruction of tlie Whaling Fleet.
TWELVE VESSELS LOST.
Frozen In at Point Barrow.
San Fbanctsco, Nov. 21—The whaling bark
Florence arrived this afternoon from the Arctic ocean with 190 men on board, being part of
the crews of the Arctic whaliug fleet, 12 of
which she reports were lost in the ice with a
portion of their crews. The remaining survivors have gone to Honolulu on the batk Three
Brothers. The following^ is a synopsis of written reports of the masters.
The fleet on tbeir
arrival in Behrings sea found plenty of ice and
extreme weather, but few whales were taken
first Jpart of the season. Commenced taking
walrus June 1st and the ships engaged soon got
all they hadlcasks for.Between the 20th of July
and August the ships worked over to the east
shore and so north towards Point Barrows as
fast as ice opened.
The Bark Arctio was
crushed by the ice July 7th oil Sea Horse
Islands, 18 miles from the bend. The crew escaped to tbe shore and finally were taken on
board by the batk Onward and subsequently
distributed among tbe fleet, Capt. Whitney
About tho
going on board tbe bark Kaiubow.
first of August a fleet fourteen in number,
reached Point Barrow Northern Bight, |aud the
Normanjstayed south walrusing and escaped tbe
Had to stand from
disaster that followed.
Point Barrow several times owing to ioe standthe breeze from the
14th
shore.
on
August
ing
northwest broke up the ice and whales made
all the ships were
soon
their appearance and
actively engaged. Northeast of Point Barrow
the wind bold from west to northeast till tbe
night of August lGth, when it began blowing
All the ships stood
from tbe east northeast.
in shore and anchoied to avoid the drifting ice.
On tbe afternoon oftbe 19th the wind increased
and hauled to the north, bringing the ice on
shore and we all run under the south side of
Point Barrow where we found a lee for four
hours but next morning were obliged to run
south as far as Cape Smith. The Kainbow and
Three Brothers remained at Point Barrow for
the next three days and whales were numerous
at Cape Smith, and the ships were busy taking
in some. Meantime tbe wind set in from the
Tbe space ocwest causing an uneasy feeling.
cupied by the ships extended seven or eight
miles off shore, running along by the land
south. This kept steadily closing. On the 23d
the wind freshened from the west northwest
and all the ships except the Bainbow and
Three Brothers, who were still anchored at
Point Barrows, were surrounded by drift ice
and beat to the southwest. In the afternoon
began hauling south of west, but still hoped
before the ice closed upon us to reach tbe open
Sea Horse Islands, where we could find shelter.
At sunset the ice stopped our progress.
At
Morning of the 24th a thick fog set in.
this tune tbe heavy ice packed ana reached
along the whole west about two miles leeward.
The ships were all lying in an open strip of
'The Clara
water between that and the shore.
Bell lost her rudder, ran near the shore and
anchored. The ice closed around her,her barge
being grounded south of her and formed a
The bark
breakwater behind which she lay.
Flaorence drifted up to Cape Smith and got
under the lee of a grounded iceberg, which
proved her salvation. Tbe ships Josephine St.
George, Cornelius Howland and the barks
Camilla, J. Allen and Onward were enclosed
by pack ice during the morning and drifted
rapidly to the northeast between Wood Yard
and Refngo Inlets. The ship Marengo, under
all sail, got within three or four ship lengths
of the open water and then the ice closed on
her. As we neared Point Barrow the current
slackened and for two days we drifted slowly.
The Rainbow and Three Brothers, under Point
Barrows, lay in comparative safety, witnesses
of our distress but unable to render any assistance. The Marengo, St. George, and bark,
Acors Barnes each sent a boat ashore intending to follow with others containing provisions
and supplies in case of disasters, but owing to
tbe ice starting afresh were unable to do so.
On the 26th the first officer of the Three Brothers, with a boat’s crew, took the wife of Capt.
Hockmott of tbe bark Acors Barnes to his ship
for safety.
On tbe next day the St Georges men attempted to sail a boat ashore over the ice, but
were caught in a fog, and 13 of them got on
board the Rainbow and Three Brothers, and
the others regained the ship exoept one who
perished on tbe ice.
Next day the 13 tried to get back to tbe St.
George, but never reached her. Eleven were
rescued by Capt. Ower of the Three Brothers.
The other two were frozen to death on the ice.
The prospect was now very gloomy. The ships
were held helplessly in the ioe and were drifting rapidly to northeast. On August 18th they
reached the end of the Banks and tbe current
changed to east. The ships at Point Barrow
were no longer visible and the situation was
worse than ever, the only hope being an easter-

ly gale.
August 29th

we found ourselves off Point
Sargent. The crew of the Morengo attempted
to get ashore, but returned without succeed-

ing.

The next day the masters held a counoil on
the Java and concluded there was further hope
of saving the ships, some of which were badly
crippled by ice. This was only a touch of what
might be expected The ships altogether had
about three months’ provisions, not enough to
last through a winter. After full discussion,
seeing no way out of the difficulty,they decided
that the only way to save the lives of all was
to reach land before escape became impossible.
September 5th was chosen for the day of
starting. The ships were twenty or thirty miles
from land abreast West Head. Smith’s Bav.
September 5th, all being ready on board the C.
Howland, St. George, Morengo, Desmond, Jos.
Allen, Acors Barnes and the Onward, tbe signal for departure was given. The boats bad
been put in tbe best possible condition.
The
baggage consisted of about twenty-five days’
of
bread
and
meat,
change
rations,
clothing
and blanket for each man. Everything else
but gnns and ammunition was left on board.
The main hope was to find open water enough
inside the ground ice to navigate boats southward and so reach two ships which we supposed
to be outside the pack.
Left at 3 o’clock p. in., half a mile or so
ahead, then turned and dragged the boats
along the ice, which is very rough in some
places, and there were many holes which
would not bear the weight of the men. Many
of the men fell through and suffered much
from the cold. The first night we camped on
the ice, about four miles from the ships. Tbe
next motning we resumed the march in a
blinding snowstorm from the northeast. Tbe
prospect was most discouraging. Several men
deserted and returned towards tbe ships, where
numbers of the crew remained, who refused to
face the hardships ef the journey toward land.
Of their fate wo know nothing. September
6th we reached a strip of open water. We
launched the boats and pulled toward land,
and all that day and tbe next we kept working
through and over the ice, and at 8 p. ni. we
made land two miles west of Point Sargent.
We continued working along shore, and at noon
on the 9th we sighted the Three Brothers and
the Rainbow at Point Barrow. We reached
them before night and found tbe ice all solid
beyond. The only chance of escape was to
drag tbe boats overland to tbe open sea—a distance, as afterwards proved, of 130 miles. We
made sleds and attempted tbe journey, but on
reaching Cape Smith we found the bark
Florence there. After a consultation, it was
decided that any effort to proceed would be
madness, and preparations were commenced
for wintering as best we could at Point Barrow.
Boats were prepated for whaling, as
that was our only resource for food and work.
On the night of the 13th the ice began to
break up before the strong east wind. The
next day the Florence was able to get under
way. All bauds and the baggage were put on
board, and we ran down the coast and joined
the Clara Bell, frozen fast in the ice. Her
captain said he would stay by her till the 17tb,
when, if there was no prospect ot getting out,
he would leave in boats for clear water, where
the Florence was to wait for him. We made
Sea Horse Island that night. The next night
we made Wainwright’s Inlet, and we waited
there for tbe crew of tbe Bell and to get water.
On the afternoon of the 18th the Three
Brothers and the Rainbow, which had escaped
from Point Barrow, joined us, the former
bringing the crew of the Clara Bell, which
remained fast in the ice with no prospect of
getting out.
Part of the people in the Florence were then
put on board the Three Brothers and a rendezvous was appointed at St. Lawrence Bay
where they would stop for water.
Both ariivcu
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San Francisco, and the Three Brothers for
Honolulu.
The following is a lot of the abandoned vessels: Barks Onward and Clara Bell of San
Francisco, ships St. Ceorge and MareDgo, and
barks Cornelius Howland, James Allen and
Iowa of New Bedford, ship Camilla and barkentine Joesphine of Boston, bark Acors Barges
of New London, and the Hawaiian barks Desmond and Arctic.
The vessels had on board
altogether 1000 barrels of oil, besides a large
amount of whale bone and ivory.
It is the undivided (opinion of every master
master that no hope can be entertained of the
rescue of the ships or of those on board of
them. All are undoubtedly lost—carried away
to the northeast by the immense ice pack
which closed them in for miles around.
Signed—W. H. Kelley of the Morengo, B. F.
Howan of the C. H. Howland, F. S. Hickworth of the Acors Barnes, J. Keenan of the
Joseph Allen, Jos. H. Knowles of the St.
George, E. A. Ludlow of the Camilla, T. W.
Williams of the Clara Bell, Geo. F. Lory of
the Josephine and Ezra B. Lapbam of the Onward.
Boston, Oct.22—The loss to New Bedford by
the disaster to the fleet is nearly $500,000 ;mostly insured in New York and Boston offices.

FOREIGN.

The Eastern War Cloud.

nople with 30,000 troops the instant Russia invades Turkish territory, &c., was set alloat
here yesterday. The best evidence that England
does not look to hostilities is found in the further prorogation of Parliament.
Vienna despatches report a sudden rise in
securities on the exchange, caused by more favorable Eastern advices. It is reported from
Constantinople that Turkey accepts the Russian
ultimatum.
Tho announcement that the Czarowitch will
visit the courts of Vienna, Berlin and London,
seem9 to indicate that Russia is hesitating to
set separately. Anyhow, the mission of Col.
Detaschkoff, the Czar’s adjutant, to the Emperor of Austria, fared no better
than that of
General Sumarkofl, and the weight of evidence
seems to show that the other powers have, like
England, taken up an expectant attitude iu the
face of Russia’s warlike preparations. For we
also have a contradiction of the Russo-Italian
alliance from several quarters, including an inspired despatch from Italy which says: “Contrary to rumor, Italy up to the present maintains an attitude of reserve.”
London, Oct. 21.—To-day’s despatches necessitate serious moderations of previous
views in regard to the Eastern question by a
confession of the Times Vienna correspondent.
He was mistaken about the powers which bad
declared their acceptance of the six eaoolhs
armistice. Neither Austria, France nor Italy
had notified the Porte of their adhesion to that
proposal, though none had objected to it. England alone, therefore, took formal action in its
favor. The effect of this is that all the powers
except England remain in a position to urge
the Porte to conce de to the Russian demand.
On the other hand it seems certain that Russia
has not the support of either Germany or Austria in the contemplated movement against
Bulgaria.

The Pall Mall Gazette says:
We have no
faith in the negotiations nor in the reported
understandings between the powers, aud do
not believe any of them have abated their pretentions, laid aside their jealousies or modified
their policy. The least sanguine view is at
present the safest. We shall do wisely in believing there is not yet any such concert of understanding between the powers as may ensure
Europe against the worst consequences of a war
between Turkey and Russia.
All the continental bourses to-day give evidence of returning confidence.
Bismarck is still at Yargen. The Emperor
of Austria and Count Andrassy are at Pesth
and the Russian court is at Livadia. At Belit is declared that the Czar’s return to
'etersburg will be the signal for the Russian
army into Bulgaria.
The Pall Mall Gazette publishes a long statement, which says: Protestant missionaries do
Dot hesitate to say tbat the Turkish government
affords better assurance of religious
liberty than some forms of Christian rnle
which might replace it.
The Russian Ultimatum.
Vienna, Oct 21.—Russia has presented the
Porte its ultimatum, emoracing in substance
three points:—First, a six weeks armistice
unconditional; second, administrative reforms
for Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina; third,
execution of the reforms under the supervision
of commissionioner8
named
by the great
powers, and to be protected by an armed

frade

foreigd force.

Constantinople, Oct. 21.—The article in
the London Times and the statement that England was averse to rendering military assistance to the Porte produced considerable impression here. It is certain that after the Saltan has received Gen. Ignatieff, the Russian
ambassador, there will be fresh deliberations
at the divan.
Germany’* Position.
Ragusa, Oct. 21.—The National Zeitung says
Germany has defined her position on the armistice question as follows: She is indifferent
whether an armistice of six weeks or six
months is granted, therefore her interpositi«n
with the object of bringing about an understanding between the Powers on this particular
question can avail little. But on the other
hand, Germany never fails to recognize that
the object to be arrived at is a restoration of an
understanding between the Powers with a view
of procuring a durable peece.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The glove factories of Hodgdon & Ricketts
and of C. H, Pyne in Johnstown, N. Y., were
burned Saturday morning. Loss heavy.
The residence of Caleb T. Bowen at North
Kingstown was bnrned Friday evening. Loss
&5000; insured S2?f)0.
Robert Bearse of HyanDis, Mass., 58 years
old, was drowned at Providence Friday night;
supposed to have fallen from bis fisbiDg
smack.
Tba steamship Enmore, from Antwerp, was
seized at Montreal Saturday by a marshal at
the instance of parties who owned the ship
which collided with the Enmore last winter,
she having left tbe port hnrriedly at the time
to avoid tbe consequences.

FINANCIAL AMU COMMERCIAL
Foreign Expert*.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—1600 bbls of
2356
flour,
galls spirits, 2361 do whiskey,4740 lbs cordage, 143 packages paper, 3600 lbs smoked meats, 2850
do lard, 1 80 do cheese, 4200 do starch, 23 plows, 280
lbs meal, 41 galls varnish, 8200 lbs tobacco, 25 bbls of
beef, 166 packages merchandise.
M AYAYGUKZ, PE. Schr Pride of the Eas t-78,611 ft lumber, 30,000 clapboards, 1250 shooks and
heads, 200,000 shingles.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Sbawmut-118,493 feet

lumber, 40,412 pickets.
DIGBY. NS.

Foreign Import*.
Br Schr Charlotte—47 cords wood to

A D Whidden.

WINDSOR, NS.

ter to A D

Br Schr R Race—250 tons plas-

Whidden.

WINDSOR, NS. Br Schr Welcome Home—175
tons plaster to order.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By Boston & Maine Kailboad.—Marr, True
& Co 1 car flour, J B Fiske 3 do flour .Norton, Chapman & Co 3 do flour, King, Gilman 03 Co 2 do flour,
D W Coolidge 2 do flour, Dollarhide & Ross 1 do
flour, Waldron & True 3 do oats, Raymonds & H 1
do oats. D Keazer 1 do flour, Josselyn 03 Co 1 do
flour, Twitcbell 03 Co 1 do lard, W L Alden I do

flour, Richardson 03 Co i do corn, G A Bunt 03 Co 2
do flour, Holway 03 Robinson 1 do flour. King, Gilman 03 Co 1 do flour,
Shaw, Hammond 03 Co 3 do
flour, J E Soper 1 do meal, Casco Tanning Co 1 car
hides, Blake 03 Jones 2 do bran, Howes, Hilton 03
Co 1 do flour, C B Varney 03 Co 1 do flour, Rufus
Deering & Co 1 do lumber, W C Sbaw 1 do flour, C
E Hayward 03 Co 3 do flour, J C Towle & Co 2 do
corn, J Dennis 03 Co 1 do flour, J H Bonney 03 Co 3
do flour, A D Loring 1 do bran, D W Coolidge I do
bran, Andro. Mills X do cotton, G W True 03 Co ldo
corn, G H Reader 1 do bran, P C Tarbox 03 Co 1 do
bran, Edmonds 03 Co 1 do flour, Crosby 03 Blaney 1
do meal, C H Cocb 1 do flour, S W Taaxter & Co 3
do corn, Grier 03 Co 1 do com, J H Bonney & Col
do bran, D W Coolidge 1 do bran, Bangs, Scudder 03
Co 2 do corn, Kensell, Tabor 03 Co 4 do bran and 7
do corn, Grand Trunk Railroad 8 do merchandise,
Maine Central Railroad 42 do merchandise, Portland
03 Ogdensburg Railroad 4 do merchandise, Portland
13 do merchandise.
By water conveyance—1000 bush commeal to G
W. True & Co.

Hopes

RUSSIA’S

of Peace.

ULTIMATUM.

Hope, of I^fencc.
Constantinople, Oct. 21.—Ambassadors of
the powers met yesterday at the residence of
Gen. Ignatieif, llussian ambassador. It is believed they agreed apou a common action for
procuring an understanding with the Forte regarding the armistice aud the conditions of
peace.
Faeis, Oct. 21.—It is stated here that England replied to Itussia, that as she already
supported six months armistice she cannot now
recommend one of six weeks, but will Dot opNo power appearing willing to take
pose it.
initiative, the ifuestion rests between Turkey
aud ltu-sia.
A solution can thus ouly be
looked for at Constantinople. Diplomatic circles here still hope for a pacific settlement.

London, Oct. 21.—Tbe story that the British
Cabinet Thursday decided to occupy Coustanti-

DOMESTIC POUTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar
ing, Manila 47 days.

PENSACOLA—Ar I4tb, brig Carrie Purington,
sch Alary A Power, Wiley, from
New York.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld ICth, sch S P Hall, Chipman, Humacoa. PR.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 17th, sch Emma Arey, Hall,
Windsor NS. (and cld for Georgetown.)
FORTRESS MONROE—In the Roads 17th, sch C
W Lewis. Hupper, trom Savannah lor New York,
(crew sick and in want of medical assistance.)
BALTIMORE—Cld 19th, sch BeDj B Church, Kelley. Boston.
Cld 20tg, sch David Ames, Flanders, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 19th, sebs Mattie Holmes,
Richardson, Bangor; '‘Congress.” Portland; F Nickerson. Haskell, Charleston; Abel W Parker, Dean,

Whitmore, Mobile;

Fall River.
Ar 20th, sebs

M &I Pote, Googins, Brunswick, Ga;
Wm Wilson, Packhard. Gardiner
Cld 20th, schs Geo E Prescott, Guptill, Portland;
H Macomber. Williams. Wareham.
Ar at Lewes 20tb, barque Cardenas, Herriman, fm
Trinidad, for orders; schs Santa Rosa, Herrick, Progrosso for New York.
Sid fm Delaware City

Boston.

Collins,

Knowlton.

Cld 20th, ship Cyclone, Field, Sydney NSW; schs
Bisbee, Libby, Montego Bay, J; O M Marrett,
Reed, Mayaguez.
Sid loth, snip Jos S Spinney, lor Liverpool; brigs
David Owen, for Porto Cabello; J H Kennedy, for
Charleston.
Passed through Hell Gate 10th, schs Gem, Thomas.
New York for Belfast; Saarbruck, Clark, Hoboken
for Boston; Paragon, Morang, Port Johnson for Lubec; Oliver Jameson, Campbell, Itondout lor PortsDF

mouth.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 10th, gch Redondo, Young,
New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 20th, sch Henry Whitney, Sheppard, Richmond.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 19th, sch Isabella Jewett,
Fogg. Georgetown.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, sch C H Eaton,
Curry, CalaiB for New York.
Sid 18th, schs Winslow Marse, Mott-Haven, Mars
Hill, Gertie E Merrow, Hesperus, Oregon, Daylight,
Alice Oakes, Mary Helen, Alma, Agnes, Erl, Charles
Upton, July Fourth. Laconia, Biilow, Mahaska, J E
Gamage, Loduskia, Wesley Abbott, Emily Curtis,
Clara W ElwelL Nautilus. Gentile, R Leach, Henry
H Seavey, C H Eaton, Ocean Wave, aud others.
Ar 19th, schs Susan Rosb, Gardiner, New l’ork for
Kennebunkport; J & H Crowley, Cotton, Boston tor
Philadelphia; Harmonia, Ryder, Belfast for Pbilasdelphia; Roamer, McFarland, Maine tor New York;
Harbinger, Dodge. Bangor for Newport, (17th. between Cape Elizabeth and Cape Cod, John Smith,
seaman, of Plymouth, was w ashed ovorboaed and

bbls flour, 24,000 bush Wheat, 37,000
bnsh Corn, 4,000 bush Oats.
Shipments-2000 bbls flour, 19,000 bush Wheat, 50,000 bush Corn, 7,000 bash Oats.

drowned.)

Milwaukee, October 21.—Flour In fair demand
and steady. W beat opened unsettled and lc lower,
closed; No 1 Milwaukee at 116; No2 Milwaukee at
112}; seller November at 113}; seller for December
at 114};iNo 3 Milwaukee at 1 06, Corn is scarce and
nominally firmer; No 2 at 46c. Oats are quiet and
steady; No 2 at 32c. Rye is nominally steady; No 1
at 62c. Barley quiet and steady; No 2 Spring cash at

BOSTON—Ar 20th, brigs Richmond, Bryant, Sierra
Leone; Melrose, Griggs, Tiinidad; Raima F Hart,
Hart, Baltimore; Charlotte Fish, Williams, Philadelphia; Allegro. Davis, Port Johnson; Sardinian,
Holbrook, and Moses Eddy, Warren, Rondout; Mary
Jane, Merrill, Gardiner; Sylph, McDonald, Woolwich.
Ar 2let,

Detroit, October 21.—Flour is qniet and firm at
@ 6 50. Wheat is dull and lower; extra White
Michigan at 1 31;millings at 1 27}; No 1 White Michigan 125; milling at 120. Corn is nominal; No 1
Mixed at 52 @ 53c. Oats-White 40c; Mixed 37c bid.
6 25

38c asked.

FOREIGN PORTS.

6,299

bush

oats.

wheat, 868

Ar at

steady; Middling

New Orleans, October 21.—Cotton firm: Middling uplands 10}c.
UiuisyiLLE, October 21.—Cotton is qniet; Middling uplands 10}c.
Galveston, October 21.—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 10c.
Norfolk, October 21—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands at 10}c.

Middling upands at 9} g 9Jc.

New York.

dling uplands

9|c.

gess, Philadelphia.
Ar at Montevideo

October 21.—Cotton is firm and active;

New Yoke, Oct.
bank statement:

21.—The following is the weeklv

Loans, decrease.....$ 825,600
Specie, decrease. 730.700
Legal tenders, decrease. 1,920,300
Deposits, decrease.
707,700
Circulation, increase..;. 1,119,100
Deserve, decrease. 2,483,075
Boston block market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Oct. 21.]
Boston & Maine Railroad.95} @ 96
100 Eastern Railroad.
6}
Sales at Auction.
6 Bates Manufacturing Co.
75}
3 Laconia Manufacturing
Co.327}
16 Boston 03 Maine Railroad.
96}
| 5 Eastern Railroad.6}
$1,500 Boston <S3 Maine Railroad 7s, 1893.109}
$154 47Eastern Railroad scrip.46}

zi—i.uu f.m,.—Console at 94|
tor money and account.
London, October 21—12.30 P. M.—American securlties-United States bonds, KMOs, 1071; new 5s, at
at
2 **• M.—United Slates 10-4US, at

North ot Hatteras.
Sid tm Sagua 11th inst, sch Daybreak, Blake, for
JL Cl UdUUlUd.

Ar at

JOJi*

108J; Erie at10i.
Liverpool, October 21.—12.30 P. M.—The Cotton
market is steady; Middling uplands at
515-16d;do
Orleans at (ifcdjsales 10,000 bales, including 1000 bales
tor specuiation and export;
leeeipts 11,300 bales, of
4100 were

35 days.
Cow Bay 19th lost, brig Sparkling Water,
Hichbom, Boston.
Old at Glace Bay, CB, 20tb, sch Emma H DramAr at

mornl, Higgins, Demarara.
Ar at Halifax 19th, sch
Teazer, Maryatt, St Mar-

American.

garett'sBay.

Fbankfobt, October 21.—United States bonds,
lives, 101}.

Ar at Windsor, NS, 6th lost, schs Mauna
Loa, Sanborn, New York; Hamburg, Libbey, Philadelphia:
16th. Ada S Allen, Dudley, Alexandria; 18th, Hortensia, Larrabec, New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 18th InBt, sch
Milwaukee, from
Machias.

standard medical journals
says: “I was cored of Dropsy in one month by using
Hunt’s Remedy.” All diseases of the Kidneys,
Bladder and Urinary Organs, are cured by Hunt’s
Remedy.
our

iLatest by European steamers.!
Ar at Liverpool 5th inst, Anita Owen,
Pettengill,
New York; Clarissa B Carver, Dow, Bangor; Edw
O Brian, Smalley, Callao.
Sid 5th, Maria W Norwood. Andrews, Key West.
Off Bar Lightship 6tb, Helen O Phinney, Boyd,
from Liyerpool tor Philadelphia.
Ar at London 6th, Harriet H
MeGilvery, Blake.

eodi&wlw

MARRIFCD.

New York Stock and money market.
New York, October21.—Gold opened at 110, sold
off to 109}, up to IK off to 109}, up to 110.
Governments strong. Money 2 bid. State bonds quiet,
Stocks active and better prices. Exchange, long, at

483}; short, 485}.

The toliowing were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States new 4}’s.110}

United States 6s, 1881, coup.117}
United States 6-20’s 1865, old.114
Uuited States 5-20’s,1865, new.113
United States 5-20’s,1867.116}
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .117
Uuited States news’s.115}
United States 10-40s, coup.115}

Currency 6’s...123}
The following were the closing quotations of

Stocks:

Western Union Telegraph Co,
Pacific
New York Central & Hudson

ex.

Mail...’..

EjCIO.

......

71}
24}

R R.1044

...

...,

II

Erie prelerred.. 18

Michigan Central. 47}
Panama......127
Union Pacific Stock.

62}

Lake Shore.
60j
Illinois Central.
84
Pittsburg It.I..
88}
<&
Chicago
Northwestern. 41*
Chicago <& Northwestern prelerred. 64
New Jersey
Central. 37}
Bock Island...
...102*
St. Paul...*
#, 30*
St. Paul preferred. ..7. .7.
"7.7.7...
61*
Ohio &
'*

Mississippi.....#*. 11*
Delaware & Lackawanna....7.7.7.','..! 788
Atlantic <Jfc Pacific Telegraph.
16
Missouri Pacific.!!!!."..!!. 2}
Atlantic & Pacific prelerred..77.77.7.!7. 2
The following were the
ciosiugquitationB of Pacino
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds..
1094
Union Pacific.
loof

Land Grants.Jk.
loot
Sinking Funds... 9,1
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st... imi

Guaranteed....

The reported more peaceful
prospect*’ abroad this
morning caused weakness both in stocks and gold.

Gloucester Fish market,

Gloucester, Mass., Oct.21.
Gloucester Fisli market and arrivals for tbo week
ending October 21st:
Fishing arrivals have been reported. 7 Banks, four
bring about 220,000 lbs of Salt Cod, 3 with 90,000 lbs
714, lbs split
5?!"iaggregating
and 25,000 lbs Halibut; 4 Irom
Cod,
Mackerel trips, 1
from Buy of bt. Lawrence, 3 from off
shore acErre^ating 900 fts Mackerel, which shows light Son
hand. The vessels are returning to
port with slim
c°mmeneeto

haul up for the

season.

expectations, and
there is not the brS
doubt but prices will range
slightest*°?ie,UP
considerably higher. A few in first hands are held
to-day at $6 50, $7 50 and $15 lb bbl for 3s, 2s and l’s,
and 25 for moss.
Codfish trade has been
very fair
and prices are lully sustained. We quote Georges at
Grand
4 50,
Bank
425Wl;,}!e,l?,r0JiaIlkt42!:
and difficult to fill orders for small Cod
The loreigu demand for Herring is very large and most of
shore catch will be exported.. We quote Round
Herring 4 50 bbl; Split at 5 00; Hake at 3 25
Pollock at 3 00 per qtl; Haddock at 3 25 ® qtl ®qtl;
Cusk
at 3 50 3? qtl; Togunos and Sounds at SKI
oo’l? bbl;
Halibut fins at 9 00; ro Pickled Cod on the market
;
Smoked Halibut at 6c » lb; Prepared and Boneless
Codhsb at 5J @ 7$c t* lb, as to
quality. Last sales
Bank Halibut at 103 and 71c $>Ib for white aud
gray,
same for Georges; Haddock at 2c
p lb; Pollock lie
*
■

ns.

7T(].rk

Dome.tic market*.
October 21.—A.hesjdull and

unchanged at 4 75 forpots. Gotton Is
steady: quotation revised; low mid. and below reduced 1-lH; sales 2470
for
bales, lOJc
middling uplands; delivered on contract 500 bales; futures declined 1-32. Flour—receipts of 14,025 bbl.; tho market is 6 @ 10c lower
with only a limited business doing for
export and
home use; Bsles 11,200 bbls; No 2 at 3 40
C<H 4 00; Superfine Western and State at 4 CO @ 4 90; common
to good extra Western and State at 5 25
® 5 55; good

In Bath, Oet 16, Sewall T. Haddocks and Nettie E.
Blake, both of Boothbay.
In Hal lowed, Oct. 10, Wm. H. Clearwater and
Miss
C. Belle Haines, both of Hallowed.
In Oxiord, Oct. 6, Owen Goodwin of Davton and
Rose M. M. Records of Oxcord.

Rangoon.

Sid tm Sourabaya Aug 22, H C Sibley, Colson, lor
Proboliogo.
Sid tm Legbom 3d inst, Yigilate, Fulton, for New

Marseilles 3d iust, Teneriffe, Tracey, and Mary Gibbs, Whitmore, New York; 4lh, Palo Alto, do.
Sid 4tb, AbbteN Franklin, Powers, for New
York;
M G Loud, Holt, Sagua.
Sid fm Bilboa 2d inst, C&ssie Jameson, Jameson,
New York.
Cld at Gibraltar Sept 60, Lizzie Zltteson, Malaga:
Abby Bacon. Merrill, do.
Ar at Cadiz Sept 30, Kaluna,
Nash, Gloucester.
Ar at Havre 8th inst, Harry
Morse, Patten, Lobos;
Edw Kidder, Peterson. Bombay.
Sid 4tb, A S Davis, Ford, Sandv Hook.
Sid fm Antwerp 5th inst,
Wakefield, Carver, for

In this city, Oct. 21st, at the Home lor Aged WoMargaret Skillings, aged 85 years and 11
months.
(Funeral services will be held at the Home this
Monday lorenoon at 10} o’clock.
In Wlscasset, Oct. 8, Alice R.
Greenleaf, aged 21

18, Mrs. Nancy Odiorne, aged

Cardiff.

In Wbitefield, Sept. 27, Mrs.
Mary Bailey, aged
88 years.
At Sheepscot
[Brldfe.'.Sept. 6, Hannah C. Hartley,
aged 88 years 10 months.

SPOKEN.
Sept 3, lat 13 28 N, Ion 25 W, ship Mfc Washington,
Perkins, trom Hamburg for Hong Kong.
Sept 6, lat 16 47 N, Ion 26 34 YV, ach (iiace Andrews,
from Pensacola lor Rio Janeiro.
Sept ^.Jat 44 36, Ion 25 15. brig A J Pettengill,
Hall, from Cardiff for Bermuda.
brig R W Me88er' fr°m
Inverkeittiiig for

Nlinamre Almanac.October 33.
Sun rises.6.23 I High water.3.30 PM
Sun sets.5.U5 | Moon sets.9.15 PM

MARINE KplWS

SPECIAL NOTICES.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Sch Ada F Whitney, Gilchrist,
Philalelphia-coal
to S Rounds & Son.
Sch Fred Walton, Rich, Boston.
Sch Ann Creeon, Gasper,
Gloucester, seeking for
JKllswortn.

* remarnauuj

ate<l persons to

r.inrir

iravnni
--

_a.

^

tis & Davis.

Wheeler, St George—dry fish

+5®SIlrflo^ne^:,
tis & Davis.

Crockett, Deer Isle—dry fish to Cur-

..

to

Cur-

I

fo?dh

Nelson, Holbrook, Bangor for Bridgeport.
CLEARED.

Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, NS—John
Porteons.
Steamship Alhambra, (Br) Smith, Halifax, NS—J
Porteoue.
Barque Sbawmut, Connor, —Buenos Ayres— C S
Clark.
Sch Pride of the East, Lord, Mayaguez—Phlnney
1
& Jackson.
Sch Sami Gilman, Kelley, Baltimore-J I
Libhy,
and Curtis & Davis.
Sch C J Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia—E G Willard.
Sch Earnest, (Br) Eagan, Boston, (having repaired)
W S Jordan & Co.
Sch Three Sisters, Bickmore,
Friendship—master.
Sch Oriental, Conary, Bluehiil—master.
Sunday, Oct. 22.
ARRIVED.
as

BP

IVBOM merchant’s exchange.)
Matauzas.

21st,

sch B J

Bindery

STAIRS,

Music, Magazines,

Newspapers

and various Periodicals of the

fifteen thousand dollars
will be thrown on the
market for the next three
weeks at a SLIGHT ADAll
VANCE ON COST.
and
People
intelligent
must
Dealers
Candid
that
prices
acknowledge
here quoted are ruinous,
continued must
and if
terminate in Bankruptcy.

sndtt

oct20

ALWAYS CETTRE BEST!

Andersons & Dow
ARE AGENTS FOR THE

Insurance Companies,

READ, BE ASTONISHED, ANP

OF LONDON,
COMBINED

WONDER.

ASSETS

$35,000,000 !

Madame Foy’s Corsets

OFPICU,

Fine W. Bone Corsets

TAT-

nn

TT1_1_

xiu*

oo

liAcmiugc

oc9

for; 87 cts. cacli.
from 45 cts. upward*.
Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

CTi.
sntf

tor 35 ct*. each.

ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street.
lias the celebrated Weber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning
attended to as

PTAUn^
A

uHIUM
and

ORGANS.
augzB

nly

Ladies’

returned to the city I shall be glad to see
old customers and welcome new ones at my
Rooms

Having

for 35 cts. each.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

tor 50 cts. each.

L. O. WORTH.

vests

from 35 cts.

Valuable improvements have been incorporated
into this Range, which gives it the advantage over
any other Range in the market, and all who have
seen and tested it, have been disabused of the idea
that the day of invention and improvement had
passed.

We claim to have produced the most elegant and
economical, compact, and convenient Cooking Range
ever offered to the public, and we have no hesitation
in saying that all who will carefully examine it will
be convinced of these facts.
All in want of a new Range are invited to call and
see for themselves and obtain a
pamphlet containing
description and the names of parties having them
in use, to whom we refer.

& €0.,

BANGOR.
for sale by

from 25 cts. upwards.

Boy’s Mixed Vests and Pants,
all sizes, 38 cts.

Children’s New Britain

Suits,

87 cts. and $1.00 per suit.

Gent’s Heavy Merino Hose
Irom 15 cts. upwards.

Ladies’ Heavy Cotton Hose,
10 cts. per pair.

Gent’s Heavy Shaker Hose
from 15 cts. to 50.

Ladies Wool Balmoral Hose
irom 25 cts,

upwards.

from 38 cts. upwards.
50 doz. Canada Knit Hose
for 50 cts. per pair.
Best Quality Ball Yarn,
all colors, 15 cts. ball.

PORTLAND.
B?

upwards.

Children’s Merino Vests

Ladies’ Knit Jackets

NUTTER BROS. & CO.,
—

Heavy Cashmere Drawers
tor 87 els, each.

PORTABLE Mil RUE.

are

lor a7 cis. eacn.

Ladies’

Gents’ Heavy Shirts & Drawers

CLARION

These Ranges

Cashmere Under-

Ladies’ Heavy

5631*2 CONGRESS STREET.
Hats and Bonnets trimmed to order. Material furnished or not at the option of customers.

WOOD, BISHOP

Merino Drawers

for 50 cl*, each.

my

ocL19sndlw

Heavy

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers

MILLINERY.

•

—

JAMES PENNELL, Saccarappa,
and about all of the first-lass dealers in the State.
°ctl6
snd3w

Silk Lacing Cords,
all colors, 3 cts. per yard.

Silk Tassels,
Best

all colors, Sets, cacli.

Quality Dress Braid,
6 cts.

BROTHERS.

piece.

a

Bustles in fine variety,
from 20 cts. upwards

Unlaundried Gents’ Shirts,
Wamsutta. 87 cts. & $1.15 each.

FIRST CLASS

Best

Fire Insurance.
Long

or

ance

short term Insurat current Kates.

English Needles Stuck,
4 cts.

Splendid Line

paper

a

Buttons,

ol

17 to 25 cts.

Trimming Buttons,

5 cts

All our $1.00 Kid

doz.

a

Gloves,
for 75 cts.

Snnnl S»ilLw

WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
31 1-2

all colors, lor 8 els.

Exchange St.,

Stanton Bloclt,
PORTLAND, ME.

Insurance

in

promptly

Fire,

all its branches
attended to.

Life

Marine,

J. H.

NEW IIAMPSflrRE FIRE INS.CO.,
Quarter of

a

spool.

Fitzgerald,

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.,
PQrttand.

MANCHESTER, N. H.
CASH CAPITAL PAID IJP

One

a

Space will not admit or farther quotations. We expected to more to our new
store on the first of October; this we
find is impossible. We had part of our
goods packed; we were compelled to unpack them, and the result was, our angry passions rose. We decided to sell, if
possible, the entire stock at almost the
cost, and for a short season do BUSINESS FOB FUN.
Where the fun comes
in, “Deponent sayeth not.”
Yours very repeetfully,

and Accident.

Million Dollars!

TOTAL ASSETS OF OVER

BROTHERS.

HALF A MILLION DOLLABS !
Ex-Gor. E. A. Straw, President.
Ex-Got. James A* Weston, Vice Pres.
Geo, JB. Chandler, Treasurer*
John C. French, Secretary.
Frank A. McKeen, Special Agent, < .
Geo. W. Eastman, Asst. Secretary.
Tills Company was organized by the leading business men of New Hampshire, and emphatically possesses the elements ot solidity, economy, success and

Under

Shirts
AND

—

—

The names of the
permanency.
familiar as household

officers and directors
words, and a voucher
lor the prudent management and Integrity of the
corporation. With Oue Quarter ot a Million Dollars
paid-up Capital, and over Half a Million Dollars of
Assets, MiQALL RI§K9 widely scattered, the
safer classes of risks only insured, and the highest
ratio of assets to liabilities, this Company offers the
very best indemnity against loss or damage by fire.
are as

Paid when

Hue.

D x*a wer s
—

AT

—

Very Low

Prices.

Sale Risks widely Scattered,
ana the public may real n.aured that lio conflnijroii.li
-^

or

.weeping fire

can

oftect the sol-

wij/uihiiuu,

---rr—-v.

®“SOBND, SOLID, SUCCESSFUL.- Jf l

WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
AGENT

FOB

Charles Custis & Co.,
m?5

PORTLAND.

Travelers Insurance
OF

493 CONGRESS ST.
i silly

LIFE

COAL.

Co.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
AND ACCIDENT.
Total Aneis nearly

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS J

The largest stock and tho best variety of Ceafo in
the city, lor

SUMMER AND WINTER

WOT. ALLEN, JR.,
AGENT FOR PORTLAND,

Lowest market Rates,
—

FIREInSURANCECO.,

REVERE

Randall

OF BOSTON, HASS.
CASH CAPITAL
*200,000.
...
SURPLUS
40,000.
J. H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES,

USE,

FOR SALE AT

BY

—

&

McAllister,

CO COMMERCIAL. ST.
“1*6Hlatf

Secretary.

AGENT

FOR

PORTLAND.

day

Mechanics’ Mutual Iusurance Co.,

bound in any desired style.
Giving my personal attention to
the business I hope 1o have a
share of the public patronage.

Alfred BICKNELL, President.
J. S. PARSONS, Secretary.

GEORGE L. BAILEY.

OF

GEO.

CHINESE,
sntf

sep2G

ALLEN

FOR PORTLAND.

Suffolk Mutual

GOULD,

Insurance

BOSTON,
CAPITAL

and get

*200,000.

It is splendid and

JR.,

kiO

and

Clairvoyance.

Go ami consult LADV KOSKAETIHA,
Seventh ■>« lighter of seventh Mmighter,
just from Europe, recovers stolen property, names
whom you will marry, gives lottery numbers,
1.00.
Fee
Hoorn* nt No.
answers letters.
ilS Free Street, corner of Colton.
Hours—
ftom8 a. m to 10 p. in.
octOsnt

Gas
128

JOHN
»ep6

CENTS

cheap, only

HORSE FOR
very

Exchange St.

POUND !

15

Cents

|

OCtt7

SALE-

cheap at

IEWELI/S
d3m

si

PER

oclT__illw

Fixtures I
KINSMAN.

of his

Plain Molasses Candy
Per Pound,

for Portland.

se23d2m*

Spiritualism

some

MOLASSES CANDY.

President.
EDWARD WALLEY, Secretary.

Agent

COW’S,

566 Congress Street,

Co.,

HASS.

WM. ALLEN,

A?T

CALL

WOT. ALLEN, JR.,
AGENT

CASH

Buenos Ayres.

BROTHERS.

OF BOSTON, HASS.
CASH CAPITAL *200,000,

smltf

sepll3

Cld at Philadelphia 21st, sch F A Bailey, Hutchinson. Portland.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Sept 7. brig H P
Dewey, Smith,
RoBarlo; 12th, barque G M Tucker, Merriman, from

OIEIIORANDA.

BOSToSTfOBM OF POLICY. been
purchased within
This line
SPARROW A PECK, Sixty days.
agents,
Stock amounting to at least
181 MIDDLE STREET.
GET THE

WOT. ALLEN, JR,

Willard, Noyes, from

Brig Mary C Haskell, which was stranded and dismasted at Well’s Beach last season, has been rebuilt
and was launched ttom the Ways at Rockland on
the 18tb iust.
Sch C W Lewis, Hupper, from Savannah for New
York, put iuto Fortress Monroe 15th with crew Bick.
'i he mate, a brother ot the cantaiu, died at Savannah
after an illness ot twelve days.
Thecaptain, and two
of the crew were sick, but are now convalescent
The steward died 10th. and was buried in the Roads
Three ot the ciew remain well.
Sch Carrie Alice, before reported burnt at Ocracoko
iDlet, was burned to the water’s edge and sunk. She
was from Boston bound lo Charleston via
Norfolk,

rated.

A. J. CHASE, General Agent lor State.

Portland, Mo.

reported.

Ar at New York

w

49 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.*

Sch Congress, from Philadelphia, did not arrive

20th,

eodl

New Book

full and

are

large proporcomplete,
tion of the goods having
a

For sale

Calais for Wick-

Mary E Gage, Smith, Calais Newport,
gch
bcb Alcora, Robinson. Machiaa for New
York.
Sch
^ouipa* Pickett, Millbridge lor Boston,
bch Grampus, Joy, Franklin for Salem.
Sch Wreath, Watts, Sullivan for Boston.
Sch t

debili-

BAILEYS

JudgoDow, Hallowed,

for Pembroke.
0t the Ea8t’ Higgina*

become strong and robust.

oet23

Sch Senator, Orne, Westport-fish to E G Willard.

Dennysville
Light

weaR and

by all respectable druggists throughout the country,
and should be kept in every family, for convenience
of instant uso on the first appearance of Coughs or
Irritation on the Lnngs. Manufactured only by A.
B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston. Sold by all
druggists.

Sch Welcome Home, (Br) Hatfield,
Windsor, NSto A D Whidden.

plaster

fRrl

iobic, ana win causo

lines

The

cludde* of property at fair

A Iso other

BENEFIT

A

—

Every Honest Claim has been Promptly

Dr. Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil
and Lime. Invalids need no longer dread to take
that great specific for Consumption, Asthma, ana
threatening Congbs,—Cod Liver Oil. As prepared
by Dr. Wilbor, it is robbed of the nauseating taste,
and also embodies a preparation of the Phosphate of
Lime, giving nature the very article required to aid
the healing qualities of the oil, and to recreate
where disoase has destroyed. This article also forms

Nalurday, Oct. 31.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
SteaniBhip Alhambra, (Br) Smith, Halifax, NS.
Sch Georgia B McFarland, Wilson, Baltimore—coal
to Kerosene Oil Co,
Sch Sohn Bird, Smith, Georgetown-coal to Randall & McAllister.

Sch Ronerta.
A D Whiuden.

FOR

OR FIVE YEARS.

01, THREE

Ar at

men, Mrs.

vearg.

Houses & Furniture

York.

DIED.

years 11 months.
In Gardiner, Sept.

Halifax 18th Inst, ich Bushrod W Hill, Hie

gins, Cardiff

new

78

Sept I, barque Arletra, Nichols,

At Cape Haytien 4th lust, (not Salt Cay) sch Annie
Whiting, Cox, for Boston 12th.
Sid fm Matanzas 12th, brig Proteus, Sherman, lor

Earopean markets.
vciooer

A writer in one of

Buildings Dwelling,
—

the People,

mers,

I XI S U R E S

English Channel.

Ar at Genoa 18th inst, barque Eva H
Fisk, Brown,
New Orleans.
Ar at Alicante —, sch Ella M
Storer, Wade, trom
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 16th Inst, brig Clytie, Dow, from
New York.
In port 2d inst, barque Ada P Qould,
Merritt, from
New York, disg.
Sid fm Bremen lOtn Inst, ship Premier, McGilvery,
North America.
Sid fm Newry, 1,17th inst, barque Alex Campbell.
Bunker, United States.
Ar at Cardiff 20th, sch Grace Bradley, Vesper, from
Stettin.
Sid fm Waterford 19th, sch Henry Norwell, Bur-

at

Proposes to give his Custo-

J3,000,000

Assets,

rancisco via Victoria.
At Hong Kong Sept 15ib, ship Alice Buck, Herriman, tor San Francisco.
At Batavia Aug 28, barque Alice Reed, Kelleran,

Charleston, October 21.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands at 10}c.
Mobile, October 21.—Cotton is Arm; Middling6
uplands 10|c.
Savannah,October 2L—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands 10}c.
Wilmington, October 21,-Cotton steady; Mid-

Moving

to

OF

Harmon, San

Shipments—1765 bbls flour, 10,867 bush wheat.,1107

bush com, 8174 bush oatB.
New Furr,October 2X.—Cotton
uplands at lOjc.

Shanghae Sept 12, ship Washington Lilbey,
i-

Prior

Underwriters, FITZGERALD
BOSTON, MASS.

brigRB Gove, Hodgdon, Hoboken; schs
Maggie Mulvey, Fountain, Alexandria; Emma K
Smalley, Glynn, Elizabethnort; Nulato, Small. Amboy; F H Odiorne, Crowell. Weebawken; Mary E
Thompson, Hooper, Port Johnson.
Cld 21st, barque Mary Hideout, Gibson, Poitland;
sch Nellie Carr, Wentworth, Bongo-.
SALEM—Ar 20th. schs Mary F Pike, Kent, Perth
Amboy; S S Kendall. Kendall, do.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 20lb, sch Webster Bernard,
Turner, Hoboken.

85}c
October; 86c do Nov; No 3 Spring at 48}c.
Provisions qniet and shade easier ;Mess Pork at 16 00
cash. Prime Lard at 10}c.
Freights qniet and steady.
Receipts—105 bbls flour, 100,000 busL wheat.
Shipments—600 flour, 68,000 bush wheat.
seller

MISCELLANEOUS.

BOSTON

Providence; Franconia, Bellaty, Boston;

Senator Grimes, Philbrook. Boston; Decora, Thompson, do; Nettie Walker, Ingalls, do; Addie M Bird,
Fales. do; Traveller, Hodge*, do; Porto-Rico, Wentworth, Bangor; Charlie & Willie, Cousins, Rockport;
H E Riley, Coffin, Boston; Cora Etta, Pendleton,
Richmond, Me; Moreligbt, Allen, Calais; Fleetwing,
Kenniston, Rockland; Maria S, Knowlton. Proviaence; das nointos, nyoer, tseirast; Willie Martin,
MoBhier, Portland lor Philadelphia; Ellen M Pennell, Thompson, Boston; Kocbeko. Pendleton, do;
H S Bridges, Landrick, Calais; Wellington, Bangor;
Jona Coane, White. Rockport; J Paine, Smith, trom

Receipts—5000

Receipts—2,486 bbls flour, 19,907

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Jesse Hart, Keene, Kennebec.
Ar 20th, brig Lewis Clark, Smith, Bangor: schs
Lark, Hutchinson, Windsor. NS; Governor, Eaton,
Portsmouth; Acara, Chandler, Windsor, NS; M J
Laughton, Hallowed, Whiting; Mary Ella, Staples,
Portsmouth; Winnie Lawrie,Spear, Rockport; Mary
Brewer, Saunders, and E L Gregory, Thorndike, fm
Rockland; D Ellis, Torrey, do; Starlight. Robbins,
New Haven; Wm Connors, French, New Bedford;
Julia Newell. Sheppard, Rockport; Kate Grant, Conary, Bluebill; Ann Elizabeth, Cousins. Providence;
Old Chad, Wiley, Boothbay; Sahwa, Mitchell, Lynn;
Oliver Dyer, Falker, Saco; Hannie Westbrook. McDuffie, Bangor; Oive Elizabeth, Lindsey, do; W H
Rowe, Whitmore, Ipswich; Ada Ames, Adams, Belfast; Henrietta, Hill, Saco; Wm McLoon, Rogers,
Rockland; Rival, Dunton, Gardiner; Bedabedec.

at27c.

busb

20lb. sch Carl D Lothiop, for

NEW YORK—Ar 19th, baroue John F Rottman,
Ray, Barrow, E, 63 days; schs Eureka, Mayo, Indianola ; Searsville, Hart, Virginia; Lizzie Lee,
from Lamoine; Nettie Langdon.
Bridgeport;
Sami C Hart,Merrill, New Bedford; Revenue, Finnney, Providence; Wm Thomas, Littlejohn, Hallowell; H A DeWitt, Alanson, Bath; Elizabeth De
Hart. Lowe, do; A Hayford. Pendleton, Bridgeport;
Abbie Wasson. Wasson, Portland ; Pacific, Ginn,
Norwich; Old Chad, Wiley, Boothbay; G B Ferguson, Ferguson, Belfast; Alabel F Staples, Cole, and

am} drooping.
Chicago, October 21.—Flour easier;Western extra
4 25 g 6 00: Minnesota 5 25 g 7 00.
Wheat is active
but lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 09} g 110 cash;
seller
for
1
seller
110J
November; 12}
December; No
3 Chiccago Spring at 80c @ 1 02; rejected at 83 @
92c. Corn Is unsettledjand lower; No 2 at 438 @43}
cash or seller November. Oats easier at 32c for cash
or November.
Rye is easier at 61 @ 61}c. Barley is
heavy at 83o for cash. Pork dull, weak and lower
at 16 37} cash; 16 00 @ 16 05 seller for October; 15 30
seller all year. Lard is dull, weak and lower at 9 80
cash; 10 62} seller October: 9 55 seller November;
9 37} @ 9 40 for seller all the year. Bulk Meats are
dull and lower; shoulders 6}c; short rib middles at
8}; short clear middles 6|.
Freights lower; Corn to Buffalo 4}.
Receipts—12,000 bbls hour, 120,00U bush wheat,24,000 bush corn, 49,000 busb oats 51,000 bush barley.
10,000 bush of rye.
Shipments-12,00 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat, 26,000 bush corn, 22,000 bosh oats, 15,000 bnsh barley,
0,000 bosh rye,
Toledo, October 21. Flour is steady. Wheat is
dull; No 3 White Wabash 119; No 1 White MichIganat at 1 23; extra White Michigan seller November 1 28; Amber on spot at 1 21 @ 1 21}; No 2 Amber
Michigan 114; No 2 Red Fall at on SDot at 119}; seller November 1 20; No 3 do at 113; No 2 Amber Illinois 1 24. Corn is quiet; High Mixed 50c; low Mixed
at 49}c; No 2 seller November at44}c; no grade at
48}c; new at 47c; damaged 46}c; new 46c. Oats dull;
No 2 at 33c bid; White 38}c; Michigan 34c; rejected

hush com,

20th, ship Oregon, Cush-

SEABECK, O-Sld 11th, ship Grace Darling, Gilmore, San Francisco.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar lGth, ships Scioto, Mitchell,
Havre: Gen Shepley, Hutchins, Liverpool.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 15th, brig L M Merritt, Herriman, Galveston.

Bank Statement.

t0

Some

where she put in to repair sails. She seems to have
had bad luck, having been badly damaged a few
months ago by her cargo ot lime taking tire. She registered 128 tons and was built in 1873 at Richmond,
Ale, where she was owned.
Sch Ann W Barker remains ashore, and has not
come oft as reported 17th.
A dispatch from Key West 19th states that a violent hurricane had been blowing there.

to choice Western and State at 5 55 @ 5 60; common
to choice White Wheat Western extra at 5 70 @ 6 75;
Wheat Western extra at 6 80 @8 00;
common to good extra Ohio at r> 25 @ 7 00; common
to choice extra St Louis at 5 30 @ 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 60 @ 8 25; choice to
double extra at 9 00 @ 9 50, including 1200 bbls of low
grade extra at 5 25 (eg 5 40; 1700 bbls medium extra at
5 50 @ 6 25; 28C0 bbls ot Minnesota at 5 75 @ 9 50; 650
bbls City Mills extra at 5 25 (a} 6 25; the market closing heavy; Southern flour a shade easier for low
grades; sales 28,000 bbls; common to fair extra at
5 30 @ 6 60; good to choice do 6 65 @ 8 75. Rye flour
steady; sales 250 bbls at 4 40 @ 5 00 per bbl for superfine. Cornmeal steady; sales 980 bbls; Western,Jersey and Penn at 2 85 @3 15; Brandywine at 3 40.
Wheat—receipts of 48,420 bush; the market is irregular, unsettled and lower with only a limited export
ancLmilling inquiry; sales 54,000 bush; 116(eg 117
for Mixed Spring; 1 24 for new No 2 Milwaukee;l 28
for new No 2 Chicago Mixed; 1 23@ 1 25 tor Winter
Red Western; 1 30 for Whfie Western. Rye firmer
at 73 @ 78c for Western; 86 @ 9lc tor Jersey, Pennsylvania, Canada and State; 16,000 bush Western at
78c in store; 500 bush Western at 75c on dock. Barley without decided change; sales 13,000 bush; 101
for light ungraded Canada; 113 for No 2 Canada.
Barley Malt quiet and unehanged, Corn—receipts of
64,400 bush; the market is scarceiy so firm and
prices without decided change; sales ot 112,000 bush;
584 @ 59c for graded and ungraded steamer Mixed;
59J (eg 604c for graded No 1; 584 @ 60£c f°r ungraded
Western Mixed; 604c for Kansas Mixed; 59c for crop
1874 Western Mixed in store; 594c for steamer Yellow. Oats—receipts 30,097 bush; the market is without important change with fair trade; sales 78,000
bushi 32 @ 48c for Mixed Western and State; 33 @ 50
White Western and State, including rejected at 32c;
New York No 3 at 33 (eg 34c; New York No 2 White
at 41 @ 414c; Mixed Western at 32 @
38c; White 38
@ 43c; Mixed State 44 @ 48c; White State 46 @ 50c.
Hay unchanged at 60 for shipping. Hops quiet at 10
@ 12c for yearlings; 25 @ 33c for and Eastern; 25 @
37c for new New York State; 35 @ 38c for California.
Coftee—Rio quiet and firm at 16 (a) ]9Jc gold for cargoes; 16 @ 204c gold for job lots. Sugar is firm but
quiet at 9
94c for fair to good refining; 98c for
prime; 385 bhds at 9e for Muscovado; 10c for Centrifugal : refined is firm. Molasses—grocers grades are
unchanged with moderate business; New Orleans is
scarce.
Rice is Bteady with moderate
inquiry. Petroleum is dull and nominal; crude 13c; refined
26;
cases 30; naptha 14. Tallow is
unsettled; 40,000 lbs
at 8| @ 8 1-I6c. Naval Stores—Rosin is
at 1 95
steady
@ 2 05 for strained. Turpentine is quiet at 35c for
Spirits. Eggs are steady at 254 @ 26c for State and
Pennsylvania; 23 @ 25c for Western. Coal unchanged at 3 75 @ 4 75 per ton per cargo lor Anthracite.
Leather is firm—Hemlock sole, Buenos
Ayres and
Rio Grande light, middle and heavy
weights at 194
@ 25; California do 194 @ 25c; common do at 19 (eg
25c. Pork auiet and firm ;new mess at 16 85 @ 17 00;
80 bbls at 16 85 ; 250 bbls seller October 16 85; seller
all the year held 16 00; seller for January 16 00 bid.
Beef is quiet; 70 bbls mem on p t. Beel hams are
quiet and unchanged. Tierce Beef quiet. Cut Meats
—Western is quiet; middles dull and heavy; 100 bxs
city long clearat 9g; Western long clear deliverable
next week 94. Lard on spot lower; futures opened
decidedly lower, closing firm; 145 tes prime steam at
10 15, closing offered 10 i24; seller November quoted
9 874; seller all the year at 9 874; 750 do seller for
January at 9 824 @ 9 85, closing 9 90 bid; 1250 do seller February at 9 90 @ 9 95, closing 9 95
@ 9 974. Butter-choice steady; grades below dull and heavy at
15 @ 30c for Western; 20 @ 36c lor State. Cheese is
uuu ai d
lisjc ior common to prime. Seeds—Linseed Arm and held 1 95 gold.
Wool Arm and in fair demand; Domestic fleece at
29 @ 50c; pulled 22 @ 40c; un washed at 10 @ 28c:
Texas at 13 Ca) 26c.
Freights to Liverpool—The market is less active

Fancy White

STABLE,

Contor Street.
Jlw
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Eulogies Upon ihclalcJsliu Neal.

1876

THE PRESS
I In the Supreme Court Saturday, the commitMay be obtained at tbe Periodical Dapota of Fes- tee
appointed by Cumberland Bar to prepare
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei <Xr Co., Andrews,
Wentwortb. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
resolutions upon the death of the Hon. John
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,
Neal, made their report. J. T. McCobb the
dfAt Biddetord, of Phiilsbury.
► At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
chairman, spoke as follows:
&‘At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
May it please the Court:—I am directed by
!fc At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
the Cumberland Bar Association to present
SJAt Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.
resolutions adopted by them on the occasion of
the death of Mr. ieal, and to request that they
be placed upon the records of the court.
These occasions are not wholly sad, since we
seem to live the lives of our friends over again
New Advertisement** To-Day.
There are those here
wheu we review them.
who were more intimate with Mr. Neal than I
to have been ; but he had a kindly
can claim
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
and instructive word tor all who fell in his
Two Exhibitions-City Hall.
way. His knowledge of the world, of books,
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
art and affairs, his lively fancy, quick wit and
Eureka Machine Twist.
goop nalurrd humor, made him as conspicuous
Vickery & Leighton.
bis manly form was in the
in social circles as
I). I. Deland.
Uis love for his native
street as he passed.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
under which he was
institutions
and
the
city
Notice of Foreclosure.
matured, was with him a passion. His publishShoe Store for Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ed illustrations of the first are In every houseMrs S. J Clough—Cloak and Dress Trimmings.
In defending the'last, at home and
hold.
To Let—Tenement.
abroad, he bason many an occasion, with pen
Sheriff’s Sale.
and word, done valiant battle and good service.
Mr. Neal’s life was a life of thought—vigorAttention
&
F,
ous, searching, electric. His mind was like his
Wheeler Guards.
person, erect, nervous, aleit, full of vitality,
rapid in its movements, never weary. His imEvery member is requested to be at School House,
agination ardent, vivacious and soaring, was
Turner’s Island, on TUESDAY EVENING next, at
tempered, if not always controlled, by a close
His memory was most te
and acurate logic.
7 o’clock, in full uniform, to go to Knightville, and
nacious, and it flowed so like a shower, that it
also lo make arrangement to take part iu the
seemed
sometimesjtbat ltjbad more than it could
parade in Boston, on Thursday evening next.
hold.
He was a scholar by instinct, perhaps
Per order,
CHAS. H. MERRILL, Capt.
He was self-educated, if one
by inheritance.
can be self-educated whose
mother was a professional teacher; but he appreciated and notaATTENTION COMPANY E
bly acknowledged the helps every education
needs—helps that would possibly have made
Every member of this Company is requested to be him less original, though they had given him a
present at the Ward Boom, Ward 7, at 7J THIS
better method.
His prolific pen has left its
mark on two generations. Three of his novels
(Monday), EVENING.
were writteu in one year, and cue in less than
Per order,
W. H. SEAVEBNS,
two months.
He sometimes seems to have folCapt. Comd’g.
lowed the advice he once gave a young artist
“not to be guilty of laborous overdoing.” But
his “Battle of Niagara” was re-written thirty
times.
It has been sharply criticised for a
certain obscurity and profuseness of imagery,
Be at Headquarters, THIS (Monday) EVENING,
but it is crowded with iewels. and its issue
at 7.30.
Per ordor,
placed him at once among the poets of his
time.
He was told by cue of tbe beat judges
CHAS. W. BEAN, Capt.
I. F. TRUE, Clerk.
tbe age has kuown (Wilson) that every sentence in one of bis essays in Blackwood was an
article in itself.
He was fond of working in a
Supreme Judicial Court.
beat, and liked to do a month’s work at a sitBEFORE judge virgin.
ting; but the dash of some of bis earlier efforts
Saturday.—Mussey, Administratrix, vs. MusBey. was subdued, not dulled, in his later productions. Like his own “Harper of Goldsu"
Verdict for the plaiutfft—$5,0fc>.00.
“Something has pressed his pulses down.”
Sargent—Putnam for plaintiff.
His last novel—the child of his old age—w»s
Sweat—N. Webb for defendant.
written, he says, that be might leave someSamuel L. (Jarieton vs. Tlie Members of the Mount
teing behind him of which his friends would
Zion African Methodist Episcopal Churc'i of Portnot be ashamed. It evidences the calmer spirit
land, Maine. Plea of land. Verdict for plaintiff.
of a time when some of his fire, bnt Dot of his
Carleton—Band for plaintiff.
natural force, was abated.
It reflects—if I
Haskell—Cleaves.
may not intrude in so saying—the “True Womanhood” with which he had long been assoCourt adjourned till November 16th.
ciated in his own family and home.
His “Account of a Somewhat Busy Life”—one of his
municipal Court,
most recent publications—is a photograph,
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.
without the after touch. If he had devoted his
Friday.—John McMullen. Larceny. Sixty days
long and laborious life exclusively to the study
and labor.
and practice of our profession, as he seems
Albert N. Hawes. Search and seizure. Fined $50
early to have intended, be wonld doubtless
with costs. Paid.
have obtained the highest excellence in it. We
Bernard Devine and George Crowley. Search and
should have had an excellent lawyer, bat the
world of letters would have lost many volumes
seizure. Fined $50 each with costs. Both appealed.
of attractive, original and brilliant composiBidlon for Crowley.
tion.
Saturday.—John E. Farrel. Search and seizure.
Mr. Neal’s intellectual gifts aud graces were
Fined $50 with costs. Paid.
not his only distinguishing traits.
He was
Patrick Bisbee. Vagabond.
Thirty days. Com
thoroughly religious. In the half century or
mitted.
more of his thoughtful aud busy life, from the
time be separated himself from the Society of
William McKenney. Intoxication. Fined $3 with
Friends, amoDg whom he was bom, to the percosts.
iod when he became what be calls “a professor
Brief Jotting*.
of the orthodox faith,” his theology presented
There will be a union temperance meeting at many phases, as the light of truth tell upon or
receded from it; bnt ho was a conscientious
Allen Mission this evening.
The public are
searcher after truth always, and never ceased
invited.
to do his best in holding his ardent temperaThe “Old Folks” will give one of their Interment with the rein of a sincere piety.
With
esting conceits at Allen Mission Wednesday the human alloy that belongs to us all, he was
an honest believer and faithful doer, aud an acevening. More particulars hereafter.
complished Christian gentleman.
Sebago water is being introduced on Chapel
The resolntions were read by Mr. McCobb,
Cumberland and Oxford
street, between
and were as follows:
streets.
Resolved, That the Cumberland Bar Association
The Republican campaign companies of this
has received with deep sorrow tbe intelligence of the
decease
of our late brother John Neal, at the time of
will
city
join in the grand demonstration in his death the oldest member of our
Association. His
Boston Thursday.
devotion to general learning had drawn him very
much
from
the
and
of
the law, bat we
study
practice
John Kennedy’s friends iin this city ate
claim, in common with other citizens, to share in his
witliDg to back him against Stewart, in any fame, and to mourn with them our common loss.
Resolved, That we are proud to place upon our
water, at any date, and for any sum of money. records
our appreciation of the broad culture and
The Portland Montgomery Guards celebrate
varied attainments of our brother ami irwud; actoo often shut out by the engrossing
complishments
their fouith anniversary by a social gathering
demands of our profession, but frequently its chief
at Mechanics’ Hall Wednesday evening.
ornament, support aud glory. In the demise of Mr.
Neal, we recognize the loss of a laborious scholar, a
The Jubilee Singers, E. W. Beatty and Mr.
prolific and brilliant writer, a public spirited citizen,
Elmer Warner, who plays at Miss Ulmer’s
a generous patron, courteous geutleman, and good
Christian.
benefit to-night, are at the City HoteL
Resolved, That these resolutions be presented to
The furniture for “Our Boys” is kindly fur- the Supreme Judicial Court at its next—being the
n’sbed by Beane Bros, and the music by Chan- first—session since the death of Mr. Neal, and that
the Court be respectfully requested to enter them
dler’s Band.
upon its records
Resolved, That a copy ot these resolutions be sent
Tbe Boston boat which should have arrived
to the family of Mr. Neal, with assurances ot sympayesterday morning was delayed in starting and thy in their bereavement.

CITY AND VICINITY.

Company

Hayes

PIONEERS

■

did not arrive until lour

clock

o

yesterday art-

ernoon.

man?
Two

trusting policemen allowed a Washington street boy whom they had arrested, to go
up stairs for a moment last week,and he hasn’t

returned yet.
The freight is so heavy between here and
Halifax that an extra steamer has been engaged to assist in removing the vast pile in this

oity.
One of the Eastern Express teams ran away
and a keg of oysters, the

Saturday afternoon,
only contents of the

wagon, was scattered far

aud near. The team was uninjured.
The annual session of the Cumberland Temperance Association will be holden on the afternoon and evening of Tuesday, this week, at
South Windham. Prominent speakers are to
be present.
That gay youth who exhibited himself at
Allen Mission Friday night came np Saturday
morning and owned up to all his wickedness
and was released. This is a warning!?) to
other young men.
Dr. H. R. Thayer of this city informs the
Mayor of New York that Aventine’s wife, who
was tamed away from her boarding bouse and
tried to commit suicide on two occasions, is
now at work in a factory in Ipswich, Mass,
The ladies and gentlemen who are to take

part in the Art Pictures aud Pantomimes are
requested to assemble at the Reception Room,
City Building, at 9 a. m. aud 7.30 p. m., Tuesday, Oct. 24th.
There was a large attendance at the Allen
Mission last evening. The addresses by A.
Sylvester, Win. Clark, Andfew J. Chase and
E, Sands
tive

in

pledge.

very full of Interest, and effecgaining several signatures to the
were

_

CITY AFFAIRS.

Roard of Mayor
and Aldermen.

Special Mediae

of the

At a special meeting of the Board of Mayor
and AldermeD, held Saturday aftemoOD, the
following business was transacted:
Petitions Presented and Referred—01 Nathaniel W. Rowe for damages to his pile driver on
scow in the dock of Union wharf; of X. W.
Robinson and others for repairs on Green
street, between Congress street and hay scales;
cf E. W. Eluent for permission to} erect a
wooden building for a dwelling house on
Franklin street; of Thomas Wilde for permission to erect a wooden building for a dwelling
house on Sherman street.
An auctioneers license was granted to F. L.

jurorsjfor

the

practice.
He

Sabbath School.
The twenty-fourth anniversary of the State
Street Congregational Sabbath School was obwith
served yesterday > afternoon
approThe anniversary of this
priate exercises.
school occurred last June, but owing to peculiar circumstanc :s the exercises were postponed
until yesterday, which was the close of the official year of the school,
The altar and the front part of the church
were tastefully decorated with wreaths aud

flowers and presented a fine appearance, The
children of Mrs. B. H. JHiukley and Mrs. J. B.
The children generally
Prince were baptized.
acquitted themselves finely In the part they
took in the exercises. The following figures
from the report of the Secretary show the
school to be in a very flourishing condition:
The total membership is 285; number of classes
36; largest number 247; smallest 24; average
from January to June 204.
The following is
the Treasurer’s report:
receipts.
Balance fromlast year.$298 00
Class contributions. 217 16
(Other sources. 186 83
expenditures.

full of encouragement to the school. The pastor, Bev. E. Y. Hincfcs, spoke in a very interesting nature and was closely listened to.
Beform Club Meetings.—The club held an
in Association Hall last
evening, and addresses were made by Messrs.

Innhoff, Bobinson, Lefavor, Tacey, Batty,
Williams, Bay, Powers and others of the Portland Club, and Tullis of the New York. The
pledge was presented by President Pearson in a
few appropriate remarks, and several signed it.

Sudden Death.—Saturday morning Mr.
Robert Reed of Perkins, who had been making
a short visit in this city, with Mr. Fuller on

His death was no doubt the result of heart
as he was subject to heart troubles.

The Wiel of F. O. J. Smith -It has been
rumor correctly
gave the

of tbe executors of the late Hon. F. O.
J. Smith’s will, Nathan Webb, C. W. Goddard
and D. H. Ingraham. Owing to the illness of
Judge Goddard the filing of the will has been
delayed for a few days, bat it will be filed this

week, probably

on

Wednesday.

quested to be

evening, as

j

of

business of

importance will

come

before them.
The Museum —The scenic effects in “Money
and Misery’’ have delighted all who have visit-

ed the Museum during the week, and the management, in order to give all an oppoitunity to
see the play, have resolved to keep it on the
boards until Wednesday, giving two eveniDg

performances and

one matinee.
This evening
Miss Marsh will assume the iole of “Bacbel.”

Bold

ascertained that
names

the Portland Club is represent at the club room this

Every member

T.

390,9(10
99,850

00
75

_

Estimated

*1,082,357 49
20,000 00
*4,062,357 49
4,331,589 30

r,
Due Depositors.
Surplus at maiket val-

_

ueol assets.

* 330.778 19

Placing the above bonds, banks stock and

real

es-

tate at par;

railroad bonds at market value, viz:
*314,310 00; loans at their face, less *20,000 00 lor estimated loss, and cash on hand and deposit, the surplus is *213,tl7 41.
The above does not include unpaid accrued interest, nor dishonored retired securities.
WM. W. BOLSTER, Bank Examiner.
Maine Savings Bank, Pobtland.
October, 20, 1876.
Resources.
Par Value.
Market Value.
City and town bonds of
Maine.* 253,200 00
* 260,460 00
City and town bonds of
New England not including Maine.
133,000 09
139,050 00
County, city and town
bondsout of New England. 1,685,200 00
1,7*8,178 00
Bank Stock of Maine...
"3,490 00
18,750 00
Railroad Bonds.
116,300 00
150,000 00
Mortgage Bonds. 100,950 00
100,950 00
Loans.
1,170,912 63
Cash on hand and deposit.
17,254 32
Estimated loss
Due

on

loans

Depositors.

*3,586,594
15,000

95
00

*3,571,594

95

of assets.
$ 128,453 76
Placing the above bonds and bank stock at par;
railroad bonds at their market value, viz: *116,300 00; loans at their face, less *15,000, for estimated
ue

loss; cash on on hand and deposit, the surplus is
*52.430 76.
The above does not include unpaid accrued interest, nor dishonored retired securities, vault and
furniture.
W. W. BOLSTER, Bank Examiner.

Art Studies.—The advertisement of the ladieB who are getting up the entertainments in
aid of the Marne General Hospital, will be
found in its appropriate column.
Our people
are sufficiently familiar with fine scenio tableaux and with Mr. Bartlett’s exceptional skill
and taste in arranging them, to know that the

exhibitions will be brilliant and attractive. The
object is one which has been a favorite charity
for centuries, as the alleviation of suffering is
something in which people of every shade of
religion or difference of opinion can heartily
join, one which softens the rigors of the battlefield and makes the bitterest enemies akin,and

A Strange Incident.—At the meeting of
Cumberland Bar held Monday afternoon last
J. O’Donnell, Esq,, presided.
It was suggested that the chair appoint a committee to prepare resolutions upon the death of Hod. F. O.
He appointed the three men who
J. Smith.
had been designated by Mr. Smith as his executors. Mr. O’Donnell had no idea who the
executors were until after making the appointment.

of

foreclosure ol mortgage.
the twenty-sixth day of January A. D. l&Zp,
Woodbury S. Mains then of Windham, now^f
Portland in the County ot Cumberland and State ot
Maine, by his deed of the date aforesaid, by him
duly signed, sealed, and acknowledged aDd recorded

elasticity.

Sheriff’s
COMBEBLAKD,

Leighton, Middle street,

are

additions to their hosiery and un-

making

new

derwear

department.

Soap” cleanses the scalp, and
oc21dlw
promotes the growth of the hair.
“Forest Tar

Unsolicited Testimony.

Fairfield, Me., April 28,1864.

Gentlemen—Seeing numerous certificates in
the Maine Farmer, endorsing the merits of the
Great Lung Remedy, Wistar’s Balsam of Wild
Cherry, I am induced and I take great pleasure
in giving publicity to the great cure it accompusueu iu my muiuy iu tue year iooo
the summer of that year my son,
Archer, new postmaster in this place,

uuriog

Henry

A.

was at-

tacked with spitting of blood, cough, weakness
of lungs, and general debility, so much so that
our family physician declared
him to hare a
“seated consumption.” He was under medical
treatment for a number of months,but received
do benefit from it.
At length, from the solicitation of himself and others, I was induced to
purchase one bottle of Wistar’s Balsam of
Wild Cherry, which benefitted him so much I
obtained another, which io a short time restored him to his usual state of health. I can
safely recommend this remedy to others in like
condition, for it is, 1 think, all it purports to be
—the great long remedy for the times!
The above statement, gentlemen.is my voluntary offering to you in favor of your Balsam,
and is at your disposal.
As ever, yours,
Andrew Archer.
oct23-eod&wlw

sixty

described premises

the Southeasterly side measFranklin street and extending
back therefrom Bixty four feet more or less
being the
same land conveyed to me by Eli Hamblen
by deed
dated March 17th, A. D, 1836 and recorded in Cumberland Registry, book 150, page 7.
Dated at said Portland, the 16th day of October.
A .D, 1876.
MaTT ADAMS, Deputy Shen®.
six ieet

on

Mrs. S. J.

tion was received and nursed until her death.
Another girl was nursed through five weeks of
A woman was kept through a
pneumonia.
three months illness, and for two months past
it has nursed a young man suffering with a

dangerous illness, which would
have subjected his relatives to exhausting care8
and great expense, which it seems impossible
that they could have sustained.
Bequests of
wearisome and

wealthy under the inspiration of their own
sufferings will in time provide plenty of permanently free beds, but, in the meantime, let
ns provide them by making merry, so long as
that will effect the object.
The pictures will
bo now.
excepting such as are repeated by rethe

ter Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553
of Oak street.

Congress,

There iB no person living bat what suBers more or
less with Lung Disease?, Coughs, Colds or Consump.
tion, yet some would die rather than pay 75 cents tor
a bottle ot medicine that would cure them.
Dr. A.
Boscjjee’s German Syrup has lately been intro,
duced in this country from Germany, and its wondrous cures astonishe every one that tries it. If you
doubt what we say in print, cut this out and take it
to your Druggist and get a sample bottle for 10
cents and try it. Two doses will relieve you.
Regular size 75 cents.

sep2o

Personal.
and Mrs. Waterman
from their European tour.

_dlw
To

Let.

of five rooms near City Building,
18 MARKET STREET.

TENEMENT
Inquire at No.
oct23

dlw*

OF

Bridgton Kens, commends the action of tho
temperance convention at Augusta in refusing
to approve the formation of a distinct temperance party in this state.
L Pope Vose, Esq.,a
leading temperance worker, takes the same position in tbe Bockland Gazette.
The J ubilee Singers.—There was a perfect jam at the Museum last evening to hear

Long before
Sheppard Jubilee Singers.
the doors were open the lobby of the theatre
office was fairly
was crowded and the ticket
beseiged. This continued until all the seats
and every inch of standing room was disposed
the

of. Then a large crowd were obliged to return
The conhome for want of accommodations.
cert was an excellent one and was heartily en
the large audieuce, despite tbe crowded condition of the room. There were twentyfour pieces down on the programme and nearly
The troupe
every one of them was encored.
consists of six persons, three male and three
female voices. They all possess fine voices,
though they are uncultivated. But this is no
disparagement as cultivated voices would be

Miss Ulmer’s Benefit.—This evening Miss
Ulmer takes her testimonial benefit at Music
Hall, appearing iu tbe admirable comedy “Our
Boys,” supported by an excellent company.
Tbe little.lady deserves a substantial benefit,
and her many admirers should see that she has
The following is the cast:
Perkyn Middlewick.Mr. Elmer Warner
Charles Middlewick.Mr U. T. Ulmer
Sir Geolirey Champneys.Mr. E. W. Beattie

it.

Champneys.Mr. Win. Calder
Mary Melrose.Miss Lillie May Ulmei
Violet Melrose.Miss Lizzie Wilkinson
Clarissa Gieflrey.Miss Clara Fisher Maeder
Talbot

Belinda.Alfy Calder
Church Notes.—Rev. Dr, Robins of Colby
twice at Free street yes-

University preached

Rev. S. P. Merrill, pastor of the Baptist
church in Waterville, preached at Dr. Shailer’s
church yesterday afternoon and last evening.

The pastor being at the Centennial, lay
preaching was furnished at Casco street
Mr. T. C.

Lewis

in an interesting and acceptable
In the afternoon Rev. Mr. Fenn of
High street preached an admirable discourse
from the words: “I will not destroy it for ten’s

officiated

32.

Odd Fellows Excursion.—The Odd Fellows of this city start on their Centennial excursion this afternoon. It will he a very pleasant party to go with, and it is said a few more

AND

—

14th,

October

ONLY

IMPORTED, ALSO DOMESTIC
all

the Novelties
Season.

or

GOLD
HAVE

BOSS

.'GEE STANDARD IMCE
by visitoi s

at the Exhibition. This is the only
new Furnace in the market this
year.
Our sales of Furnaces are
increasing every year,
thus showing that the community really desire a
first class article.
We make them iu Portable, Brick and Terra
Cotta. The latter Btyle is very hnudsome and
unique, and in the production of which Mr. John
Magee (the inAentor ot the Magee Company’s GvoUs)
devoted four years of unceasing labor.
As all of Mr. Magee’s
have been Imitated upon more or less bv other stove mami fact nrers, ne nas, ror the protection of this

entirely

productions

able to secure Bargains,
and sell at lowest prices.

Pattern

we

are

now

Bonnets

CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT
of his life placed Seventeen Different Patents,
We cordially invite the citizens of this City ana
Coant) to come and see this Kuruaee. We have
gentlemanly and intelligent clerks to show our goods
and we give our personal attention to setting up the
same, Of oar

Magee Standard Range,
Magee Parlor Standard,
Magee Vendome Parlor,
Magee Hall and Office Heater,
Magee Base Burner, new,

octl3

d2w

Consumption Can be Cubed.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Sybup,
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic,
Schenck’s Mandbake Pills,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary

nppflsinn
iuo
uuumwu thf*

tlsaHi
ucauu

nf
ui

n
a

noliant’ Ilnur
paucut, mcj

cough will

Wlr
iut&

nn

up

Tar,

our

Tar

Forest
Forest Tar Troches,
Forest Tar Salve,
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers,

The Aroostook Valley Sunrise has been sold
to Charles E. Marshall.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Bridgton has a cat who makes an honest living by catching partridges.
During the night of Oct. 13lb, an unoccupied
house in Otisfield owned by Alphonso was
burned. Incendiary.

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

or Sore

or

COUNTY.

Eben Sawyer, a well-known citizen of Augusta, had a stroke of apoplexy at noon Friday,
end died that evening; age 76.

or

KNOX COUNTY.

or

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The trottiDg horse “Box” owned by I. F.
Palmer of Dover, and C. O. Palmer’s trotting
mare ‘‘Fancbon”were both sold toa‘gentleman
of Salem on Thursday last for $2503.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
Mr. Isaburgb, of the firm of Isaburgh & Wal
ker, offered for sale on Thursday at Bowdoinha n, 48 horses and colts from the Merrystcck

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, ABthma.
For Sale by all Druggists.

Horses Wintered.

I

P

II___

_1_

Mrs. Joel Wilson, Teacher of Music, Mrs. N. W.
Otis, Teacher of Drawing and Painting; John H.
Webster, A. M., teacher of ancient languages.
For particulars address
aug5dtfH F. EATON.

and

TOWX.

of well
tention

new, elegaut and convenient Cottage, with
all the modern improvements. Apply at
NO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.
auc2isdtf

New York with

F.

HARRIET B. ROLF. Adminiatxatrix.
O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.

_eodtd

Believing as we do that the presprospective state ot th<

ent and

times demand

RIGID ECONOMY,

egraph Company

have decided to

OFFER FOR THIRTY DAYS

The Western Uuion Tel-

our

large slock

selected patterns and designs, solicits
of ladies desiring

BOOTS

J. S. BEDLOW,
Supt.

octl2

—

Neck Ties, also Lace Goods,
Worsted Goods, Ruchiugs, &c.

Clapp’s Block,

CONGRESS STREET.

_dlslw

dim

BROTHERS.

FURNITURE
—

AT

DEANE BROS
EXCHANGE

51

All of our Corsets to make room for our new make
that we are to put in the first of November.

NOTE THE PRICES.

.,

ST.

way DOWN! DOWN!!
will be sold at a

Every article marked

DISCOUNT.

GREAT

Do not fail to improve this opportunity. Remember oar Stock is of our own manufacture, warranted to be tbe

C*U1 and examine our goods and get
fore you purchase.

DEANE
oct2

<fc

TUKesbury

our

BROS.

Also

nice

a

&

GOULD

Congress

sepuiP3

Street.^

For Comfort, Elegance and Durability
J. C. Bennett & Barnard’s superior grad
of

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths
The

French Last

a

specialty. Sold by

AUG.
PRKB

U

Jy7dtt

NO.

1 ELM NTKlfc'l

IMPORTATION.

THEIR OWN

Cloak

choice

extensive line of

SOCKS

FOR 95 CENTS.
Respectfully,

NELSON

Ladies’ Cloakings
OF

early examination ot these goods is solicited, a
only hare about 23 dozen In stock.
Also One More Case ol
tbosi
Ad

we

SHAKER

prices be-

_dlm_

an

Our 73c Corsets for 63c.
Our 91.00 Corsets for 73c
Our 91.93, 44-bone French Embroidered
Corset, for 1.60.
Our 91*30. 36-bone French Embroidered
Corset for 91*33.
Onr 93.93, 6S-bone, Heavy French Em
broicteredi Corset for 9»7».

Gents’ heavy double Heel and Tot

Ladies’ Cloakings
CHlDBOlIRNl KENDALL

bo.

have just received from New York
and Boston markets-some very

CLEANING OUT!

—

will open Honda next

stock of

BROTHERS.

Trimmings.

Portland, Sept, 23, 1876.sepl23d2m

DRESS GOODS
with velvets to match.

Eastings

FINE ARTS.

BROTHERS.

in all shades cut bias.

We have just received

SHAW L S
—

AND

AT

—

in

and all the

NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON

prices and styles.

and also

in all the latest styles at very low

prices.

WINDOW

SHADES

in

keep

case

more

extra heavy for

the

Congress Street,

BETWEEN OAK & CASCO STS.
dtf

I

*

Low

Prices.

AND COTTON MTS.
ill f

packed

as

they

are

were

a

Barrel.

hand picked and
taken from the tree

J. S. CROCKETT,

new

c9d3m

91 COMMERCIAL STREET.

SCHUMACHER

BROS.,

Boots!
Boots in French

HORSE BLANKETS

adapted

to ten-

PUEBLkLUAv'lS.T' } LEAVITT & DAVIS
No. 1 131111 Street.

UMBER

These Apples

Regllding and Repairihg of old Frame!

A full line of Ladles’ Hand-sewed
Kid of the tinest quality, especially
der ieet, at

uf

THE PREMIUM

3 Bushels in

we call the particular attentic
patrons and the public.

Ladies’ Fine

oc20-lw*

Just received Choice Michigan Apples,

our

5 Deering Block.
ocl7__dlw

Jy7

Michigan Apples!

and Cornice Monlflings

done in the best manner, and everybody that wan
a tasty and tirst class Frame in every particular ai
•
at the lowest price will find it at

GEO. HI. BOS WORTH,

H

Pure Wbite Lead.

the best selected and large
stock of

hand

to which

of

or all kinds at rery

CORNER FREE
mb21

50 cents each.

ocl4

Drapery Work

on

Room
Picture,
State,

—AND—

Merino Vests.

full Hue of

Cliromos,

—

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.
Special inducements

a

ENGRAVINGS,

PAPERS

ROOM

—

CLOAK] NGS

537

Ship ‘'Oracle,” Capt. Humphreys.
For freight apply to
0Ct21dtf
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

siioxis.

88JDROS8 ST.

dtf

BEST !

Nobby

oc21

Co.,

—

at,

STORE

2d IMst Eastern Divlson.

have

stock
the at-

tbe
THE
brand of

ol

Boots & Shoes
—

and

H. TALBOT & CO.

a

Dieas andICloak Making Executed in
a First-Class Manner.

THE

PURSUANT

premises, on TUESDAY. Nnv 7 a
n
ia7«
o clock p.VL, the lot of
uuoccupled land on Wood
ford street, Woodfoid’s Corner, in Deerlng, adjoinini
the homestead of D. D, Bolt, deceased, cont&inini
about 6767 square feet

EXPERIMENTAL!

BROTHERS.

give yon

derwear

One

For Baltimore.

a

to a license from the Hon.
Judge «
Probate tor the County a? Cumberland, lahai
sell at public auction, to the bigtrest bidder, on th-

Braids!

STANLEY,

from

did

Administratrix Sale.

erence.
oct3

& Warner's, Norfolk
Brunswick. American
Co. and New Britain Un-

Hosiery

567 1*2 Congress Street,
Having just returned

F. 0. BAILEY £ CO., Auctioneers.

N. B* Cut this out tor future ref*

New

the Combination may be scon at work.
dim
sep30

L.

BUTLER,

octlS

o*>6

in price, of

No. 38 and 40 Union St.,

For Kent.

THE

XT

keep the largest assortment of

n. PENNELL & CO.,

C. D. SMALL,
ocl3<llm*Cornish, Me.

HAVING

\flna

Great Reduction

Heating,

subscribers have been appointed Agents fox
A superior
Work*.
Albion Lead
Strictly Pure White Lead ground in
Oil; for sale in the usual variety of packages, and
at tbe lowest market prices; guaranteed to be as
represented.
W. W. WIIIPPLE & CO.,
dtf
31 market Square.
Ju3

surplus of hay that I wish consumed
on my farm, I will winter horses for $1 50 a
weak. Good bnil lings, hay of first quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
cared for. Address,

SOMERSET COUNTY.

hn

H. TALBOT & CO.

where

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Plies.

the Toilet and Bath.

It is quite sickly in Thomaston. Pneumonia
Mr. George B. Woris the prevaling diseaee.
med died on the 13th. He was for many years
of
the
state
warden
prison.
deputy

Fall Term will Commence AignaCIN.
Mr. Eaton has associated with himself Mr. Joel
Wilson (late Principal of Gorham Seminary). They

use

MISS

ALFRED

3S3 Washington **l.» Boston.

of

or

NORRIDGEWOCK,

graph business.

furnace heat and have rooms not satisfactorily warmed, can find a remedy by applying

or Inhalation for Catarrh,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

WE

are
cus-

Pickles!

Combination

Solution, l0W.
Consumption,

on SATURDAY, Nov 4th, at
o’clock P. M.. tbe valuable Real Estate No
Cotton St. near Free, known as tbe Ambrose Colb
house Said house is two story wlf*h 14 finished room>
ood cellar, cistern, «&c.
Lot about 43 x 95 feet.
This property is well situated and the sale offer
a good opportunity for occupancy or investment
Terms at sale. Fo* fQrther particulars enquire c

Furnishing

Trimming

BROTHERS.

All who

BY AUCTION.
shall sell

C. H. Staples

dlw

octl8

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

SCHOOL FOR BOYS,
MIR.

EATON FAMILY

STREET

H. TALBOT & GO.

BROTHERS.

Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared only by
J. H. Schenck & SON,
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Phila.
And are tor sale by all druggists and dealers.
oct2
oed&wlm

COTTON

a

Cartwright

Golden,

Crop

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE 01

we

G. W. Simonton & Co.,

Forest

Nautrigon

—

on

UNDER PREBLE HOUSE.

iuc

BY

has reft
Furnace
Every Magee Stove, Eange
duced its rates more than
IS
52 PER
CENT, in ten
consumer as well at
FULLY WARRANTED. years. Its own lines are directly totothethe
trader,
We also keep constantly
hand
connected with more than
large stock of
RETAILING
seven
thousand stations
AT
and through its connecWHOLESALE PRICES.
reaches
tions
more
directly
GOODS !
and save the consumer fully 24)
We keep nothing bat irood Goods, and have the
than ten thousand stations. per eent.
best workoien the State attorns, and
Those who are
to
purchas*
bound to do
level best to please
It has twenty-eight wires Boots and Shoes this tall, we desirt
tomers.
ocl6dlm
to call upon u- and allow as to escoming into Portland from tablish prices before making yom
purchases that we may have th<
all directions, while its ri- satisfaction oi proving
to yon that
you can save your 20 per cent, evval whose advent is her- crytime,
and that what we hert
BROTHERS.
is true.
We buy and sell
alded .with much sounding advertise
lor cash only, and our long acquaintance with the shoe inter*
phrase, but one wire in csts,
gives us every advantage posin our Hue oi business.
one direction.
The rates sible
It does not put us out ot breatli
to
show
onr goods, so please call,
by the Western Union lines see, examine,
and price.
will always be as low as
have the best stock ot
j
&
by the lines of any other
has
cathat
Company
any
Wholesale Dealers
pacity for handling teleIS

liver, 8top the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and in fact, they clog the action of the very
Two car loads just arrived.
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of Firm and Fine Flavor.
Every
two-tbirds of the cases of Consumption. Many perBarrel warranted.
sons complain of a dull pain in the side,constipation,
For sale low to the trade.
coated tongue, pain in the shoulder blade, feelings
of drowsiness and restlessness, the food lying beavy on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and
belching up of wind.
j
These symptons ueually originate from a disordered condition of the stomach, or a torpid liver.
13 UNION STREET.
Persons.so aflected, if they take one or two heavy
colds, a^d if the cough in these cases be suddenly
dtf
oclO
checked, Will find the stomach and liver clogged, remaining torpid and inactive, and almost before they
are aware the lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, the result of which is death.
Sehenck’8 Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain opium or anything calculated to
check a cough suddenly.
Scbenck’s Sea Weed Tonic dissolves the food,
mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach, aids
digestion, and creates a ravenous appetite.
j
When the bowels are costive, skin sallow, or the
symptoms otherwise of a bilious tendency, Schenck’s

NEWS.

the

by

EDWARD BREEN, 100 Franhlla 8t„
Will teach navigation bv the use of the “Nautrigon*
Invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city. Persons who
have acquired no knowledge of navigation can learu
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, longitude, azimuth, course
and distance on the great circle, and several other
problems useful In navigation. The expense of learn
ing navigation by this method is very small.
jylStf

Moss and Feather Trim-

We invite an inspection of our stock

New

Executor’s Sale.
virtue of a license to me granted, by the Hot
Nathan Cleaves, Judge ot Probate, within an>
the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at publi
j for
auction, at the “Mart,” on Plum street, iu this city
| «»n Saturday, the twenty-eight day of Oct, A. D.
1876, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, the following good
and chattels belonging to the estate of John Tru«
viz.: One horse, one carriage and two robes.
Term
cash.
FREDERICK FOX. Executor.
F. O. BilliEt AAactiooffri.
CO.,
oct20dtd
Portland, Oct. 19, 1876,

we

it is unnecessary to enlarge, as the thousands in use
this community are daily testifying their merit
and pre-eminence.

Mo. 6

a

STREET

Bailey & Co.* Auctioneers.

d3t

TEACHER OF PIANO-FORTE,
144 1-il Exchange Street,
oct2
at W. P. HABilNGB'.
eodtt

Navigation

AUCTION.

ON

oct2l

PIANO AND ORGAN,
DOW

Fixtures

TUESDAY, Oct. 24tb, at 2b o’clock P. M
we shall Bell at .Salesroom 35 Exchange Stree
tbe stock of a Retail Grocer, consisting ot Floui
Teas, Tobacco, Starch. Saleratus. Dried Applet
Canned Goods.
Spices. Store Fixtures, Scale
Measures, Meat Block, TTu Ware, Show Case, &c.

Magee Dining Boom Heater
in

Furniture and General March*
commencing at 10 o’clock a. t
oo3dt

solicited.

F O.

TEACHER OF

keep

FLOWERS,

H. F.

Beering Block.

Consumption.
Frequently medicines that will stop

FRANK A. BLACKSTONE,

FOR LADIES AND CHILDREN.

T. Lobenstein,

“l« of

Mi.

ALLEN.

Saturday,
a7?,®™T?
Consignment*

AND

BITTTOUS

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1876.

Respectfully,

NO. 4,

M.
deoil 2w

rctlS

Dill

can

am

*<*»>«

O. W.

BY

MISS EMMA L. EATON

GOODS!

Safe! Simple! Cheap! Noiseless!

Oliver Crummett of Skowhegan, while engaged in painting a building, fell from a ladder
25 feet to tbe ground, badly breaking his leg.

THE

We knew it boiore tbe Centennial. Everybody will know it now that the Centennial has
declared it,
The highest encomiums were paFsed upon the

CASH,

morning.

KENNEBEC

GOT

FEATHERS, H. TALBOT & CO.

not.

BAILEY.

Latin.

and

MEDAL

Buying all my Goods Laces, Costumes, Cloaks mings and Silk Braids.
and cither Novelties.
H. TALBOT & CO.
FOR
I

Branches,

Apply at 38 Winter street, from 4.30 to 6, P.

a„§

—

H. TALBOT & CO.

and Bound Hats,

the

of

I invite my triends and the
Ladies in general to call and
examine the Goods, whether bay*

iug

We have the pleasure to inform you that
opening our fall stock of

French

SalmMini T3 and 37 Eutaag,
p. 0.

&c.*

awarded to goods ol their class
WK

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

MISS E. D. SEWALL Groceries, Store

carry the largest line of

the finest and largest assortment

and

houses whenever desirable.
Prof. M. may be found at Lorlng, Short & Harmon’s, under Falmonth Hotel, from 11 to 12 A. M.,
or at the Chadwick
Mansion, Congress Street.
oct21
dim

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

—

—

COSTUMES.

I will open next Saturday,

PROF.

aud the

IKT

rather in the way singing old plantation songs.
This troupe will return and give a concert at
City Hall a week from Thursday evening.

xviii,

—

Millinery

joyed by

in Gen.

OF

—

have returned

tions of trnst.
H. A. Shorey, Esq,, Grand Worthy Chief of
the order of Good Templars, and editor of tbe

forenoon.

Opening

Opening:
—

THE

our

15

Dr. James Varnun^died at his residence in
Starks, Me., Friday, at the advanced age of 85
years. Dr. Vernon had been treasurer of
Somerset county, and had served several terms
in the Legislature, besides filling other posi-

sake,”

oct23

F. O. BAILEY & CO„
35 and 37 Exchange Street,

Grand Fall

Judge Goddard has recently been suffering
with a severe attack of congestion of the brain.
He is now improving.
Postal Clerk Crawford of the Maine Central
WB3 hurt severely a few days ago.
He was
thrown from a high seat by the sudden lurch of
the cars. In the fall he struck the back of bis
head in such a way that a deep gash was cut.

yesterday

as

or

—

Judge

church

a

dlyeom

The pantomimes also are new here and
in rehearsal with excellent amateur casts.
Those who have bought 35 cent tickets can ex-

by paying

Stock and Fixtures of a Shoe

centrally
THElocated; doing good business; Store;
by immediate
tho
application it will be sold at
great bargain,
have other business; store rented reasonable,
farties
information iuquire of

iHAMSE) A. W., InMractor an
the French Lnogaagc and liiiernture
In the High School of Portland, wishes to say that
he has greatly reduced his prices on account ot hard
times. He will give lessons to classes at private

Centennial Exhibition. Philadelphia,

House

FOR SALE.

are

for reserved seats

SHOE STORE

May Save Vour Lite.

quest.

change them

Premium

AT

—

CUT Tills OUT.

cents more.

—

SB! CONGRESS STREET,

cor-

Adamson's Pills are a sure care for sick
headache and all derangement of the stomach
and bowels.
oct23-eodlw

It

are

Highest

Clough

ner

are sure sooner or later to perform in putit on a firm and lasting foundation
The
money raised by these exhibitions last year has
done substantial service. The free bed established for the year has been occupied almost
continually. A young girl dying of consump-

pleased to announce to our many friends
and customers that the
goods of this Company for
Elegance of Detiigu, Superiority of Fiui«h and Mechanical Skill
in Construction
have received the

W3w43

ting

our

We

PAHLEZ-YOLS FKAMAISJ

English

IN THIS CITY AND COUNTY.

on

said

they

citizens will more thoroughly
appreciate when they have become more closely identified with it by the good work which
which

AUCTION SALK

will give Instruction in

BOSTON,

OF

to

scribed as follows, vix:
A certain lot of land with the
buildings thereon
situated on the Northeasterly side of Franklin street
in said Portland, measuring forty feet on said street
and extending back therefrom
four feet, being
the same premises conveyed to me by Ethan Wiggin
deed
dated
Feb.
and
by
recorded in Cumber4,1828,
land Registry, book 150, page 6.
Also one other piece of land adjoining the above

uring

Furnace Co.

Magee

Sale.

execution, and will be sold by public
the highest bidder, on Saturday
25th, A. D. 1876, at ten o’clock in the forenoon. at the Shenft’s office in Portland in said county, all the right in equity which John Pearsoa of
wi.tauu iu boiu wuuijt, uaa ur uau on toe ztjtn
(lay
or May, A. D. 1876, at six o’clock and ten
minutea
in the allernoon, being the time of the attachment of
the same on the origual writ, in the action on which
•aid execution was obtained, to redeem the
following
described mortgaged real estate, bounded and de-

TAKEN
auction
November

Exchange Street,
REPRESENT THE

)

S3.

has just received new Cloak and
Dress Trimmings including Silk
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor and Worsted Fgures, plain and
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancas- fancy Braids, Buttons, &c.
oct23
dlw

one

12

on

Vickery &

EDUCATIONAL.

A. N. Noyes & Soil

ON

STATE OF MAINE,)

3,443,136 19

Surplus at market val-

Notice

Ladies prefer Eureka Machine Twist on account of its superior strength, smoothness and

sur-

ou

MISCELLANEO [IS.

-m

D I. Deland, 516 Cougress street, is now
receiving a nice lot of Baldwin Apples for sale
oct23-lw
cheap.

petrified wood

Pool street.
Capt. John Williams of Kittery Point has a
yellow dahlia in his garden that has attained
tho height of seven feet and eleven inches aud
is still growing.
Mrs. David Roberts of Biddeford, Mrs. Harriet Hooper of Waldoboro, and Mrs. Abbie
Bean of Portland, were thrown from a carriage
Mrs. Roberts sustained
In Biddeford, Friday.
severe injuries. The others escaped with slight
bruises.
Mr. U.G. Atkins has purchased from Messrs.
Shaw Bros, tbe exclusive right to take spawn
at Grand Lake stream for one or ten years,payTbe
ing for tbe privilege $250 per annum.
Shaw Bros., through the purchase of land on
both sides of the stream, have control of its
waters and are enabled to convey the right.
Mr. Atkins, however, is still bound to return 25
percent, of tbe fish hatched, to the waters
from which the spawn was taken,in accordance
with the state requirement through its commissioners.
face

124 215 75
34),310 00
90,850 75
2,439,079 45

38,301 51

loss on loans

over some

which has been found eight feet below the

1,078 040 00

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

in the Registry ot Deeds in said Cumberland Coun.
tv. Book 416jpage 525, conveyed in Mortgage to the
Buxton and Hollis Savings Bank, a corporation established by law, having its place of business in Buxton, in the county ot York and state of Maine, certain real estate in Portland in said county of Cumberland, to wit: a certain parcel of land with the
buildings thereon, situated ou the westerly side of
Plum street, in said Portland, bounded as follows:
Beginning on said street at the Northerly corner of
land of Charles Fobes, and running thence Northwesterly by said Plum street fifty two and two-tliirds
feet, thence South 72 2-3 degs. West one hundred
twelve feet and six inches more or less to a post,
thence Southeasterly fifty three and one-halt feet to
the line of said Fobes* land, thence North 682-3 degs.
East one hundred twelve feet to said Plum street to
the point ot.beginning, being the same parcel of land
conveyed to said Mains by Clarissa Carrutbeas and
JohnJ. Carruthers by their deed dated Apiil, A.
D, 1874, recorded in Book 411, page 158. in Cumberland County Registry ot Deeds, to which reference is
made for a more full and correct description of said
premises. Also a certain other parcel of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in said Portland,
on the Westerly side of said Plum
street, and adjoining the parcel first above described, being the
same parcel conveyed to said Mains bv
William
H. Frothingham by deed dated June
twentieth, A.
D 1874, and recorded in said Cumberland
County
Registry of D^ds, Book 411, page 358, bounded by
said street and Southeasterly by land
conveved br
Thomas Me Lei Ian to the Portland Atlieneum and
Northwesterly by the first above described lot and
measuring about 27 feet on said street and extending
^
back about 112$ feet.
And now the conditions of said
Mortgage bavin*
been broken the said Buxton and Hollis Savings
6
Bank claims a foreclosure of the same.
Daied this nineteenth day ot October A. D. 1876
THK BUXTON and HOLLIS SAVINGS BANK
By CHARLES E. WELD, Treasurer,
w3w43and duly authorized.

Biddeford is excited

63,100 00

posit.

STATE

it.

years._

now

90,505 00

..

tickets can be had this

a

COUNTY.
Geo. Wheeler, GO years of age, a fisherman
of Campobello, N. B., while under the induence of liquor, fell from Market wharf, EastUe
port, Thursday afternoon about 5 o’clock.
fell about 30 feet, breaking his fall by striking
on a paii of steps, and then fell into the water.
He was cut very badly over the right eye.
WASHINGTON

Chapel,

club, Gibson, Treat and Seavey of the Knightville club and others. The pledge was presented by Vice President Merry and tweive signed

.disease,

Sisson, rubber type,

Maine
Railroad Bonos.
Real EBtate owned.
Loans...................
Cash on hand and deBank Stock of

meeting

at West End

paid was for a fine 4-year old colt, which
brought $120. The lowest figure obtained was
$27.50.

YORK COUNTY.

Maine.
50,000 00
County and City Bonds
out of New England.. 1,026,000 00

which was well filled.and
addresses were made by Messrs. Bigby, McDonald, Lewellyn, Choate and many of the

Several members of the club held

the corner of Congress and Montgomery streets
feft by tbe early train for his home on Swan
Island. In the afternoon a despatch was revived stating that he died suddenly at Richmond while launching his boat to return home.

Business Changes—The following business
changes are announced in Maine:
sold out.
Augusta-J. D. Williams, demist,
sold
Gaidiuer-Mary S. Marshal, millinery,

City BondsotNewEngland, not including

manner.

interesting meeting

farm; 40 were sold,ranging in age from a sucking colt to the 4-year old, being all of the breed
of Carenaught and Dreadnanght, with the exThe highest price
ception of one Knox colt.

Resources.
Par Value. Cost to Bank.
United States Bonds ...* 89,500 00
§ 102,925 00
State ot Maine Bousd..
40.000 00
44.000 00
City Bonds of Maine.... 346,500 00
357,575 00

terday.

Distributed.$287 52
277 43
Other sources.
Entire Expenses. 564 95
Balance ou hand. 107 13
The Superintendent's report was able and

Angusta.

dis
out; Donahue & Hughes, tailors,
F. Douahne.___

a

State Street

for the November term:
F. Cooledge, Fred Hale, Wm. W. Roberts.
StAn insane person was sent to the asylnm at

OUportland—W. S.

philanthropic

Webb, James O’Donnell, Esq., and others,
after which Judge Virgin replied, ordering
the resolutions to be placed on the records, and
adjourned the court until Monday morning.

Superior Court
Dyer, Henry

The Death Rate.—Tbe number of deaths
the past week was 13 from the following
croup,
causes: Consumption, 4; old age, 2;
disease of the brain, disease of Kidneys,
drowning, diphtheria, cholera infantum, and
unknown, one each. The week before there
that 8.
were 22, and the week before

m

and very genial as a
brother whose memory we
cherish for his many virtues, and we bespeak
for him a place on the enduring records of this
Court.
By request, I move and ask your Honor that
the resolutions of the Bar of this county may
now be offered and received.
Remarks were also made by Hon. Nathan
was

gentleman and

Nathan

His age was 76

ueueaseu

terms:
Slay it Please Your Honor: John Neal has
gone from among us to the Better Land.
A man of large culture and wide fame in the
world of literature and the elegant arts,—he
has been a voluminous and ready writer, mainly of poetry and works of fiction. Very ardent
in temperament, elastic and forcible, and ever
ready with electric sparkling at every touch
and call, he was long ago elevated among the
men of mark and genius of his day.
To use language of his kind, he was joyously
sporting on Helicon with the muses, when
most ot the scholars of to-day were frolicking in
child-like hope around its base.
Later in life, Mr. Neal sought the calmer retreats near Sinai, and by Galilee, Jordan and
Siloam, under the cross, which he bore high
and meekly over all bis large attainments.
With great natural power aud strength, and
burning zeal and will, he became, at last, as a
child in faith.
But be was by profession a lawyer of some
note, yet more familiar with the science and
literature of the law than with its details or

Dow.
John H. Tobin was appointed an undertaker.
Order passed—To abate the assessment on
sewer in Middle street to Charles Gilson and to
assess the said Charles Gilson’s lot on sewer in
Free street.
The following named persons were drawn to
serve as traverse

uio

following fitting

the

set
Officer Bell invited the night officers to
down ot baked beans and Indian pudding Sat.
urday night. Who wouldn’t be a night police,

uuut'B nuwaru reierreu to

The Portland Haviag* Bank*.
The hank examiners have completed the examination of the savings banks in this city,
and fiud tbem in excellent condition. The
following summary of their financial standing
is furnished by Mr. Bolster:
Pobtland Savinos Bank, Tobtland.
Octobeb 19, 1876.

WOOD PH !

The beat and cheapest out door pump in the
market. Liberal discount to the trade. Send for a
o
circular.

A large Assortment

HENRY DUNN & SON,
cctll

augH

iug

dtf

ABOUT

d2w

and

serviceable

Boats

are

Sure to Come

For Sale Cheap.
forty iron-bound Casks suitable to put
Also Beef Scrapsin any quantity
required. Enquire at our Tripe Factory, Brighton
C. W. BELKNAP & CO.
Corner, Leering.
oc!7
dlw
Cider in.

474 middle Street.

.Hen, W omen and Children who are part
cular •• have raw? tilling, good look-

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
Ageatw, Portland, Ule.

Selling Cheap.

it you wi.h la Strap a Blaakrt, ca
far ihr I’iin-nt Hlaakn Bucklr and Ntrai
and yan can -trap your Blankrl withe.
Btreln or Slicking.

to

il»J 1HIDDLR ST., where they wl
And the large*! Htock of Aar Beau
■ a ibi,
Country

jul2dtt

BI. a. PAI.BIEK.

PRESS.

THE
A

ef Spades.

Queen
BY

M. W. HAZELTINE.

I.

It Bwas a vexatious chance which kept
from New York when the Tyrrells arrived, for I thereby missed Bob Lyon, who
came home in the same steamer.
A decent deference to the claims of kindred would have worded that sentence otherwise, and, indeed, I am fond of Aunt Tyrrell, while Clara—but let that go. I was but
a stripling, look you, grappling Latin syntax,
and she was just learning to make eyes and
prattle French, and, no doubt, the verb we
conjugated in those languages described a
callow, temperate yearning quite different to
the peremptory passion for which you, madam (who inspire it) have a Saxon name.
But Bob,—or Iiobin, as we liked to call
me

rude, unconscious way
him, recognizing,
the sturdy honesty and simplicity of the lad—
had laid hold of some college mates (he was
in a

general lover) with a grasp which absence
possibly, and the slow alternative of time,
hut nothing else, would loosen. Our early
friendships strike their rooHets deep, and a
good many years must pass, and some rich,
foamy natures be parched to thin arid soils,
before the crop of household interests quite
strangles those hardy growths.
Well, I was not there to sieze the old boy’s
hand, march him off to my own snuggery,
and laugh with him over the vernal days
when he daubed my class-books with nymphs
and warriors, and revealed his dream of becoming a great painter. These diversions the
young artist lost, but he did not want for hospitality during the week he tarried in Manno

hattan.
“Of
to

course

you

with us, Mr. Lyon,
I don’t know how we

come

Grammercy park.

shall requite all you did for us in Londonpoor unprotected creatures that we were—
and on the voyage, too. You must not
think of going to hotels. So that is settled.”
Thus did Aunt Tyrrell prescribe the movements of my tractable friend, and though
Clara said not a word, why should her eyes
brighten if she disapproved the suggestion.
It is true, Robin meekly protested that he
ought to go to his people in the country, but
It was clear a studio had first to be chosen,
and some preparation made for the autumn’s
campaign, which he admitted might require
Yon are aware, however, that
a day or two.
the selection of a studio, embracing grave
questions of light, frontage selection, and
immunity from noise, not to speak of the
traditions and associations which evolve
an aesthetic atmosphere, is a business not
liehtlv despatched. The ladies, too, were
sincerely anxious to attest their gratitude tor
the patient guidance which had laid open the
art-treasures of Britain from iSir Richard
Wallace’s thesaurus even to those unfinished
masterpieces (yet sacred from the vulgar eye)
of embryo academicians, and were fain, by
way of quittance, to show their guest those
unrivalled collections which affluence and
enlightened connoisseurship have accumulated in this island. And it may be that one
of his companions in that edifying round
could go back farther than those London
days, and recall long rambles in Florentine
galleries, when a few, plain, thoughtful words
had provoked a wistful sympathy and quickened a girlish mind to unaffected zest.
It is scarcely possible to know less, in a
worldly sense, of a young gentleman, whom
one chance or another has repeatedly thrown
in your society, than the Tyrrells knew of
Mr. Lyon. Concerning his outward circumstances and personal history, beyond the tact
that he was a class-mate and friend of mine,
those ladies were quite in the dark. Not that
Robin could lay claim to that austere discretion and nice reserve which some circumspect
but rather empty pated fellows succeed in
passing for the very finest breeding. On the
contrary, he would chat most freely about his
little triumphs and reverses, his aversions
and private hobbies, and confide to you, on
moderate encouragement, the cherished
dreams and wishes of his heart. But then,
these all happened to be bound up with his
vocation of painter, which did, in truth,
evoke what solicitude and fervor be had; and
It no more occurred to this eccentric youth
to call tbe roll of bis connections and acquaintances, or descant on domestic matters and the doings of the people at home,
than It occurs to many lively persons to talk
of anything else. You might as profitably
tbe sprouts of a potato lor feeling
applaud
their way toward sunshine, as try to make
make Robin comprehend that his own earlier
struggles were anywise commendable or note-

worthy.

His reticence did not offend Miss Tyrell.
A capricious, fanciful, rather arbitrary young
woman was my cousin, who I remember, at
our children’s parties would often tease me
with her wayward behavior, and was accounted hv finmft inirAnih* admirers of nijil-*
Captious and sarcastic turn. Ami to this day
many Ingenious gentlemen, whose sprightly
anecdotes find favor in drawing rooms, do
not esteem Miss

Tyrell sympathetic.
Now an artless headlong enthusiast, like
friend
my
Robin, would make, I should suppose, a capital butt for female raillery; yet,
strange to say, this variable damsel bore herself very humbly in his society, and after
bUUSu £ ivlvUCC

CApCUCUCCS

UCIUIU
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IV,

would let him pour forth his quirks aud theories (wild enough, I dare say), for hours to
gether. Or it might be, when a pause fell,
she would hazard some queer little notion of
her own, which Bob was sure to proclaim
vas tly suggestive.
I will not quarrel, however, because a high-flown rhapsodist may
have preferred a girl’s company to my own,
for while I have read Taine, and can impart
to my discourse, when I choose, a very delicate Esthetic flavor, I trust I graduate too
justly the claims of life to dawdle away my
mornings in art galleries, or climb steep hills,
as Clara will, to see the sun pop out some
seconds earlier.
I would not deny that Bob’s absorption in
his art, and single hearted devotion to that
mistress is a very fine thing indeed, and a
refreshing spectacle in these languid times;
but obviously it must isolate the artist from
the sympathies and pleasant commerce of his
kind, and lead him into many gaucheries
and some neglect of the social amenities.
Whether Robin had lnckily escaped those
untoward consequences may appear from
some account of an interview with Miss Tyrrell which took place, the evening before his
departure, Bear in mind that he was practically taking leave of the young lady, as it
was most unlikely she, would see him in the

morning.

“And you mean to bury yourself in a farmhouse, the whole summer?” Miss Clara said
to Mr. Lyon, having for once been persuaded
to discuss mundane topics. “I give you a
month; you’re no Arab after all. You’ll
soon weary of those deserts, and we shall
welcome you back to civilized life. We—
that is, mamma, wants you to come to New-

port.

“You don’t know my country,” said honRobin; “I think no man leaves it willingly. You would love its rugged scenery, I
know that. There’s nothing like it east of
the Sierra.”
This was the moment to ascertain the precise state and county wherein the homestead lay, but the damsel’s miud perhaps was
est

not

dwelling on matters geographicaly.
“I might like it.” she said dubiously, “for
a week or two; but I should perish with nobody to talk to. Of course there can be no
society—” this was put forward interrogative-

ly,—“none

that you would

care

for in those

“Only my own people,” said Robin, gently.
‘‘They are fond of me, I of them.”
“O,” she began, and stopped suddenly,
flashing quite rosy with regret and self-reproach. I suspect Miss Tyrell, intent on a
certain vein of inquiry, had dropped unconciously that urgracious phrase. She tried

another tack.
•‘My poor picture—” this was a portrait
Mr. Lyon had been commissioned to paint—
“will you promise not to neglect it? Perhaps
it might better Wait till autumn. Are you
sure you shall need no more sittings ?”
“Quite sure,” he said. “It ought to be finished in a week. I’ll touch nothing until it
is done, Miss Tyrrell, and then forward it in-

stantly.”
Perhaps the covenant to cede so promptly
a lady’s likeness is not particularly flattering
and probably you, accomplished reader,
would have given the speech a pretty turn,
but blundering Bob made matters worse. “I
only hope Mrs. Tyrrell may like it,” he went
on.
I shall do my best, but portraiture is
rather out of my line. The fact is, my
heart’s not in it.” And then they began to
talk of other thtngs.
Now, I ask, was this a correct mode of

parting from a young woman of fortune, who
had really gone out of her way to notice and
be kind to a struggling artist—on the eve,
too, of a protracted separation ?
Whan Aunt Tyrrell, next morning, after
wishing the young painter good-speed, went
to her daughter’s room, she found Miss Clara
dressed and weeping. Of course she had the
girl in her arms in a moment.
“Mv child, my own, what was I thinking
of? O, my love, my darling!” But who can
paint the pantings and soft moans of the
parent dove fondling her stricken nestling
and soothing it ?
I cannot tell what tender story was whispered in that rapt ear, but something it certainly was which made mamma ruffle her
plumage fiercely.
“He’s a Belfish, moon-struck brute,” she
cried; “I wish we had never seen him!” And
a feeling of resentment, akiu
to hatred,
against that poor, harmless Robin began to
stir in the maternal bosom.
II.

When I appeared in Oramercy park, that
evening, of course the hawk had flown’ and,
in perfect keeping with his tiresome heedlessness, neglecting to leave his address.
“Somewhere in New England,” said Aunt
Tyrrell, peevishly, and vague reminiscences

of the college catalogue helped me to place
Bob’s home toward the far uorth.
“And what do you think of my friend Robin? isn’t he a rare piece of rural honesty?”
were my next questions; and here the acute
female intellect might have drawn shrewd
conclusions from my aunt’s cautious, cynical
replies, and perhaps connected them with
Miss Clara’s listless, abstracted air.
But the reader doubtless understands that
the scenes and incidents heretofore recorded,
as well as others to be presently set forth,
were made known to the writer at a period
considerably subsequent to their actual ocOtherwise he would have becurrence.
thought him at this juncture to communicate
a little circumstance calculated to dispel with
magic cogency the worst symptoms of a certain distemper, and cause the mind of a well-

approached (on one side, at least), the calm
beatitude of that wedded fondness which
you know, madam) gains depth
and volume from close acquaintance with the

dear object.

You might have discovered

many tokens of that serene affection, it you
had followed them in their rambles and
marked how inevitably the converstf*>f this
pair drifted away from the dreamland of sentiment to the homely topics of domestic life.

[to

continued,]
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MOST EVERYBODY

Boston.
dtdeclt

young woman to recover instantly
its normal tone. I mean the circumstance of

regulated

tolerable likeness of

Address
oct21d2w*

Bob’s concerns.

While I

«.A- B B

Portland P. O.

YOUNG MEN

10

—AND—

AN

Loggere Wanted!

A

American Girl to do housework or iablo
Table work preferred. Inquire at 58
Street.oc!7dlw*

House Wanted.
A small family without children desire a
House
the western part of tire city.
■jjj rent incontain
from seven to nine rooms, having
•ffiULmust
csnsiderablo direct sunlight, and be supplied with
and good water. Reference given. Address L.,
ox 1557.
se27nalwttf

LOST AND

NOTE dated

to

To Boarders.
well-known boarding house,

Catholics.

more

I

Estate

TO

Maine

tl2 35

LAXATIVE AND

Eastern

taDie

9, 1876.

PURIFYING

again prepared

at

3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. to., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.90 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 9.15 a, m., every day (except

The Steamship FALMOUTH.
expressly lor the route)

W. A. Colby, will leave
Boston Railroad wharf, every
SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of sailing,
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtt
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Baltimore & Washington
MTEADI.niP
Four time*

ItoolHS

Apply

JL©t

CO

Sizes—2, 3, 4,

at 75 Free St.
dtf

Wintbrop

Parlor Stove, with Nickel Plated
Trimmings and Auti-Clinker Grate.
FOR SALE BY

—

ANDREW

Both rooms on the same
every respect.
floor and all other convenients, with Sebago. First-

109

uesireu.

CONGRESS St.oc21dlw»

a

a

private family at 16 Gray street.
ocl7dlw*

STREI T,

Wrougnt

To Let.
large pleasant Room; also some small rooms
in House No. 118 Spring street. Portland.

ONE

QC17’dlw

I

To Let.
YOU want the best fourteen dollar rent yon can
call at W. W. Carr’s, 197 Newbury street;
good rent for about seven dollars per month,

find,

30 a

oc!3dtf

JLET |

MODERN

go, etc,, at West end. Rent $400.
Apply to WM
H. JEltRIS, Real Estate Agent.oct!2d2w*

House and Stable for Rent.
No. 30 Oak Street, between Congress and
Cumberland Stroets, contains nine rooms,
together with a stable upon the premises. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,

HOUSE,

oct12d2w*Real Estate Agent.

To Let.
tenement No. 6 Spruce street,
Gas, Sobago water, and good drainage. Inquire of S.

LOWER

C.

RAND,

No 153 Commercial street,

ocl8

eod3w»

LET.

Wholesale Store,

Furnace.
SIX

SIZES.

ings.
No Dust.

No Clinkers. Perfectly warm
Air and plenty of it.

Empress Range,

beauty of Deaisn, Economy, Convenience, and Dm ability stands without a rival.
It iB adapted for
For

WOOD OR

COAL.,

has Clinkerlenn Grate, Illuminated Fire
Box, Boiler, Door and Patent Shelf Attachment.

The Barstow Parlor,

the handsomest stove in the market. Its elegant design and beautiful finish is admired by every one.
With its silver trimmings it will be an ornament in

drawing

room.

CALL AND SEE TOR ABOVE AT

NUTTER BROS. & CO.’S,
29 Market

Square, Portland,

AGENTS FOB BARSTOW’S GOODS.
sel5
eod3m

IN

with

light and airy basement, two entrances,
counting roomB, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to
II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32} Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Route,

a.

—

A BEAUTIFUL LIBRARY DESK,
An ornamental Parlor Desk

A Desirable Rent.

IS THE WOOTOK

small

oct9dtf
To

Let.

of Cumberland
Cumberland street.
Supplied
Sebago water, gas aud furnace. The
rooms are all large and pleasant.
sep29dtf
4

8

9

to
rooms,
and Franklin street. 203
FROM
with
or

corner

Freight Repins Jm Quick Despatch.
arrive* in

DAY.

shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yorit is Pier 40, North Riyer,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street.)
For rates and iurther {information, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me., May 4, 1876.
mv4dtf

A

there

CABINET DESK
its varieties. Patent secured. Prices
reasonable. Agents Wanted.

SAMUEL

HOUSE,
Street;
BRICK
modious, pleasant and every way desirable.
BYRON D.

com-

VERKILL,
septOdtf203 Middle Street.

crea-

3

To Let.

danc-

there,”

easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by VV. H. AnPossession given first of May.
derson, Esq.
e of
F. W. LIBBY,
a'prlSdtf42 Exchange St.

“THURSTON,

GENERAL AGENT.
Free Street Block, Portland,

sepl0

(J1 y

STbe

Store to Let.
No. 122

&
at 96

Apply
C. OXNARD,
dtf

t

RETURNING.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45
and 8.50 p.

a.

Frames !

Where you

can

have them at short notice.

Cor. Cross and Fore Street.
ap!7

PORTLAND, MB,

deodtf

oct20dlm

Jan8

T 0

PLEASE.

For Sale.
HATTIE E. SAMPSON, 230 61-100 tons
burthen, N. M., well found in sails and rigging
(Sse. Apply to
MIOAH SAMPSON,
Jne21dtf
lOComiuercialSt.

SCHR.

steam.

M.

has

had

large

1

Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies SOJcents.
9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Daily,

at 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, RONTON, daily at 5 P. HI.
(Sunday* excepted).

reminded that

they

se

No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.

Freight taken

dec27-75

as

jr..

STEAMSHIP

Gen’l Agt#

TO

CO.

Portland, August 14,1876.

WEE

3)000 EugraringM. IMO Pngot Quart*.
FOUR PAGES COLORED PLA TES.

best practical English Dictiona-II
extast.”—London Quarterly Review.
N
Oct.,1873.
E
The sales of Webster’s Dictionaries through- A
D out the country in 187? were 20 times as large
^
the sales of
other Dictionaries
B
SasOne family ofany
children having Webster’s d
nr Unabridged, and using it freely, and an- f*
1 other not
having it, the first will become *
C much the most intelligent men and women
Q

W “Tiie
ry

Ask your teacher

or

minister if it is not so,

R then buy the book, and use, and urge its use, G
•
freely. Published by
p
S G. Ac c. JiUKRIAN, Mpringfield,E

se26iTla»s,d4wt D

A FARM AND HOME
The best and cheapest lands in Market, are in
EASTERN NEBRASKA, on the line of the UNION
PACIFIC RAILROAD.
The most favorable terms
given, and very low
rates of fare and freight to all settlers.
The best
markets.

FREE PASSES TO LADD BRIERS.

Mars, descriptive pamphlets, new edition of “THE
PIONEER,” sent free everywhere,
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Land Comm’r., U. P. R. R., Omaha Neb.
sep26
dlwt
AGFNnPtt f Greatest Offer of Ihe sea■rAUsEli., lit
son.
Plight $10 Chromos given
away with Home Guest, including Hoover’s Peeriess
American Fruit, 2J feet long, Lake Lucerne, Virgin
Vesta, &c. Mounted Outtit, four Chromos, $3 00:
8 Chromos. $5.80. J. LATHAM <» CO., 419 Washington Street, Boston.
eep26d4wt

$60

A WEEK

work that

^k‘0W"eNostea5y

will bring you $240 a month at home tiay
Inventors Union, 173 Greenwich St.

evening.

a

at

solid gold
to J.

once

sep27t4w

AT

NEW

YORK.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ami from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. .John, and all parts of Maine.
(gi^Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
as early as 4 P. M., on the days tliev leave
Steamers
|
Portland. For further Information apply to

K SFSf*1 A«ent,Portland.

«J. P- AMkb, Ag t, Pier 38, E.
Tickets and State Rooms can also

YOUNG & WYMAN,

PRACTICAL HORSE SHOERS.

Exchange

Horses shod for $1.50 per set. All In.
and Corns and

Street._

render entire satisfaction.

ensuing year

oct!8_-ltd

Vaults Cleaned and Aslies Itemoved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
R. GIBSON,
or addressing
688 Oongtefs Street
lanldtt

be

ocldtf

PHILADELPHIA ID RETURjN !

ANNUAL MEETINO.

Building, oil WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct. 25tb,
0. C. IlAYES, Sec’.v.
7i o’clock.

uncuiinwi,

t'HAS.

before

Illns-

determining

nTuiM

sent nee on

ClitCAS

A

application. Address
14 h'arren St,,

CO.,

Y-_oc!3U4wt

We will start you in a business you
XjT
can make §50 a week wilhout
capita),
and respectable for either sex.
MA1WVea87
iU.UHXj X
agents SUPPLY CO.,26t Lowery,

oc!3d4wt
York._
Centennial Stationery Package.

SEE

WHAT

IT

CONTAINS.

20 Sheets of Paper.
1 Fabers Lead PeDcil,
1 Slate Pencil,
1 Steel Pen,
1 Pen Holder,
1 Rubber Eraser,
1 40-Page Account Book,
1 Child’s Illustrated Book
20 Envelopes, (white and bull), good uualitv

1

pouulnr ront.H, Tin ROCHES.
5? "I1
WOBCRWEB, NRW I.ON““'i ram, lim it
! JOU2ro,VIN,s'rol>[
n,»® '» all
and
point. WEST
PAI.IEOKNM, K.il or
at the EOWENTREIIITED RATKN by

MOUTH

it

Mlrnnirr.,

n,l
for

»nle

W. ». LITTLE & €0.,
31

EXCHANGE

ACCIDENT

I wanted.

STREET,

TICKETS

..

furnished if
se2ldis2wtOBtf

...

RUPTURE

Patient* cured SO year* nao. remain
**•;. J. A. Khmunn’* eutcessful treatment of Rupture has induced
unprincipled persona
to advertise the elastic trusses
ns a certain cure.
Knowing them to be bnt an imperfect support.
I housandsof victims are
to-day
suttering through
this Elastic Tiuss delusion.
If it is worn tight around the body it wastes
away
the muscles, interrupts the circulation and
predisposes to paralysis; besides, the strap between the
of
the
ball
wood upon the ligaments,
legs drags
great
spermatic cords ami Pelvis Bone in a manner to produce im potency with all its horrors
indeed the

legion of

trusses with their

gripping

pressure upon

spine, abdomen and delicate parts adjacent to
sooner or later cause
kidney and bladder
affections; destroy manhood, making the young old
and tl!3old useless, until life settles into
Rightful
apathy. The afflicted should think seriously of this
subiectand,actin accordance with the dictates of
the

Rupture,

reason.

York.
obtained at 22

—TO—

d2w

at

Weekly,

upon your work tor this fall and winter. The combination for this season surpasses anything heretofore

R., New

Excursion Tickets

war-

Portland Widows*

Mept._ocl3d4wt

lnyestigate the merits of the
A Q RTSTS
X lO.trated

_.

—

Annual Meeting
THE
Wood Society, lor the election ot officers tor
the
will be holden at its office, City

and

on

Office hours

All work

DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED,
graphic pcu-picture of its liintory. grand
building*, wonderful exhibit*, curioniiiew,
brent days, etc. K*iofu*rly illustrated, thorMust sell
uughly popular and very cheap
immeu*ely. 3,000 AOENTM WANTED.
Send for lull particulars. This will be the chance
of JOO years to coin money fa*t. Get the only
reliable liintory.
HUBBARD BKOS., Publishers, Springfield, Mass.
Be uo1 deceived by premuf) A TTTION
^
ture books, assuming to be
y.
“official” and telling what will
happen in Ann.
A

WA5TKO

At Wo. 80 Pearl Hirer I,

ALL

D|CT|0nary

TER’S

10,000 Words and Meanings not in other
Dictionaries.

receipt of 25 cents. Large discounts »o agents.
CENTENNIAL STATIONERY CO
North Haves, cos’s.
Please mention this paper in writing.
octl4dlwt

Forest City Horse Shoeiug Shop,

of tbo

augl4eodtd

Sample package
wholesale price list anti outfit sent by mail
AOKNTfi

220 Federal St. Portland.
_scp28d6m

ranted to

said

The grandest offer eTer made, it can’t be
beat I Try it and be convinced.

stolen
fault.

General Agency

f.l
^1
^1'

to

authority

New

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

no9dtt

Overreaching
/£jT^terfering,
Qnartcr Cracks cured.

premises conveyed

aforesaid.
In witness whereof, I, Henry W. Horsey, in behalf
of said City of Portland, and by direction of the
City Council, and of the Building Loan Commissioners. and as Treasurer ot said City, by virtue
of whatever
is given me in said deed have
hereunto set my haud and given this notice.
HENRY W. HERSEY,
Treasurer for said City.

usual.

J.B.OOYLE,

MAINE

COMPRESSED VEAST

oclO

~

are

comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex#
pense and inconvenience ot arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,

Portland Widows9 Wood Society.

PasucujKor Train* Leave Portland.
10.45 A. 51. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
‘J.45 P. 51. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland :
11.15 A. 51. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. 51. Irom Johnson, Vc.
J. HAMILTON
t.
Portland, Oct 9, .876.

$1.00.

FA RE
Passengers by this line

cure a

Makes the best, nnrl lipnltbif-sf
BKLAD.
This yeast is made
from Pare 4-rain. Factory at
Blbsvil'e, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocets.

BY

same

cle in the world and

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Fleischmann & Co.’s

Tit* Du makk.

the

Adams by the Temple Street Chapel Society, by
deed dated July 22, 1856, and recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 272, Page 263,
to which reference is made for a more particular
description, with authority in case of a breach of the
condition in said mortgage to sell said premises at
auction, and from the proceeds to pay the debt
secured thereby, and, whereas, the condition of
said mortgage deed has beeu broken by said Adams:
This is to give notice that said parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, known as the Adams
House, will be sold at public auction, on said
premises, on the 8th dav of November next, at 3
o’clock in the atternoon, for the reason and purpose

York.sep26d4wf
If you want the best selling artiAfl'E'IGTFG
2, V, iiil A Cr

Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns eutering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of wdiicb
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that llesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has giveu universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels jiuce she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.

—

SALE.

WHEREAS,

New

Leaving

experience in tell-

ing fortunes, searching out lost, hiddeu or
treasuresj &c., and was never known to be at

PHOTOGRAPHER,
AIM

STEAMERS.

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

now
Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call

Madame

or

Charles H. Adams, of the City of
Portland, in the County of Cumberland, on
the twenty-seventh day of June, A. !>., 1368, by his
mortgage deed of that date recorded in the Registry
of Deeds for said County. Book 356, Page 204, conveyed to said City, a certain parcel of land situated
on the East side of Temple Street, in said Portland,
seventy feet front on Temple Street, and ninety feet

■ n Preaa—Onifll. Heady-The

can

™

The Best Work at moderate Price*.

NOTICE

LOAN.

Centennial Exposition

CLAIRVOYANT.

dtt

244 Middle Street*

BUILDING

OK FANCY CABD8 all styles with name 10
cts. Post paid. J. B. Busted, Nassau, Rens.
N. Y.
se28d4wt

IS. S, KIADDOX,the celebrated
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at Market

m.,

LAMSON,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

patent lever wateli, free of cost, write
BRIDE & CO., 767 Broadway, N. Y.

*5S Brondwa}, New York.

m.

Chnilfjc ofTime, Oct. 9, ISJG.

CYRUS STURDlYAN'm Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
oc9dtf

or

BOSTON

NA8SAIT, BAHAMA ISLANDS,
T J. PORTER, Prop.
Steamers leave New York, Oct. 28ib, and Nov. 20th.
For full information apply to
JAIMES LI DOER WOOD & CO.,

7.20 A. M. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a. m.
11.25 A. ML. Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p. m., makes closo connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. ML. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. ML Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in.

eleTues-

always in advance of all other lines. Bagchecked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston
Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little.& Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKIKS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl 73dtf

Now Open,

roro

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
containing all the modern! improvements In
at
No. 10 Central Wharf.
quir
dtf
Jd

BUftliOWJES SIKOS’.,

often

at 6.00 a. m.
Ntate Rooms can be secured in advance at
Bnrnei Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 P. m. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6.20 P. ML. Train runs to Gorham.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RF.

When yon cannot find what you want
and are in a hurry for Window Frames,
call at

no

magnificent

To Let.

Window

sure

Cam,

apl

rglHE
JL

win-

the

of

the

gage

anglOdeodtf

lliruugtl

I^ocnl Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.

next

now

Danforth St.
aprl 1

with

in Portland at 10.50 p.

Commercial

below
Joshua Hobbs
STOKE Co., occupied bystreet,
Son. Possession given immediately.
Dana &

connecting

^<ics

change

and Friday, and with
steamer

and

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m*.
2.30, 4.00 and 6,20 p. m.
7.50 A. M. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. m., and at Worcester at 2.10 p. m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
2*30 P. M. Steamboat Fx press arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, m., connects at F pping
for Manchester and 1'oncord, at Nashua
for Lowell and Boston, at Aver .^unction for Fitchburg and Hoosac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &

Steamers of the Norwich Lino, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Hirer

in

Monday, Wednesday

popular
Stonington every
§ant
ay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York

TERMS :
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-rcom
$3.00.

follows

(1,1.1

Co.,

THE ROM VIM HOTEL

auu

OTHERS.

ME,

On and after Monday, April, 3, 1876,

without

OF ALL

Tie Superior Sea Going Steamers,

WINTER RESORTS.

uaiuua'i,

LIME

Hotel,

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Loudon

To Let.
No. 5 Carlton

3 OO
3.00
4.00
6 00

sept!6dtt

THE

FIRST-CLASS House of 10 rooms, Corner of
Franklin and Cumberland Street. Also a nice
rent of 7 rooms, in new houBe 2} Tate Street.
Inquire of E. PONCE, Corner of Middle and
Exchange Street.
sept!8dtf

$3.00

Op.um’j I

vnn

OF YOUR OWN.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Best ot attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market attords.

Base of Mt. Washington nnd return,
Huimuit and return yia Fabyau's
Summit and return via Glen
N.00
All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to
parties holding these tickets.

rnn as

oniumure w uuiu

FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOE BUSINESS MEN.

heatedIby

From Portland to Glen Ilonse and

Aioauj

To Let.

THE

fur Vnrlli 14o

Portland, Oct. 7,1876.

Situated in the Tery Center of the City.

&OGDENSBURG!

Crawford Ilonse and return
Fnbynu IIon*e nnd return

uy

Steamboat Express tiains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely now and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every

after Monday, Sept. 18th, Excursion
tickets will be sold to the White Mountains as
follows:
....

csi

jM|8able prices. It lias 325 rooms, all complete1.^" nVv furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can be engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.

and

return

uiu

This is

PORTLAND,

nmniinn

The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her Friday trip from here only and cn her Monday
trip coming West.
For further particulars, inquire of

E. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R.

are now

ON

iu

&TOJVINGTON

GROUNDS.

United States

U'edufMday and Friday Evening* at IO
o’clock, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,
Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
The City of Richmond connects with Steamer Chas.
Houghton, Capt. Ingraham, at Rockland every Tues-

NOW IS THE TIME TO SECURE IT !

!

We take pleasure In referring you to all the Fish
and I.obster Dealers, Produce Dealer*,
Wholesale Dry Goods Merchant*. Whole
•ale Milliner* and any others of Portland, who

PORTLAND

ywiui«

no2dtf

Boston, IMaa*.
The only first-class hotel in the city,
rcbarging but S3.50 per day. Horee-cars
the door every minute in the day. All
[pass
modern conveniences, and finelv located on
]
-LFrnnklin Square. The St. Janus
has just been renovated, painted, frescoed and refurnished from basement to attic. Table d’Hote
unrivalled.
se22eodlm

3.30 p. m.,
arrive* in New York ti.00 a. in. NEXT
MORNING.
at

STEADIER CITY OF RICHMOND
CAPT. KILBY,
will also leave Railroad "Wharf every Monday.

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

ieb26__eodtf
St. James Hotel,

New York at 3.00 p. m
Portland 1.13 p. 111. NEXT

Freight leaving Portland

ivj mi

This elegant fire-proof structure was
r-rEfrebuilt by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to

Freight leaving

To Let.
Three Story Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
Danlorth Street, recently occupied by Watson

Newhall, with or without the furniture. Possession
JOS. ILSLEY.
given immediately.
septlOdtf

auu

R., M. W.Davisou, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
R.

a.

—

Trains will

family without children.
FOBCor. High and
Shermau Streets.
a

FOB

Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport

—

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina- by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.

Directly ppoeite Main Exhibition Building,

Portland & Worcester Line

AND

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
On 42d Street, Columbia Avenue, Viola
Avenue and Elm Avenne,
We would respectfully call the attention of
Merchants and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

and Bar Harbors (Mt.
and Machiasport.

week.

a

Morely.

UNITED STATES HOTEI,

CENTENNIAL

Will leave Knilrond Wharf
every Tuenday nud Friday
Evening* at IO o’clorb tor
Deer Isle, Sedgwic k, South West

LINK

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and MoCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

HOTELS.

PRUTS’ WK DESPOT.

two

mbit__d&w22

sept28dtf

m._

CAPT. DEEItlNU.

iTOilNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

dtf

octlt

Trains leaves Portland & Rochester R. R. Station
at 2.30 p. m., arriving in Philadelphia next morning

Best in Market.

the Thompson Block, Non. 117 &, 119
middle Street. Good location below the Post
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other

city,

one

Iron

imm^peo radiating surface, and is
designed for heating large dwellings or public buildThe No. 6 has

any

TO

only

PORTLAND & PHILADELPHIA.

STEAMEbTe WISTON,

Class Mteamwbip
WM. CRANE.

Try the AERATED OXYGEN lor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lung Diseases,
For
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis.
sale at ROOM 3. Cahoon Block,
383 Congress Street.

Philadelphia and Return
change of cars between

eodtf

ocl2dtf

For Rent.
built, two story house, ten rooms,
bath-room, water-closets, gas, furnace, Seba-

Portland to

Barstow’s

famished Room for
Gentleman and
NICELY
Wile in
House with modem conveniences.

Room In the Second Story ol the
Printers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON dc CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

ALL RAIL.

at 7.00

sep20 Between Free and Congress,

Board in

TO

—

MULNIX,

CENTER

Room to Let.

JF

Parlor,

first-class

To Rent.

iccuuiuicuuuuuus

$16.00

Desert, Machias, Bangor, Ells-

First

the DIAMOND PECTORAL
lor
and
Bronchial
Cough, Colds
affection.
Try the AMERICAN VEGETABLE HEALTH PILLS lor a Mild

ONLY

WOTHBOP RANGE

rooms

guuu

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

BLE,

the most beautiful range now made, with all the
modern improvements.

front
to let without hoard, with gas,
all modern Improvemences, and frescoed; firstTWO
class in
*»uu

6.

beaters in the market.

test

tb»

a

m-vutiauw

and

BRICK OR PORTA

TO LET1

624

5

Monday,

d&wtf

deep, being

gmilt
apt.

Norfolk,

leave eud ot

14

at

With connection* to Prince Edward Island* Cape Breton and III, Johns, IN. P.

^powerful

Go to the Centennial

touching

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

stimulated unscrupulous individuals to issue articles
under the above similar sounding words. To further
protect the consumer, we have cut the word
“Capcine” in each Plaster. Their
vegetable properties afford instant relief, and insure a
quicker cure than any known medicine. They contain no metallic or mineral poisons, and are superior
in their effects to electricity, and more certain.
Price 25 cents.
w. «'. rmiililPS A CO., Agenta.
oct2
deod&wlmlO

will

Wuarf,

Oceanville (Deer Isle), So. West and Bar Harbor,
Mt Desert, and Winter Harbor; and every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Ellsworth, touching
at. No. Haven and Green’s Landing and Oceanville
(Deer Isl»;h

MAIL LINE TO

The proprietors of Benson’s Capcino Porous
Plasters have found it necessary to warn the public
against bogus articles that are offered them, under
the name ot “Capsicia** or “Capsicum.” as being the
same as Capcine; the tacts are that they are totally
unlike the genuine in their effect or composition,
and such imitations are calculated to injure the excellent remedial qualities of Benson’s Capcine
Porous Blasters. The unparalleled success of this
famous and vigorous medicinal combination has

Throngh Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowestcates. Pullman Car Tickets for Seat* and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
oc9dtfGEO. BATCHELDER. Supt.

Liverpool,

wm

IVS1DE LIVES TO

/IoT,

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax every other Tuesday, for
Liverpool, touching at ((nemMown.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at
lowest rates.
The GlaNgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New EnglaDd, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.
B^ttigbt Nierling Check* i*»ued in *uniii
to *u»t for £1 and upward*.
myOdtf

CAUTION AGAINST IMITATIONS.

Mondays.)
RETXJRNIMG,

LINE.

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
every
Saturday morning,

dtf

apr29

days.

for

ti.

worth and Deer Isle.

Shortest Ocean Voyage.

176 Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,
.tore formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
where may also be found a good assortment of
Drugs, Fancy and Toilet Articles.

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbaryport,

oei

WEEK.

SUMMER SERVICE.

me

Dy

TRIPS~PER

ALLAN

D. B. SAWYER’S DRUG STORE,

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro*« Saco, Biddeford, Ken*
nebuuk. Wells North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Portsmouth,
Kittery'
Newbaryport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford. Kennebunk, Kittery,
Salem, Lynn. Chelsea and Boston

are

afrr-1

Wednesday, Fiiday and Saturday at 3 p. m. Returning, leave Harpswell Monday,
Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m.—will touch at
Long, Little and Great Chel>eaguo ami Bailees
Island each way. For freight, apply to CAPTAIN,

Mt.

Dlgby.

original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one ot the best articles ever offered to the
public, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are particularly recommeuded tor the cure of
Indigefition or Dyapepaia, Jaundice, Lost
of Appetite, General Debility, Costiveness, and all diaenaea enured
by au(unhealthy state of
the stomach or bowels.
of recommendations might be pubI
Any number
lished, but the article is so well and favorably Known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to tne directions on each
bottle and be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kind ever offered for the relief of the sick and suffering.
SOLD ONLY AT

W1THR0P WIGHT IRON

L-i'

ana

Kingdom,

IVindnor

Connections made at Eastport for Rohbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for
Annapo
lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.. Sbediac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktown, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
(S^Freight received oh days of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
sci>20dtf
A. R. STUBBS. Afrent.

This medicine has been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it. The
Bitters are composed of the best articles of the vege-

Railroad,

OCT.

same

Bitters l

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
$Mixed.
Portland, Oct. 0,1876.au3ldtf

mam

STEAMBOAT CO.

On and after Monday, Sept. 18th,
the Steamers New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and the
City of Portland, Capt. S. II.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every Monday and Thursday at
6.00 P. M., tor East port and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Kastport on the

MURRAYS

a. m.,
12.40 p. m.
Bath $7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 5.05 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The tl2.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.

8TEAHER MAGNET,

Curtis,
pCant
Commercial

Digity,

and 81
John,
and Halifax.

Calnin

TWO

MEDICAL*

m., $7.00 a.m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick $7.00

HARPSWELL.

FOR

PORTLAND, Bli\t OR & MIMS

Vf’A.LX. ARKANGEMEN’I

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

a.

dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Ea.lport,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is
splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
CHT'PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Raggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

au28tt

i

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. WA.HPNON, Agent
TO Long Wharf. Boston.
Jn23-ly

in

Mate. Office379J
PATTERSON^dealer
Congress street, williams* Block, between Myrtle

r-

'sailing vessels.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,aud South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

and all points in the

Skowhegan 12.35 p, m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, and Brunswick

Janll

& Sat’d’y.

From Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.ra.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate o

—

Northwest, West and Southwest.
J. O. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Central

Wed’s’y

STEAMSHIP LINES.
FOUR STEAMER*. PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TU ESI)AY and SATURDAY by
Old Colouy Railroad via Fall
River.
C*oodn Received at Depot*
Daily.
Through Bills Lading given from Boston and prin
cipal points in New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore*
Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, Newberue and %Va»hin£ton.
D. D. V. IHINK, (icuernl Eavtcru Agent,
40 Devonshire Street, Boston.

Ho Wharfage.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Ht. IjouIm. Omaha,
Magiuaw, Mt. Paul, Malt liake City,!
Denver, Man Francisco,

in Real

-“•——S —\ /-•
i
!« \ i
i-Ld Li i_i

Leave each port every

To

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at tl2 35 a. in., 12.40 p. m.

LOAN

FURNACE.

Steamship Uine.

tion.

first

and Pearl streets.

ktm

AND

PHILADELPHIA

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Ea6tport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7dtt

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and^ld. Apply to P.

ON

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

"VIA.

at

apr29

nn

betrayed into the lhapsodies of
strong emotion, or developed a very fervent
sympathy. You see their attachment was
no giddy impulse, or brief heyday of the
blood; it had withstood the test of years, and
were

Beal

Patterson’s

BULLETIN.

sep20dtf

with Board,

when the times were more
graver cares balked the
communion of lovers, that Ruth and Robin
am

F. G,

5

he

room.

ter.

Nor

can

Plonoimi Front

in figures, renouncing utterly for that occasion such frivolities as moonlight walks.
“Nellie will go,” she said; and accordingly
Robin, who would liavo preferred, perhaps,
to drink in solitude the spirit of the hills, was
attended by that vivacious young person, and
regaled with divers histories of sewing-bees,
spelling-matches, maple-scrapes and sleigh*

—

UVIVJ.

dim

a

butter. The sagacious housewife discerned
much promise in that scheme, forthwith got
out pens and paper, and was presently deep

auspicious, and

two boarders

or

What

rides which had signalized the previous

31 1 2 Exchange St.

Park
of

ONE416 CUMBERLAND STREETaccommodated
with pleasant
front

she said, and
marshalled Bob and Nell down to dinner.
In the busiest households the evening is a
season of leisure and refreshment; but after
sundown Squire Allen must needs stroll over
from the mill and shake Bob’s hand, and
take Ruth aside to disclose a notable project
for supplying the Notch House with eggs and
over

SMITH,

JOHN

BO STO N

—

probably Ro-

“I guess there’s

LOTS

SALE

myl3dtf

TO LET WITH BOARD.

here; shouted Nell, and made
her sister look at some junketings in the
Tyrol—a pretty scene enough—where the
bright costumes of the women had caught
the damsel’s eye. “It’s too sweet,” she murmured tenderly: “how I should love to go

man

HOUSE

rooms

oct7

come

ing than plowing

corner

present proprietor
vacant, furnished and unfurnished.

days

barbarous

the modern improvements
Inquire of JDIvPAN BROS., No. It Danlorlh St.apr4dtt

to

Passenger Offices
U EXCHANGE ST.,

Excursion Tickets to New Vork and
Philadelphia for sale at Boston & Maine Railrood Ticket Office, including
Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.
N. B.—Kates as low as by any other Line.
Tickets via all Lines to ail points for sale at

MONDAY, OCT. 9, 1876.

water, and all
■HBEiSMSebago
of a first-class house.

at all stations

Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

p. m.
For Wollborough and Centre Harbor at
9.00 a. in.
For KocheNter and Farmington* N. H., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Kiddeforo and Kennebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Horning Trains will leave Kennebonb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

1UYVOOV

(stopping

m.

5.00 p.

m.

Returning, leave Scott’s Lauding at 6.40, 9.00 and
11.40 a. in., 2 40 and 5.30 p. in.
Farrtor Rouiiil Trip, 4,1 cunt*.
Package
of live round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets tor sale at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams. No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
oc3dtfCAPT. C. H. KXOWLTQX.

Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express traiD for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl9.30 and at S.OO
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N. A. Railway lor St. John
aud Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

now

is that? such curly wool and
twisted horns. Mine are common stock, but
1 clipped two hundred pounds last shearing.”
“We’ll go and inspect them, dear, after
tea,” said Bob, who was looking forward
eagerly to the evening walk.

and

j

Mail train 1.50 p.

Passenger Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15,9.00 a.m., and 3.00 p. m., arriving at BoHton at i^).45 a. m.. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston fm Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p in.
For %Vells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
4-reat Falls, Hover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Hnvcrhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00

Seott’a

Will leave the West Side of Custom
:03, House Wharf, every week day, for
Landing at 6.15, 8.30 and 11.15 a. w., 2.15 and

V

trains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express lor Auburn anrt Lewision at 7.00 a. m.
Express tram at 12 25 p. m for Auburn and Lewiston.

Commencing Monday Oct. 9. 1876.

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

tiie steamer tourist

ARRANGEMENT

gggran On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,

RAILROAD.

and Gray streets, will remain in the hands
THE
the
who
has desirable

with more interest,
“That’s a view in the Morena,” explains
Robin, “tbe region you are always hearing of
in Don Quixote.”
“I don’t remember,” said his betrothed,

were

signed

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

WINTER

For Sale.
New two Btory E'rench-Roofed House,
aga a
AvygVttatNo. 422 Cumberland St., containing fourllinnuf MaTteen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,

Boarders Wanted.

around her neck—I

habits,

CLYDE’S

Bent.

or

mWO single gentlemen and a number of table
X boarders can find excellent accommodation at
294 Congress street, up si airs.
oc20-dlw

wish I had one I”
“A comely face, but dreamy looking,” said
wide-awake Kuth, aud.picks up a landscape

thriftless

dtt

BOARD.

Miss Tyrrell’s portrait.
“I think she’s lovely,” protested Nellie,
who had bestowed close attention on the

tures, of

n..1<n..l r.t

A number of unreceipted Bills
of the Portlaud Publishing Company. The finder will confer a
favor by leaving tlie same at this
Office.

when he writes sermons.”
“That’s wbat makes them so musty,” said
prefane Bob. “But come here, Ruth; what
do you think of this?” and he pointed to

there!”
But Ruth opined they

FOR TIIEISLAHDS.

A first class residence, centrally situated on
State Street; all furnished. Address
K;<
M»|l iuWHffP. O, BOX 1602.

LOST !

“O, let her stay,” said the artist. “Talking don’t tease me; rather helps this sort of
work.”
“Does it?” said Ruth, astounded, and beginning to find small difference between such
work and play. “Why, Mr. Greathead, the

hilly country.

.1,

ang!7

silver; also two Railroad Checks from
Portland to Springvale. Any person finding the
same will be suitably rewarded by leaving it with
SMALL, CLARK & THOMPSON, No. 170 Middle
Street, (up stairs.)octi7dlw*

din 1”

“O,

the order

Lost.
THURSDAY,Oct, 12th, a Ladies’ Black Portemonnaie, Containing a sum of money in hills,

scrip

reprimand seemed necessary.
“Why will you be so thoughtless, Nell ?.’
she said. Look at all that fine paint wasted!
How can Bob keep his wits with such a

sheep

l,n.n oil in nnml nnvwl il i.

young tbirfly trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hay, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. H. VINTON, ESQ., kiddle Street, Portland,
or DK. HUNTINGTON, on thfpremiees.

ON and

quiet on her subjects, and strove to compass
the death-like silence which she presumed
congenial to aesthetic toil.
It was a shock, therefore, to the well-meaning girl, when she stole in on tip-toe to announce the mid-day meal, to find Nellie at
Bob’s elbow, giggling and prattling right noisily, and daubing a strip ot canvass with enthusiasm. Ruth disliked to scold, but some

breed of

(220.90),

ninety

picture, and forward it as per contract, within a week.
I dare say it incommoded Ruth to sacrifice her capacious store-room, which, happening to open from Bob's bed chamber and to
possess a skylight, was at once promoted to
the function of atelier; but she proceeded
cheerfully to transfer her household stuff,
stowing It away in nooks and pigeon-holes,
merely craving permission to leave some
strings of dried apples which depended from
the rafters. She could not find it in her
heart, however, to rebuke the kitchen-maid,
who bewailed lustily the confiscation of her
clothes-horse (so she termed a drying-frame)
and probably Ruth condemned in secret the
perversion of that machine to art purposes.
But she esteemed it her plain duty to further
Bob’s wishes, aud forestall them if she couid
so wheu he had rigged a tolerable easel and
got fairly to work, Ruth enjoined the utmost

a

^,1

MONEY

ter date at Canal National Bank, and
by A.
H. Davis All persons are cautioned against negotihas
such
a
note
as
been
stopped.
ating
payment
STAPLES & ROE.
d2w
oct!9

would be married at once. That, at least,
certain in an uncertain world—fixed and
certain as that he would finish Miss Tyrrell’s

seems

....

ST.

15, 1876, payable
A of STAPLESAug.
& DOE,for Two Hundred Twenty
Dollars and
three months alcents.

was

dubiously. “It

__

FOR

-1_1

rlnna

drained
of
state
cultivation, with one acre of
muck: one mile from Church and Post Office; halt
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar,wood, ice, hen house,

ON ST. JOHN STREET
Terms reasonable and easy payments. Apply to

LOST OR STOLEN!

meet more efficient and true? And Cousin
Ruth had waited for him all these years, an d
now he was come home to marry her. They

hnnr giro

in

Bridgland, mowing,
woodland; underneeded, and in a
to

good

A

and mortgaged, and a little sister on her
hands, taking up the burden quietly and singly—Bob should never forego his college and
the chance of a fair career—wringing from
those reluctant acres independence and comfort, and even profit. Was it not a fine,
brave thing, he thought, and could heart ot
man wish more generous comrade, or help-

fnilat

and
where

pasture

Lost,

who, like Cousin Bob, knew the story of her
loyal life.
He ran it over, lying awake by and by in
the best bed-room, and noting the bright
wood-work, spotless curtains, quilted coverlet and other vouchers of Ruth’s housewifery.
He remembered his introduction to the farm,
when his father, the genius of the family—
poor, luckless, abortive, rustic genius, we
have all seen such—succumbing finally to
strong drink and disappointment, .left nothing
behind him but a fretful wife and sturdy boy.
He could see his uncle—plain, overworked,
kindly man—tending the widow..fj»Kj1*,
Pe®?ls“ Points,
lasted) patient alwavs
ut- „<*« to buy Bob books, and putninchinSlad
to
Exeter
finglne
school, (for the son of
a genius must have advantages) and at last
throwing up in his turn the hard task of living. And then Ruth, a mere girl, not seven-

larlv’a

Portland,

from

Windham, on Stage Road
ton, thirty acres ot

FOUND~

GOLD NECK CHAIN with Locket attached.
The face of locket black enamel, set with spray
of flowers in gold and stone. Supposed to bo lost on
the Ogdensburg Excursion ot Friday, Oct. 13th.
A suitable reward will be given by leaving at
0Ct21d3l*THIS OFFICE.

you may think, with scarce sentiment or leisure enough to play the role of sweetheart,
but no such doubt or cavil occurred to those

hair; and the ruff

For Sale.
Ten miles

Sis

Nobody could help liking Ruth Lyon, who
marked the kind, firm mouth, and honest
eyes, or watched her earnest, matronly ways.
A little too brisk, too careful and practical,

cniinff

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

an

BYwork.
Clark

woke up Reuben the hind (hired help she
called him) and dispatched him to fetch the
great man’s luggage, and Nellie filled Bob’s
pipe, and gave him currant wine, and altogether there was joy and festivity, that night
in the Lyon homestead.

her

For terms, inquire
34 Union Street.
WM. C. HOW.
oct2dtf
and 5 p.m.

For Sale

Situation Wanted.

she Baid, scanning her cousin with admiring
“You’ve got a beard, too—a great
eyes.
brown beard. Is it the fashion, Bob, in foreign parts? What haven’t you seen and
done 1 And is it true, Bob—do they give you
heaps of money for bits of canvas like that
you sent us from France? How much now?
—come—”
“How are you all ?” said bewildered Robin.
“How’s little Nell?”
“Little—why she’s a woman, Bob I Where
is she?—Nellie?” And excited Ruth ran into the passage to bid her sister dress quickly,
and come down speedily, and welcome somebody who had come home to his friends at
last.
And then modest Robin was again inspected, and marvelled over and catechised, and
presently in bounced Nellie, a gamesome,
sprightly lassie—and flung two plump arms
about his neck; and Ruth made tea, and

locks himself up for

day

JOSEPH HOBSON, Saco.

oot!7d3w

Boston & Maine

Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland at 3,00
and Boston 7.30 a. m.

No. 699 Congress Street, now occupied
HOUSE,
be examined any week
by the Subscriber;
at
between 3

o.wl

RESPONSIBLE party to cut and draw three
to five millions of spruce limber a year for the
next three years and drive the same about eight
miles into the Androscoggin river.

STEAMERS.

p. m.,

Wanted.
active intelligent man to travel in the country for a Wholesale Grocery House. Must
Address BUSINESS, Box 1052
have experience.
octlSdlw
giving real name.

room, where all looked spruce and prim, and
neat as wax. “Why, how you’ve grown!”

Baptist minister,

5

5 YOUNG EAOIES

“That is Ruth darning and mending—faithful soul I” he thought, letting the clapper fall
against the door, and Ruth, indeed, it was,
wno trottea lorwaru in great amaze, mrusi
back a bolt nervously, stared a second doubtfully in his eyes then caught him in a warm
embrace.
“Is it you, Bob—really you?” cried the
“Come to the light—let me see
eager girl.
She led him to the low-ceiled
your face 1”

ill

IN

can

to learn Telegraphing for positions in Telegraph offices. Employment as soon as qualified. Call or address Portland Telegraphic Institute, 396J Congress
octlOdtf
St., or 162 Exchange St., Portland. Me.

with pines and hemlocks, kneeling, it seemed,
before the mountain lords that reared above
them their bare beads, gaunt and weird
enough in the moonlight, and hid somewhere
in their shadow the wonders of the haunted
Notch.
He spied the] gleam of a candle—in the
keeping-room, no doubt—as he swung open
a little gate and strode up the graveled walk
flanked with sunflowers and hollyhocks.

Li/.

Westerly part of the City, a Two Story
House, 9 blushed rooms, supplied with gas and
Sebagn; can Ik? seen any afternoon from 3 to 6 o’clock;
a large lot; a chance for a good investment.
Inquire
ot
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street.
octDdtf

EORSALE.

lO

STEAMERS.

RAILROAD.

the

Wanted 2

ruminating on Aunt Tyrrell’s
equivocal demeauor, and my kinswoman, by
sheer want of confidence, lost the comfort
and healing virtues of a timely word, Mr.
Lyon was rapidly nearing the natal village,
which proved to be—as I guessed—in New
Hampshire, and was, in fact, no other than
the township of Conway,"in thej county of
Carroll.
It was late at night when he
reached the quiet station which lay nearest
the farm, and, leaving his traps on the secure
platform, set out cheerily to walk home.
There was
How well he knew the road!
the red school-house, and the Baptist church,
and clump of maples at the Four-corners.
That was the Saco humming on his left,
threading the meadows, and feeding the pool
above Squire Allen’s mill; and here were
sheep on the upland—Ruth’s sheep, perhaps
—asleep in the dry June weather. West and
north rose familiar hills, clothed to the peak
was
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FOR SALE!

SALE*

Business Wanted,
a party with good
experience, (chiefly in flour,)
and haying a few thousand dollors in ca»h.
..

BY

rosy-cheeked, bustling
lass, who, on class-day, danced with lively
interest and sense of proprietorship in Master
a

octl4U2w_

A DESIRABLE LOCATION ROB

VVAJMTS.

my friend’s engagement, which I might without much difficulty have resuscitated from
my memory (the idiot had engaged himself
before he left off jackets), and even drawn ?.

A

A

.NOWS.

most everybody knows,
\
f
Clothed” from head to feet, I
That Boys are
\ In “New York styles” at Grorgb Frnno’s,
/
N
Comer of Beach and Washington Street,

eep21

For Sale.
GOOD House; seven rooms; In nice order; near
GEO. A. WHITNEY,
City Hall.
No. 46 Exchange Street.

DESIRABLE situation, corner of Brackett and
\faugbn streets is offered to a person wishing
This house is of brick
a nice residence in this city.
and is supplied with all the modern improvements;
There are about
a nice stable is within easy access.
6000 feet of land. This is one of the most eligible sit
uations in the city of Portland. Terms of payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to K. T. PATTEN,
on the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of Vaughn St.
octlOdtf

/One thing

RAILROADS.

REAL ESTATE,

invariably (as

DR. SHERMAN’S

Treatment is Practical, Rational,
and Economical; its object is immediate relief ami

eventual cure. It is based upon scientific principles
anil easily demonstrated to the comprehensions of
every intelligent person. Though he does not use atruss he uses a support Infinitely superior which
keeps eveiything in proper position while flic Curative Compound applied daily by the patient, excites
healthy action, adhesion and cure.
Besides this
treatment does not interfere with labor or exercise
ou horseback or otherwise, and
rfiords security
J
against inflamed and strangulated rupture
The afflicted are coming from all
parts on he country. Terms moderate, depending upon the case.
Persons troms the country can receive treatment and
leave for home on the same day. Semi lu cents for
Dr. Sherman s Books with likeness ot bad cases betore and alter cure. References
given to gentlemen
who have been cured. Offlee No 1 Am.
Street, New
\orls. Beware ot the fellow
calling himself Dr. W.
Cremplon and using Dr. Sherman’s name in his
advertisements to decoy the afflicted. Save this ad-

vertisement.
0Ctl6
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